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Autonomy and Agency: A Feminist Approach 

Historically the relationship between feminist theory and the concept of autonomy has been 

troubled; feminists have both advocated autonomy as a necessary tool for women's 

emancipation and rejected it as an inherently masculinist ideal that serves no purpose in 

feminist theory. 

My Thesis begins by examining those concepts of autonomy found in mainstream 

philosophical theory: namely Kant's theory of moral autonomy and the procedural and 

hierarchical approaches of Dworkin, Frankfurt and Christman. I then move on to consider 

feminist criticisms of these understandings of autonomy including metaphysical, symbolic 

and care critiques which are developed by writers such as Baier, Code and Gilligan. 

An influential feminist criticism of autonomy, the poststructuralist critique of the subject, 

argues that it is not possible to understand ourselves as having a unified self. Instead the self 

is decentred and fragmented. Writers like Weedon, Butler and Lloyd support such an 

approach but Benhabib argues that this account of the self makes it impossible to develop a 

concept of autonomy necessary for feminist politics. 

In response to these arguments I propose a narrative understanding of the self based on the 

work of Paul Ricoeur. According to this, the self is decentred but not fragmented. I then 

argue that this understanding of identity is strong enough to support an account of autonomy 

that is sensitive to those feminist concerns discussed in earlier chapters . This is because it is 

only in its traditional understandings that autonomy is problematic. 

In this way, and drawing on Meyers, I argue for an approach that understands autonomy as a 

set of learned competencies. However, unlike Meyers, I argue autonomy is weakly 

substantive, not purely procedural . This substantive, relational , competency accOlmt of 

autonomy, I conclude, is compatible with a decentred narrative identity and answers those 

feminist concerns with traditional understandings of autonomy. 
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Autonomy and Agency: An Introduction 

Over the past four years I have often come away from reading books or articles with 

the nagging doubt that many believe that feminist engagements with theories and 

concepts of autonomy have run their course, that there is nothing new left to say, a 

real sense of having 'been there, done that'. I think this feeling is then compounded 

by feminism 's unpopularity in the wider culture. Even a passing acquaintance with 

the opinion pieces of the British press is enough to tell you that increasing numbers 

of women, of all ages and backgrounds, are unwilling to actively identify themselves 

as feminists. This has been my experience too in conversations with female friends~ 

feminism is viewed as the domain of strident viragos trying to tell women how to 

lead their lives, the old stereotype of an angry, vituperative woman is, unfortunately, 

still very much alive. Though when pushed in these conversations such women do 

identify with core feminist beliefs in aiming for an equal and emancipated society, 

they just do not identify themselves as feminist. So it is, therefore, that I have 

experienced those moments, when I tell people that I am writing a thesis based on 

feminist philosophy and the concept of autonomy, of silence and pause in which 

non-academics wait for me to start haranguing them and academics wonder why I 

am dragging that old potato back out. So, why am I? Why am I writing on autonomy 

and agency from a feminist perspective? 

Autonomy is a concept that has a long and complicated history within philosophical 

thought and feminist philosophers' engagement with this concept so far fonns, in 

relative terms, one short and brief chapter in its overall development as a concept. To 

think then that feminist thought could have possibly hoped to have fully explored 

and developed all the possible avenues of inquiry open in relation to autonomy 

seems to me to smack highly of a rather unfortunate arrogance or a desire to dismiss 
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such ideas before they even begin. Rather it seems to me that there is still a large 

amount of work to be done in understanding autonomy in terms of gender roles and 

relations. Furthermore, to suggest that we can know and understand all there is on 

anyone given topic or concept is, I would argue, to subscribe to a mistaken 

universalism or essentialism. It follows then that to ignore the fact that as gender 

roles and relations change and alter, which they have undoubtedly done over the past 

forty or fifty years since the advent of First Wave feminism, so we need to re-address 

and re-assess our understandings of autonomy and agency in terms of these changes. 

Therefore, I think, there is still work to be done, from a theoretical feminist 

perspective, on autonomy and its agency and hence my thesis. 

To this end then my Thesis begins in Chapter One (Kantian and Procedural Accounts 

of Autonomy) by considering the historical development of the concept of autonomy 

through Locke and Rousseau to Kant's theories of moral autonomy. As will become 

clear I do not think it is possible to discuss modern day conceptions of autonomy or 

indeed the impetus for most feminist critiques of autonomy without recognising the 

influence of Kant's arguments on the debate. Therefore I spend some time in the first 

chapter writing on Kant before moving on to consider how theories of autonomy 

have moved from being purely moral theories to ones of personal autonomy. This 

then leads me to look at the arguments of Frankfurt, Dworkin and Christman who 

have all proposed theories of personal autonomy that are generally described as 

being either hierarchical or procedural. I end Chapter One by considering some 

possible criticisms of these formulations of autonomy and in particular that criticism 

that has become known as the Problem of Manipulation which is of particular 

interest to feminist autonomy theorists. 

Having concluded Chapter One by indicating at least one way in which feminist 
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theorists have been critical of mainstream philosophical conceptions of autonomy 

Chapter Two (Feminist Critiques and Concerns) is a more considered and fully 

developed approach that encompasses a number of feminist critiques of autonomy. 

In order to structure this chapter more helpfully I have used the five feminist 

critiques of autonomy as identified by Mackenzie and Stoljar in their introduction to 

their edited collection Relational Autonomy. These critiques are the metaphysical, 

the symbolic, the care, the post-modern and the diversity. Particular attention is paid 

in this chapter to the first three of these critiques because I argue that the last two 

groups of arguments, the post modern and diversity, are centred around what has 

come to be known as the critique of the subject and therefore, because of my broad 

sympathy towards the claims of this approach, deserve to be analysed in some depth. 

My third chapter (Post-Structuralist Subjects and Feminist Agents) is, therefore, a 

prolonged and in- depth discussion of those post-structural critiques of the subject as 

provided by, amongst others, Lacan, Derrida and Foucault. In order to achieve this I 

spend some time discussing these arguments and considering their not 

inconsiderable influence on some areas of feminist theory concerning subjectivity 

and agency, as seen in the works of thinkers such as Judith Butler and Maria 

Lugones. Towards the end of the chapter however I also begin to discuss the, very 

reasonable, reticence of some feminist thinkers to accept the critique of the subject. I 

conclude by arguing that there are convincing arguments made by both sides of this 

debate and that what, I believe, is required is a conception of agency that is 

decentred and that yet is capable of remaining cohesive and coherent. 

In order to construct such an account of agency I suggest, in Chapter Four (Narrative 

Identity), that the best way to do so is to look to theories of narrative identity. I begin 

by examining those theories of narrative that are found in the works of Alasdair 
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MacIntyre and Charles Taylor before arguing that while the arguments developed by 

these thinkers have their merits, the best account of narrative identity is to be found 

in the works of Paul Ricoeur. Ricoeur's work is complex and incorporates a host of 

ideas, so that in discussing his conception of narrative identity it is necessary also to 

understand his theories of time, mimesis, ipse and idem identity and emplotment. I 

discuss all of these ideas of Ricoeur's before moving on to consider John 

Christman's and Galen St:rawson's arguments against such ideas ofnarrativity. 

Ultimately I conclude that Ricoeur's conception ofnarrativity is strong enough for 

me to then move on fmally to consider what account of autonomy should be adopted 

in light of my arguments so far. 

In the fifth and final chapter (Narrative Identity and Autonomous Agency), I argue 

that having established that a narrative account of identity is capable of answering 

my call for a decentred yet coherent agent that I am now in a position to identify a 

theory of autonomy that is sensitive to the feminist critiques of Chapter Two. In 

developing such an account I look not only at Ricoeur 's own arguments for 

autonomy but I also draw strongly on Diana Meyers' arguments for a competency 

based account of autonomous agency. However, I then differ from Meyers by 

arguing for a weakly substantive account of autonomy that should also be 

understood as constitutively relational . Throughout this chapter, and indeed my 

whole Thesis, I also consider those theorists who would disagree with such a 

position and defend my arguments accordingly. Therefore by the time I reach the 

Conclusion I am in a position whereby I have developed and argued for an account 

of agency and autonomy that answers these critics and that I believe offers a 

promising avenue for further developments in feminist philosophical theory. 
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Chapter 1: Kantian and Procedural Accounts of Autonomy 

It is often customary to start a piece of research by trying to define what it is that you 

are going to be writing and arguing about. Naturally over the course of researching 

this thesis I have read many books and articles concerned with the concept of 

autonomy and many of these have begun with a definition. I see no good reason not 

to follow suit except for the fact that nobody seems able to agree and therefore most 

of the pieces of work that I have read have started from differing positions. There 

does not seem to be any clear consensus on what autonomy is and so I find myself 

agreeing (up to a point) with Dworkin when he argues that the idea of autonomy has 

been equated sometimes with: 

liberty, sometimes as equivalent to self-rule or sovereignty [and], 
sometimes as identical with freedom of the will. It is equated with 
dignity, integrity, individuality, independence, responsibility, and self
knowledge. It is identified with qualities of self-assertion, with critical 
reflection, with freedom from obligation, with absence of external 
causation, with knowledge of one ' s own interests. [ ... ] It is related to 
actions, to beliefs, to reasons for acting, to rules, to the will of other 
persons, to thoughts and to principles. About the only features held 
constant from one author to another are that autonomy is a feature of 
persons and that it is a desirable quality to have. I 

It is perhaps easier to see why autonomy is a desirable quality than to pin it down 

with a strict defLnition. To be considered autonomous carries such significance for 

philosophers because recognising an individual as an autonomous agent has 

considerable nonnative value. Individuals who are considered autonomous are, in 

tum, entitled to respect, their actions and their choices are protected from 

interference and intervention and they are allowed to participate in the political 

processes and decisions of their communities? As Holroyd argues: 

It is because an agent is autonomous that she deserves a kind of respect~ 
it is because she is autonomous that her actions and choices ought not to 
be interfered with or her choices overridden (other than in exceptional 
circumstances); and that she is autonomous means that an agent's 

I Gerald Dworkin, The Theory and Practice C?JAutonamy (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, I988), p. 6 
2 Jules Holroyd, 'Relational Autonomy and Patanalistic Intavenlions,' Reil Publica, VoLl 5 No. 4 (2009), 321-336 (p.322) 
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decisions and views should be taken seriously in political processes.3 

In the light of these arguments it would seem self-explanatory as to why feminist 

theorists, in trying to develop a strong emancipatory politics, would want to argue 

that women should be accorded the status of fully autonomous agents. However, as 

is so often the case in philosophy, it is not as simple as that. As I indicated above I 

am only in partial agreement with the quote taken from Dworkin. I agree with him 

until he states that, 'about the only features held constant from one author to another 

are that autonomy is a feature of persons and that it is a desirable quality to have.' 

Even a passing acquaintance with feminist theorising on autonomy should inform 

Dworkin that there are plenty of authors who do not hold such a positive view of 

autonomy and its role in feminist philosophy. Indeed in the same year as Dworkin 

was writing this passage Sarah Lucia Hoagland was denouncing autonomy as a 

'thoroughly noxious concept.,4 While I do not agree with Hoagland either I think her 

comments are worth noting as the first warning bell that autonomy and its 

desirability are not automatic givens within feminist philosophy. 

The aim of this Thesis is not to add to this confusion over the definition of autonomy 

but through careful and clear attention to try to chart a course through this plethora 

of ideas. In doing so I will be focusing on those feminist arguments that challenge 

those conceptions of autonomy that ignore, or fail to address fully, the difficulties 

faced by women in fulfilling standard or traditional philosophical concepts of this 

ideal . Examining these arguments will also mean thinking about who is it that is 

capable of being considered autonomous and asking whether the kind of a self that is 

entailed in traditional accounts of autonomy can answer this question satisfactorily. I 

will also be thinking about whether such accounts can or should be maintained in 

) Holroyd, p. 322 
• Sarnh Lucia Hoagland, Lesbian Ethics. Toward New Value (paolo Alt, Cal., Institute of Lesbian Studies, 19 ), pp. 144-5 
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light of feminist criticism. 

Trying to defme a feminist conception of autonomy considered fit for the twenty-

first century would be problematic and overly ambitious at this early stage in my 

Thesis. Tracing its historical development should however prove to be a little easier 

and wi]] allow us to see where the current debate has its roots. The ideal of autonomy 

was originally developed as a political concept to describe the self-governing or self

determining status of the Ancient Greek city-states.5 However during the 

Enlightenment there was a shift in thinking so that autonomy instead came to be 

understood as a capacity relating and belonging to human beings. 

One particular way in which this individualising trend developed can be found 

growing out of political theory and particularly through the works of social contract 

theorists such as Locke and Rousseau . It is in their work that we can begin to find 

the origins of the concept of an individualized autonomy with the idea that people 

possess an 'original sovereignty' over themselves. Tills idea in tum comes from the 

belief common to social contract thinkers, such as Locke and Rousseau, that human 

beings, when existing in a state of nature, are free and equal as individuals. As free 

and equal individuals they also therefore inhabit a position where no one else has 

authority over them i.e. they occupy a position of original sovereignty. 

It is possible, according to writers such as Locke and Rousseau, to become 

legitimately subject to another's authority only through an act of consent or 

agreement. In other words it is possible to surrender one's original sovereignty only 

by entering society and this is done by means of the social contract. However, in 

spite oftrus commonality to their thought Locke and Rousseau's arguments, when 

~cuth Andrews, 'Autonomy: ethical' in Routledge Encyclopaedia c{Phil03ophy <lJttpJ/WWW.rep.routlcdge.comIarticlelLOO7> 
[accessed 2 December 2007) 
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fully developed, take very different forms. 

According to Locke, human beings in the state of nature are bound only by the laws 

of nature. Taking this as his starting point, Locke then begins by asserting our right 

to self-preservation in this state of nature and continues to develop his argument by 

suggesting that such a right can be logically extended, on the basis of all men being 

equal and independent, so as to incorporate the principle iliat, ' no one ought to harm 

another in his life, health, liberty or possessions. ,6 

Having established this principle it then follows, Locke argues, that before the 

establishment of government 'everyone has a right to punish the transgressors of that 

law to such a degree, as may hinder its violation.,7 According to Locke it is the 

ownership of these rights that fonn the basis of all political authority. However, he 

then goes on to argue that there comes a point when all rational individuals will 

consent to the transfer of this authority (original sovereignty) to a central power, i.e. 

the state, for the limited purpose of preserving and protecting life, liberty and 

property. Therefore, it is Locke's belief, that the political authority of the state or 

government is ultimately derived from the individual 's ' original sovereignty.' 

Using such ideas of self-government as a starting point Rousseau then took and 

developed them to produce his own version of social contract theory. In The Social 

Contract, Rousseau identifies sovereignty as residing in the collective body of a 

society's citizenry. Legislation can only be understood as legitimate if it comes from 

the citizens themselves, or rather, as he argues, 'the people that are subject to the 

laws ought to be their author.,8 Furthermore. our freedom and independence as 

citizens can only, according to Rousseau, be ensured by our submission to the 

, John Locke, Two Treatises ofGovemment, ed. P. Laslett (Cwu bridgc, Cambridge Univasity Press, 1994), Second Treatise, 
Chp.2 Sec.6, p. 271 
1 Locke, Second Treatise, Chp.2 Sec.7, p. 27 1 
' Jean Jaques Rousseau, 11lt Social Contract, trans. M. Cranston (Hrumondsworth, Penguin Books, 1968), p. 83 
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'general will.' The 'general will' is, in turn, expressed through laws that protect and 

ensure our freedom and equality and can be enacted only through a fully 

participatory democracy. Therefore, according to Rousseau, 'man acquires with civil 

society, moral freedom, which alone makes man the master of himself; for to be 

governed by appetite alone is slavery, while obedience to a law one prescribes to 

oneself is freedom .'9 

This remark, as shall become clear, was to prove hugely influential for a number of 

autonomy theorists who followed after Rousseau. Not least amongst these thinkers 

was Kant for whom Rousseau's arguments played a significant role in the 

development of his own theories regarding autonomy and most specifically moral 

autonomy. Though Rousseau, in particular, was to play an influential role on the 

development of Kant's thought his was not the only influence. Around the same time 

as Locke and Rousseau were writing on social contract theory another trend of 

philosophical thought was developing that provided a slightly different approach to 

autonomy but one that was also to prove crucial to the concept's development away 

from being a purely political one. 

During the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries many rationalist philosophers began 

to argue that our moral capabilities as human beings create and support our capacity 

to be self-determining. Human beings possess the capacity for reason and rational 

thought and it is this capacity, the argument runs, that enables us, as individuals, to 

discover moral truths for ourselves. That is to say we can discover these truths in a 

way that is quite independent from any guidance, influence, or coercion even, that 

may be given by such institutions as the Church or the state. This idea, that reason 

can or should occupy such an authoritative role within ourselves is the argument that 

, Rousseau, p. 6S 
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underpins the further suggestion that our actions when guided by moral knowledge 

are self-determined. It is the coming together of these rationalist arguments with the 

more political arguments of Rousseau as outlined above that can be seen as the 

driving force behind the development of Kant's theories of moral autonomy. 

Though the influence of these trends in philosophical thought on the concept of 

autonomy cannot be denied it remains the case that it is Kant's arguments for the 

autonomy of the rational agent that have been central to its expansion away from a 

purely political ideal and that have been the most influential on the development of 

this debate. It is true, and I shall come on to the reasons for this shortly, that Kant is 

concerned only with moral autonomy and therefore it is not possible to read a theory 

of personal autonomy straight off from his work. However, I think it is also fair to 

claim that without Kant's work in this area that the terms of the modern debate on 

personal autonomy would be unrecognisable. It is for these reasons that I feel it is 

necessary to examine Kant's arguments in some depth. 

1. Kantian Autonomy 

Before beginning to look solely at Kant 's arguments I think it is important to clarify 

one issue in particular. Recently some writers have been at pains to separate out our 

ideas of autonomy and freedom. So it is, for example, that Dworkin feels it necessary 

to argue that the idea of freedom is concerned with particular acts while the concept 

of autonomy is a far more global notion concerned with the states of persons. 10 Kant, 

however, argues that, 'autonomy in its practical sense is nothing other than freedom 

achieved and sustained. ,11 For this reason then I do not feel it possible to discuss the 

development of Kant's arguments about moral autonomy without also considering 

his analysis of the concept of freedom. Kant develops these arguments in several of 

"'Dworldn,pp. 13-1S&pp. 19-20 
IlPaul Guyer, Kant (Abingdon, Routledge, 2006), p. 179 
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his works such as The Critique of Practical Reason and The Critique of the Power of 

Judgment but I shall be focusing in particular on the analysis given in his work the 

Groundwork of the Metaphysics of Morals. 12 

In the years just prior to the publication of the Groundwork Kant gave a series of 

lectures and during one of these he argued: 

Freedom is on the one hand that capacity which gives all other capacities 
infinite usefulness, it is the highest degree oflife, it is that property 
which is a necessary conrution that underlies all perfections. All aillmals 
have the capacity to use their powers in accordance with their choice, but 
this choice is not free, but is rather necessitated through incentives and 
stimuli, in their actions there is bruta necessitas; if all beings had a 
power of choice so bound to sensory drives, the world would have no 
value; however, the inner value of the world, the summum bonum, is 
freedom in accordance with a power of choice that is not necessitated to 
act. Freedom is thus the inner value of the world. On the other hand, 
however, insofar as it is not restricted under a certain rule of its 
conditioned use, it is the most terrible thing there can be .. . If freedom is 
not restricted by means of objective rules, then the greatest wild disorder 
results, for it is uncertain whether humans would not use their powers to 
destroy themselves, others, and all of nature .. . What is this conrution, 
under which freedom is [to be] restricted? This is the law. The universal 
law is thus: Conduct yourself so that in all actions regularity 
prevails ... Freedom can be consistent with itself only under certain 
conditions, otherwise it collides with itself. 13 

This is a long quote but one worth giving in full because it manages, accoriling to 

Paul Guyer, to demonstrate two claims about freedom that are central to Kant's 

theorising. First, it shows that for Kant, freedom has a fundamental value. The 

second argument, Guyer maintains, is one where Kant suggests that freedom 's full 

value can only be realised if each individual exercises it in such a way so that 

i) it is consistent with their own future freedom 

ii) it is also consistent with the freedom and future freedom of everyone else 

12lmrnanueJ Kant, GroundworkoflheMerophyslcs qMorai.J , trans. and 00. Mary Grega, introduct.ioo C. 
Korsgaard(Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1997), Immanuel Kant, Critique of Practical Reason, trans. and ed. M. 
Gregor, introduction A. Reath (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1997), lmmanuel Kant, Critique of the Power of 
Judgment, 00. P. Guyer, trans. P. Guyer and E. Matthews (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2000) 
l'rmmanuel Kant, VorlwUlg m r Moralphilosoph/e, ed. Weroor Stark, (Berlin and New York: Walter de Gruyter &. Co. 20(4) 
pp. 176-7,178, 180, trans. by Paw Guyer and quoted in Paul Guyer, Kant 's Groundwork/or the Metaphysic. ofMornu' 
(London: Continuum International Publishing Group, 2(07), pp. 12-13 
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who may be affected by their choices. 14 

This argument, which is crucially important to Kant's theory, is fully reliant on his 

second formulation of the categorical imperative: 

So act that you use humanity, whether in your own 
person or in the person of any other, always at the same 
. d 1 15 orne as an en , never mere y as a means. 

What this imperative, that we make humanity our end and never merely a means, 

entails is that each of us can set and pursue our own particular ends but we must do 

so in such a way that preserves and promotes our ability, and the ability of others. to 

do so on a continuing basis.16 

As Guyer suggests, this argument sounds a lot like a definition of freedom. On the 

one hand our capacity to set our own ends is our freedom of choice while on the 

other our capacity to pursue these ends effectively requires us to have freedom of 

action. 17 Therefore, on any given occasion that we make a free choice, we must do 

so, according to Kant, in a way that preserves and promotes our ability to do so again 

on any other future occasions. 

Furthermore, the second fonnulation of the categorical imperative requires us not 

only to be concerned with our own humanity but also with everybody else ' s 

humanity too . So it is that the use of our own freedom on any given occasion must 

not only be consistent with any future use of our own freedom but it must also be 

consistent with the preservation and promotion of the freedom of others toO.18 For 

example therefore it would be inconsistent with Kant's claim here if! were to use 

my freedom of expression, or right to free speech, to call and argue for the abolition 

l'!>au! Guyer, Kant's Groundwork/or the Metaphysics ofMomh (Loodon, Continuum Inlematiooal Publishing Group, 2007). 
p. 13 
"Kanl, Groundwork, . 4: 429 
"Guyer, 2006, p. 187 
"Guyer, 2006, p. 187 
II Guyer, 2006, p. 188 
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of that right or freedom as belonging to other people. 

So, according to this argument we achieve freedom when we act in an orderly and 

reasoned way by taking on board these considerations. The flip side to this argument 

is, of course, that we will not be free if we act in an unruly, haphazard or even 

lawless manner. Kant is able to make this argument because at the heart of his 

theory is the idea that it is only through our capacity, as human beings, to reason that 

freedom or autonomy can be achieved. This argument, in tum, rests on realizing that 

it is only through reason that we can come to understand those rules that we need to 

follow in order to fully realise our freedom as autonomous beings.19 Or, as Kant 

argues, this is the recognition of that 'property that a will has of being a law to 

itself. , 20 

It is in the third section of the Groundwork that Kant develops hi s arguments about 

freedom and autonomy in the greatest detail. He begins this section by giving a 

defmition of freedom and he does this by arguing that, 'will is a kind of causality of 

living beings insofar as they are rational , and freedom would be that property of such 

causality that it can be efficient independently of alien causes determining it' ?1 

In other words what Kant is arguing here is that human beings are not bound by the 

causal laws of the deterministic physical world. This is a more complex argument to 

grasp than it at first seems because Kant also argues that while human beings are not 

bound by these causal laws they remain simultaneously very much part of the 

deterministic physical world. Kant believes and accepts that nature is a mechanical 

system governed by deterministic laws and therefore there are causal relationships 

that determine the behaviour of plants, animals and inanimate objects. Kant also 

I'Guyer, 2006, p. 178 
l~nt, Grountiwak, 4:447 
II Kant, GrOlmtiwak, 4:446 
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believes and accepts that humans too are part of this natural, phenomenal world and 

that our desires, emotions and inclinations also form part of this deterministic 

universe because they are a function of our nature.22 However, as I have already 

stated Kant does not believe that as human beings that we are only of this 

deterministic, phenomenal realm and this has a profound impact on his arguments. 

If we were to base our decisions only on those desires and emotions that form part of 

our determined existence it would only be possible, Kant argues, to generate 

hypothetical imperatives with which to guide our moral choices and actions. 

Therefore he argues: 

If the will seeks the law that is to determine it anywhere else than in the 
fitness of its maxims for its own giving of universal laws - consequently 
if, in going beyond itself, it seeks this law in a property of any of its 
objects - heteronomy always results. The will in that case does not give 
itself the law; instead the object, by means of its relation to the will, 
gives the law to it. This relation, whether it rests upon inclination or upon 
representations of reason, lets only hypothetical imperatives become 
possible: I ought to do something because 1 will something else?3 

Kant describes these as hypothetical imperatives because, if we were to use them as 

the guiding principles for our moral actions, they could only describe choices we 

could or should make in order to attain a particular end.So, for example, a 

hypothetical imperative that could be used as an incentive for smokers to quit their 

habit might be, 'If you want to stay healthy you should stop smoking.' This is a 

hypothetical imperative because the motivation behind this claim is a desire to stay 

healthy and this desire is, in turn, an inclination. The condition being set on this 

inclination is that the individual needs to stop smoking. According to Kant then, such 

hypothetical imperatives can, therefore, carry no moral weight whatsoever. 

Categorical imperatives, on the other hand, are capable of telling us what we should 

nowight FUITOw. Ethics. Key Concepts in Philosophy (London, Continuum. 2(05). p. 20 
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do regardless of any such reference to particular ends. They contain no such 

conditions and are obeyed purely for their own sake. However, this is clearly only a 

negative account of freedom and according to Kant, such a conception does not, 

indeed cannot, tell us anything about freedom's nature or essence. What is needed 

instead he argues is a ' richer and more fruitful' positive concept.24 

In order to develop such a positive account of freedom Kant begins by suggesting 

that being freed from the laws of nature, (remember that he has already argued that 

human beings are not bound by the causal laws of the deterministic realm), does not 

in turn mean that we can act in a lawless fashion and still consider ourselves truly 

free. Recognising such limitations on our freedom relies on us also recognising that 

existing independently from alien or external causes entails an independence from 

contingent and variable events. There is no freedom, for Kant, in leading a life that is 

embroiled and entangled in contingency. 

As this argument develops it becomes clear that in order to understand Kant ' s 

arguments it is crucial to acknowledge his belief that human beings are free to act as 

' fIrst causes.' That we can understand ourselves in such a manner is based solely on 

the standards and principles that are generated by our capacity for reason .25 It is 

through establishing this condition that Kant is able to argue that the world of 

freedom and morality has its own law: the law of rational self-determination or 

autonomy. In other words the only way for the will to be free or autonomous is for it 

to be governed by a law that it gives itself rather than allowing itself to act on 

whatever mere inclination happens to be alluring at any given moment. 26 The 

question that immediately presents itself though is how is this possible when, as we 

2'Kant, G,.oundwork, 4:446 
2.S Kant, G,.oundwork, introduction C. Korsgaard, p. xxix 
~uyer,2006, p . 2 1 8 
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saw earlier, we remain as human beings fmnly rooted in the deterministic universe? 

To answer this question Kant argues we need to understand ourselves as belonging 

to both the world of sense ( the phenomenal world) and the world of understanding 

(the nournenal realm) . It is in the phenomenal world that our actions are to be 

understood as being governed by the causal laws of nature. However while our 

actions in the noumenal world cannot be governed by determirustic laws of causality 

we still cannot consider our actions there to be lawless. Therefore, our actions and 

choices in the noumenal realm must be governed, Kant suggests, by a different sort 

of causality and that, of course, is a causality that is in accord with the laws of 

reason.27 

So far so good but it must be acknowledged that the idea of us possessing such 

noumenal choices is a remarkably difficult one to explain and that is in large part, it 

could be argued, because they remain ultimately inexplicable. Inexplicable because 

at the noumenallevel, according to Kant, we can make free choices but they cannot 

be explained in terms of antecedent conditions. There is no ' cause and effect' as we 

understand it in terms of the laws of nature. So there can be no explanation on these 

terms because the very idea of justification through the use of antecedent conditions 

is itself a temporal notion that does not apply to the noumenal realm . Furthermore, it 

would seem, according to Guyer, that Kant was more than willing to just accept this 

inexplicability as the pric of genuine freedom because although we can prove that 

we must conceive of the phenomenal world in causal tenns we really cannot explain 

why we are so constituted as to have to experience objects in this way. ,28 Indeed in 

the riliqu of Pure Rea on Kant goes so far as to argue that just accepting the 

21 Reath An~\ " Autooan : ethical' In Rowt d • Encyclopo dia if PJrl/osophy 
<htlp:l/www.rcp.routJedge.canlarticlelLOO7> ( ccesscd 2 December 2(07) 
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inexplicable nature of noumenal freedom puts us in no worse a position than the 

acceptance of phenomenal determinism arguing that: 

How such a faculty ... is possible is not so necessary to answer since with 
causality in accordance with natural laws we likewise have to be satisfied 
with the a priori cognition that such a thing must be presupposed, even 
though we do not in any way comprehend how it is possible for one 
existence to be posited through another existence.29 

So, to summarise, Kant's position is that we have to posit noumenal or 

transcendental freedom but due to its essentially inexplicable nature we can never 

fully explain why we have chosen to exercise this freedom in any given way. This is 

because causal explanation, as we understand it, can only take place at the 

phenomenal level. These ideas, which Kant began to develop in the Groundwork, 

remained central to his treatment of the freedom of the will. 

Ultimately then this positive conception of freedom as autonomy develops Kant's 

theory in such a way so that he can argue that the rationally free will is one that acts 

only on general maxims that can at the same time be laws for all other free wills and 

allows him to contend that a ' free will and a will under the moral law are one and the 

same. ,30 Therefore, for Kant, the autonomy of the rational agent is identified as 

conforming to the categorical imperative because this is the principle that best 

captures the objective rational principle on which we should base all our moral 

choices and actions. 

It would be hard, to overestimate the influence and importance of Kant ' s conception 

of autonomy on the development of Western philosophical political and ethical 

theory. However, acknowledging Kant ' s influence is not to suggest that there are no 

problems with his work" there are, some of which lead to a number of serious 

criticisms. First it is often argued that ideas of freedom and autonomy cannot be 

2'l Immanuel Kant, ritique of Pure RlIQ.fon, trans. and ed. P. Guyer and A. Wood (Cambridge, Cambridg Uni cnil Pres 
19 ), A4481 8476 
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adequately conceptualised without referring in some manner to OUf desires and 

goals; we value freedom and autonomy because we care about whether we are free 

enough to fulfil our goals, we have a personal investment in seeing them fulfilled . In 

Kant's defence it can reasonably be argued against this assertion that the demand of 

his moral theory is not that we should abnegate all our desires. Rather, such an 

argwnent continues, Kant is suggesting that we should only pursue the satisfaction of 

those desires, emotions and inclinations that are consistent with the maximal intra 

and interpersonal exercise offreedom.31 

As I noted earlier most contemporary accounts of autonomy are concerned with far 

broader arguments that encompass personal autonomy than Kant's far narrower 

conception that is concerned solely with our moral autonomy. I believe though that it 

is possible to acknowledge these limits but still see the legacy of his arguments in 

contemporary philosophical theories. For example, many modern personal autonomy 

theories use the ideal of a self-actual ising and self-directed agent which is an 

approach that clearly owes its existence to Kant's idea of self-determination. There 

also remains a clear and strong focus on the individual's right to make their own 

decisions and control their own lives free from any coercive influence. Also, and as 

shall become clearer, Kant's conception and understanding of what it is to be a 

rational autonomous agent is one that has had an enormous influence on 

contemporary philosophy. 

So, again while acknowledging Kant's influence I do not wish to suggest that Kant s 

ideas and ideals are universally accepted without hesitation. This is simply not the 

case and in some areas his thought is regarded as highly controversial and is strongly 

contested. One such area where ideals of Kant ian autonomy are strongly debated j 

" uyer. 2006. p. 17 
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feminist philosophy and some of the concerns raised in there shall become the focus 

of my concern in later chapters and particuJarly my next chapter. 

2. Hierarcbical / Procedural Accounts of Autonomy 

As J have already argued while Kant's influence remains central and can never be 

entirely discounted, contemporary accounts of autonomy have moved away from 

being cOITcerued simpi ith ouc moral . tatus to fOCUl ing on a more personal 

conception of autonomy. Interest in such accounts of autonomy began in the 1970s 

with the publi ation of a group of articles by Harry Frankfurt, Gerald Dworkin and 

Wright Neely.32 All three of these ,mters propose an understanding of autonomy 

that hH ' come to 00 describl~d <t . hienln.:mCHl. In tm..; next se.ctiOD my focu..; will be on 

tho e classically hierarchical arguments developed by Harry Frankfurt and Gerald 

or onte pornry u der tanding of uch hierarchical approache to autonomy. 

Having spent the previous section considering an account of mora! autonomy it witt 

be worthwhile brietly considering what is meant by personal autonomy. The concept 

of personal autonomy, according to Christman, can be understood as encompassing 

two broad sets of conditions . . First, he suggests, there are competency conditions 

which inc ude, amongst others, our capacities for rationaf thought and seI control. 

Different accounts of autonomy offer very different sets of competencies that we 

must supposedly al:4u1re e ore we can be considered aulonomous. The roTe and 

importance of such autonomy competencies will come to playa crucial role in my 

own ruguments, especlaIty 1T1ose r lIevdop III lapler Five. 

Second, hristman argues, there are authenticity conditions which stipuJate that an 

'2J ltlnell S w)' Tu lUi . 'Inuwucl.iun·, in PersUlaIAI4/UlCJmY: New & ay un Pers(Jt1(J1 AII/unumy unJ 113 IWUt in 
ontemporary Moral Pltilosophy. cd by lames Slllcey Taylor ( ambridge: Cambridge University Pre . 2 S. p. 4 
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autonomous person must have the capacity to endorse or in some sense identify, or 

lay claim to, these desires, beliefs and values as their own.J) Therefore the argument 

continues, if those beliefs and desires that fonn the basis of an individual 's actions 

are sincere (or authentic) and have been decided upon after sufficient deliberation 

and are also free from excessive external influence or manipulation then that 

inctividual is to be understood as autonomous.34 This is a big argument and 

Christman is claiming a lot, particularly in this last sentence. Also some of these 

arguments are fairly contentious and so will take some time to pick apart and 

reassemble. For now though it may help to consider the following example. 

There are not many people who have not at some time in their lives attended a 

birthday party of one sort or another. The sort of party I want to consider is one 

where there is a chocolate birthday cake. So, if! was at one of these birthday parties 

and was offered a slice of chocolate birthday cake, as often happens, I may well 

really want to eat it. If, on retTection, I am happy to eat tbe slice of cake because 1 

like chocolate cake and think I would enjoy doing so then I eat the cake 

autonomously. lmagine fflough tnat 1 do not want to eat the cake, perhaps r do not 

like chocolate. I am not allergic to chocolate or any of the cake 's other ingredients, it 

is just that I do not like chocolate very much and so I try to refuse the cake. On doing 

do I am told that this cake was made by the host's mother who will be highly 

offended in turn the offer of cake down. I then end up eating a slice of the chocolate 

cake because of the pressure that other people are placing on me. In doing so [act in 

a way that J1aving reflected on my desires and beliefs I would not nave cnosen and 

this therefore, according to the conditions laid out above, would not be an 

autonomous action. 

HIoIUl hrisuullll. · Autooom in Mornl and Political :til o~by' . in the ta'1f~ Encyciopedll1 of Philosophy (Fall 2008 
Edition). cd. EdwlIrd N. lalla, <http://plllto.stanford.cdll/arauveslfuU200Slentrieslauton my-morav> (a sed II June 20091 
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For Frankfurt and Dworkin this identification with, and reflection upon, our desires 

is to be analysed and understood in terms of a hierarchy. Frankfurt argues that not all 

of our desires should be considered as carrying equal importance. Rather, he 

suggests, we have desires that occur in practical situations that directly motivate us 

to act. These, Frankfurt argues, are our first order desires. So returning to the 

children's party, an example of this would be, seeing the chocolate birthday cake and 

thinking that I would really like to eat some. However, it is clear that we cannot just 

act on our first order desires all the time and in fact Frankfurt terms individuals who 

do just this 'wanton. ,35 Therefore, Frankfurt argues, we also have what are called 

second order desires. We use these second order desires to evaluate our first order 

desires and decide whether or not we do, or do not, want to act upon them. Returning 

to our birthday party after having already eaten one slice of birthday cake I am 

offered another. Now, it may be that I have a really strong desire to eat this second 

slice of cake, I really would like to, but I have also made a promise to myself to try 

and eat a more healthy diet and eating copious amounts of chocolate cake is 

therefore prohibited. So upon reflection, I refuse the offer of a second slice of cake 

because my desire to eat (lots of) chocolate cake is not endorsed by my higher order 

belief that I need to eat more healthily. To formulate this in rather more technica1 

language it might be argued that a person is autonomous in respect to their first order 

desires, accorwng lo Frankfurt, if th~y voliLiuuaBy ~lldunst: that d~siI~ with a s~ol1d 

order desire or volition.36 

The account of autonomy developed by Dworkin is virtually identical to Frankfurt' s , 

especially when he argues that, 'autonomy is a second-order capacity to reflect 

critically upon one's first-order preferences and desires and the ability either to 

/I1UT)' . Fmnlcfurt 'Freedom of the WiU and Ute oncept of Person' , in The Importance of WhotlYe Care About 
(r~mh"tlop rAmhritlo~ I In;,,,,,,,;rv p,.,..,. 1 QQlI) n 1 A 
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identify with these or to change them in light of higher-order preferences and 

values. ,J7 

According to James Taylor there are a number of strong advantages that can be 

identified by adopting such a hierarcrucal account of autonomy and indeed as I have 

argued above such an approach has been extremely influential upon the development 

of contemporary understanrungs of the concept. TIte first advantage Taylor identifies 

is that these accounts capture an important truth about agents in that inruviduals are 

understood as having the capacity to reflect on their desires and to endorse or 

repuruate them as they see fit. Furthermore Taylor suggests that the fact that both 

Dworkin~s and FrankfurCs accounts of autonomy are substantively and procedurally 

independent of any normative content or any form of perfectiorusm is beneficial.3 

The need for such an approach is described by Dworkin when he argues that he can 

see: 

A number of reasons why autonomy is a relatively 
weak and contentless notion . First it must be so 
because people can give mearung to their lives in all 
NUU:> v~ w"y:> . LIVUl :>i.wu~ ,"viitNuug IV LWUUg ,"Wt: VL 

one' s invalid parents. There is no particular way of 
giving shape am meaning to a life. Second, any feature 
that is going to be fundamental in moral tillnking must 
uc a Lcalwc iiJal ~t:J:>VU:> ~jlwc . .J..JUI dJV :>UU:>ldJIlivc 

conception is not lik.ely to be shal'eu.3 

So Taylor suggests that such procedural and substantive independence for theories of 

autonomy and its tie into political liberalism is particularly advantageous especiaJJy 

in areas such as, 'applied ethics where respect for autonomy is of primary concern 

and where the focus on autonomy is driven by the recognition that some means must 

be found to adjurucate between competing claims in a pluralistic society.'4O 1 am not 

wholly convinced by these arguments and will. in Section Five of the last chapter in 

TIworl-m, p. 108 
Taylor, pp. 1-2 
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this Thesis, be arguing for a weakly substantive account of autonomy. However, 

there is a lot of work to do before 1 can substantiate that claim. 

One argument that can be made immediately though is that while many writers see 

these aspects of Dworkin ' s and Frankfurt's theories of autonomy as beneficial there 

are just as many who would argue that autonomy so understood is open to a number 

of highly damaging theoretical criticisms. First, Christman draws attention to the 

way in which these theories highlight ambiguities in the concept of identification. 

Identifying with a desire can be understood as 

i) acknowledging that desire but not passing judgement upon it 

or 

ii) as in some sense approving ofit. 41 

This flIst sense of identification cannot be understood as a consistent marker of 

autonomy because people can and often do identify with many addictive or 

constrictive aspects of themselves e.g. smoking, gambling or alcoholism. Aspects 

such as these are usually understood as being markers of heteronomy and not as 

indicative of autonomy. Christman continues by arguing that the second sense of 

identification is no less problematic either. This is because there may be many 

genuinely authentic aspects of myself which 1 may not approve of which then forces 

the question, ' I may not be perfect but does that mean that I am thereby not 

autonomous?,42 Of course not, that would, I think, be a quite ridiculous position to 

find oneself in; I do not approve of my tendency to procrastinate but after writing 

this Thesis J cannot deny that it is an aspect of my personality! This, very 

recogni sable aspect of human life, is a problem for these theories of autonomy 

•• 10011 Cluutman, • AUlooom m Moral and P IItll:41 P\lIl~hy·. in T1uJ Storlf.ord Encyclopedia if Philolophy (FaU • 
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because as Berofsky argues, ' insofar as endorsement remains essential, the doctrine 

[of identification] will be unable to accommodate the case of one who cannot 

endorse what is nevertheless a bona fide truth about himself. ,43 

A further problem for hierarchical theories such as these is that both Dworkin' s and 

Frankfurt' s approacbes seem to be threatened by the problem of Infinite Regress

cum-Incompleteness. As I have outlined, we are autonomous, according to Frankfurt 

and Dworkin, if our first order desires are endorsed by our second order desires. My 

eating of chocolate cake is autonomous so long as 1 have reflected upon and then 

endorsed the desire to do so. The question that arises then is how and why are these 

second order desires autonomous? Two potential problems arise from this query. 

First, if it is only possible for us to answer this question by looking for a further 

higher -()rder desire and so end up with a situation whereby our second-order desires 

need to be endorsed by tertiary (and beyond) desires then the problem of infinite 

regress beckons. Second, if we are autonomous for a reason other than the 

endorsement by higher order desires then the hierarchical approach to analysing 

autonomy is incomplete because we have not explained how an action comes to be 

fullyautonomous .44 

The e criticisms, according to Taylor, also tie in to a Problem of Authority or an Ab 

Initio Problem. This query asks how it comes to be that an individual's second-order 

desires po ses any authority over their lower order desires. As Gary Watson puts it, 

'since second order desires are themsel es simply desires, to add [to] them .. .is justto 

increase the numb r of contender ; it is not to give a special place to any of those in 

kv. UNrotioll from the elf: A 71, orv of Perso" al AWOI'IGmv (Cambridlle: Cambridae Uni <nit Press. 
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contention.45 

Finally Taylor argues that this understanding of the concept of autonomy is also 

open to tbe Problem of Manipulation. This is particularly true, he suggests, for 

Frankfurt ' s theory which is essentially ahistorical i.e. a person is autonomous with 

respect to their effective first order desires irrespective of their historical origins just 

so long as be volitionally endorses them .
46 

Therefore, Taylor continues, it would be 

possible, according to Frankfurt's theory, for a 'nefarious neurosurgeon ' or a 'horrid 

hypnotist to inculcate into an individual both a fIrst order desire and the required 

second order olition concerning this desire and for this individual to still be 

considered autonomous.47 Obviously this argument looks deeply suspicious and we 

would be highly unlikely to accept such an individual as being an autonomous agent. 

This last criticism is a stumbling block for Frankfurt's fonnulation of autonomy in 

particular but does not, at frrst glance, pose the same problem for Dworkin' s account. 

It would appear that Dworkin is able to dodge this particular Problem of 

Manipulation becau e of his insistence on argument that the process through which a 

person comes to hold any autonomous desires or preference must be purely 

procedural . Therefore any desires inculcated by a hypnotist or neurosurgeon, 

according to Dworkin 's position, would simply not count as autonomous.48 It is clear 

then that Dworkin is only able to avoid tllis cbarge because of his assertion that 

autonomous desires are only attained in a procedurally independent manner. 

Therefore, as Taylor points out, this criticism is avoided only because Dworkin is 

imply ruling ex cathedra that a person is not autonomous with respect to any desire 

that they have been manipulated or coerced into bolding and this is not enough to 

W liOn. ~ Free Agcncy.~ JO(lrnai o/Phllosophy, Vol. 72 No.8 1975), 205-220, (p. 218) 
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make his arguments theoretically satisfactory: 

because an acceptable anaJysis of autonomy should not merely list the 
ways in which it is intuitively plausible that a person will suffer from a 
lack of autonomy with respect to her effective first order desires, but 
must also proVIde an accmmt otwhy a person 's autonomy would thus be 
undennined, so that influences on a person's behaviour that do not seem 
to undermine her autonomy (e.g. advice) can be differentiated from those 
that do (e.g. deception) .49 

In later works both Frankfurt and Dworkin were sensitive to and accepted criticisms 

such as these of their original arguments and made a number of aJterations to their 

conceptions of autonomy in order to address these problems. Dworkin did so by 

argujng that he was not concerned with the 10caJ conception of what conrutions 

needed to be present in order for an individual to be autonomous with respect to their 

desires but rather that he was interested in a more globaJ conception of autonomy as 

a 'second order capacity of persons to reflect critically upon their first order 

preferences desires, wishes and so forth .'so In adopting such an approach Dworkin 

may well be able to avoid the problems of regress and authority but as Taylor 

suggests he does thjs at the expense of addressing the question that most theorists see 

as central to debates concerrung autonomy: how the exercise of this psychological 

capacity for retlection results in persons being considered autonomous with respect 

to their desires and action .51 

In hi article The Faintest Passion ' Frankfurt came to argue that the reason bjs 

original conception of autonomy wa susceptible to the criticisms outlined earlier 

wa becau e it rested on the idea that a person became autonomous with respect to 

their de ire by endorsing them with a 'deliberate psychic element' .52 In order to 

avoid the e problems Frankfurt developed a satisfaction based analysis of 
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identification. According to thi conception a person is autonomous if they accept 

their de ire a their own or rather, as indicating something about themselves.53 It is 

this acceptance of the desire that constitutes the individual's endorsement of it and so 

there i no n d a cording to Frankfurt, for any further endorsement of such an 

attitude of endors ment as till would lead us back to where we began. Rather, he 

argue , a p rson will identify with their first order desire if they are sa6sfied with 

their higher ord r attitude of endorsement (acceptance) that they have taken towards 

it. Therefore it would appear that Frankfurt was able to address the Problem of 

Regre -cum-lncompletene that threatened his earlier work. Furthermore, adopting 

Stich an appr ach al 0 an wers the Problem of Authority as Frankfurt argues that an 

individual ' higher rder attitude of acceptance towards their lower order desires 

do an n nnati e authority over them because these attitudes are 

imp) bein u d to whether the lower order desires are to be seen as 

de cripti el til ir . 

o far 0 for b th Frankfurt and Dworkin but unfortunately neither reworking 

of til ir original th ri i able to deal sati factorily with the Problem of 

Manipulation. TIl n t r thi failure is becau e it remains the case, for both 

the ri t I lh t it i ible fl r an individual to be hypnotised, or coerced in 

som tb r mann r, int p sin a Ir t order de ire in such a way that they 

th t it ri ginat m way fr m within themsel es. 

hi Pr hi m f Manipul Ii n th t face uch mainstream conceptions of autonomy 

t t fi mini t philo ph w rlong in this area though it must be 

n t d th t th 

n fari u n lIr u 

n t erly n m d with outlandi h characters uch as 

r h rrid hypn ti . lndeed the p iting of uch charact r 

'1. lor 0 9 
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is dismissed in Owen et at as ' tinker tOY examples constructed from the armchair.,54 

Thi is a sentiment that would be wannly welcomed by many feminist thinkers 

because while Owen is writing from a psychiatric perspective and is concerned 

therefore with the possible undue influence of family members and clinicians over 

people with reduced mental capacity many feminist theorists see their approach to 

the problem of manipulation as dealing with the equally tangible forces of oppressive 

socialisation. This is a problem that will remain central to my further discussions of 

both feminist critici ms and reconfigurations of the concept of autonomy throughout 

my Thesis. 

3. Hierarchical utonomy Revi ited 

It would b a mistake though to move straight from Frankfurt and Dworkin to such 

femini t criticisms without considering those more recent and contemporary 

accounts of auton my that Taylor calls 'neo-hierarchical theories of autonomy'. 55 

From the argument on idered in the previous section it would seem that both 

Dworkin 's and Frankfurt' hierarchjcal accounts of autonomy, while remaining 

influential , cannot e cape the Problem of Manipulation. That this is the case for 

Frankfurt i due to hi in i tence on maintaining an ahistorical approach to desire 

formation. At no pint doe he gi e an account of where or how our beliefs, desires, 

prefi ren ar meant t originate and develop. Recognising the difficulties that this 

causes for rankfurt s theory it is tllis aspect of autonomy in particular that John 

hri tman addre in hi work. 

In or er to d 31 with t11 Pr bl m f Manipulation that would appear to confound so 

man hi rar hieal t11 rie of auton my, hri tman develops an explicitly hi torical 

'1""lor. P 1 
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account of autonomy. Historical in the sense that, unlike Frankfurt, he places 

importance and emphasis on the ways in which our desires or preferences originate 

and are fonned. For Christman, therefore, agent P is autonomous in relation to any 

given desire or preference (D) at time t if and only if: 

i) P did not resist the development ofD (prior to t) when attending to this 
process of development, or P would not have resisted that development 
had P attended to the process~ 

ii) the lack of resistance to the development ofD (prior to t) did not take 
_,"""",,.. 1_ ... ... . _*.1~ _ ....... h ........... ' •• _,..1"" ... +k"", :_+1 .... ,.._ .......... _t"+,.._+ ........ ,.. +h ....... :_k;\",: ........... 1 .. 
.., ....... ""'" \ VJ. ., VUlU .L&V\. .... u.,,") u..&I.U,,'" \..U'" ..... .LI.. ...... "" .... "''' VA .a.U,",,",V.I. ~ u....I.u.IL- .LLU .... l.v ... " ",,, ... .1. 

reflection; 
iii) the self reflection involved in condition i) is (minimally) rational and 

in 01 es no self deception 
iv) the agent is minimally rational with respect to D at t ('.vhere minimal 

rationality demands that an agent experience no manifest conflicts of 
desires or beliefs that significantly affect the agent's behaviour and that 
nrc not subsmncd undcr somc OtllCn.V1SC mtional plan of actlon.)56 

However, Taylor suggests damningly that Christman in fact fails to provide either 

necessary or ufficient conditions for anyone to be autonomous in respect to their 

desires or preferences. He makes this argument by outlining two examples. 

First, Taylor suggest that Chri tman fails to describe those conditions necessary for 

autonomy and asks us to consider the case of a child C whose mother at time t 

decides that he wi he him to learn to play the piano and who hits him when he fails 

to practice. r time and as an adult C comes to realise (at time tl) that he does 

indeed enjoy playing the piano and that all that practice as a child has meant that he 

is incredibly profici ot at doing so. However Cfinnly rejects the means which his 

mother employed t bring him t this position. Therefore, according to Taylor, 'even 

though at tl [ ] r jeet th pro e by which he was brought to this desire to play 

the piano, at tl and nward he appears to be fully autonomous with respect to this 

JfJohn Cbnstmnn 'Oc1cndma Iii tTl AUk'(lOln : A Reply tu PI lessor Mele,' ana(/tan Jolimal o/Philosophy. Vol 23 No. 
?f lQQ" "- (n , . ' -
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d 
. ,57 esne. 

The second example Taylor uses is that of a man who enters an order of monks, the 

Jesuits, who follow the teachings of St. Ignatius of Loyola in a very strict manner. 

Following these teachings includes practising a doctrine of complete submission to 

their abbot. These monks do so because they believe that to do otherwise would be to 

leave themselves vulnerable and open to the temptations of the devil. According to 

Taylor, the problem here for Christman's conception of autonomy is that at time '1' 

this man autonomously chose to enter such an order of monks knowing that in doing 

so he was submitting himself to a situation where his ability to be self-reflective 

would be severely curtailed, if not eliminated. Therefore, Taylor continues, if at a 

later date, at time 'tl', this man, in line with his Order's teachings, only desires and 

wants whatever it is that his abbot tells him to desire or want, he would appear to 

have ' reduced himself to the status of an automaton' but would still be regarded as 

autonomous under Christman's conditions because: 

he would not have resisted the development of the desires he 
had at t i had he attended to their generative process, the 
reflection inhibiting factors that prevented him from 
reflecting on his desires were those that he autonomously 
chose and he was minimally rational and not self-deceived at 

- • ~II 
tl alSO.- -

So, Taylor argues, this monk is, in fact, the very paradigm of heteronomy in that he 

does not reflect upon and then, on the basis of this reflection, choose his own desires, 

beliefs, values. Furthennore, Taylor continues, because this is the case, even if an 

individual 's possession of their desires meets Christman's conditions, this is not 

sufficient for them to be autonomous in respect to them. 59 This means, according to 

Taylor, that despite Christman's best efforts to address the Problem of ManipUlation 

"Taylor, p. II 
sa Taylor, p. 11 
'9 ..... ~ 4_' • . " loyna , p . r' 
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it would appear that it remains" within the tenns of his thesis" a very live concern. 

While I agree with Taylor that Christman has not sufficiently dealt with the Problem 

of Manipuiation I am not whoiiy convinced by Tayior ~s argument~s either. My 

concerns are that neither Christman nor Taylor are sensitive to the fact that 

autonomy can be heid in degrees, so whether our jesuit monk is truiy ~the very 

paradigm ' of heteronomy I think is open to question. Also, and as I indicated earlier, 

I am not convinced by those arguments, such as Tayior' s and Chrisunan' s, that 

regard autonomy as purely procedural . These are arguments that I will return and 

repiy to as this Tnesis deveiops. 

4. Conclusion 

The mam tocus ot til1S cbapter has been to gam an understandmg onlle concept ot" 

autonomy in terms of both it historical development and some of its more recent 

expositions. In de eioptng the e arguments 1 aiso began to highiight some of the 

concerns, namely the Problem of Manipulation, that feminist philosophers have 

raised with such mainstream accounts of autonomy. These concerns and others wiii 

fonn the ba i of the ne t chapter in which I consider a nwnher of feminist critiques 

of autonomy in me depth. 
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hapter 2: Feminist Critiques and Concerns 

Tn the fir t chapter T di cu ed tho e theories of autonomy that have infonned both 

historical and contemporary mainstream philosophical discussions of autonomy. ! 

also hegan to outline some criticisms ofthese theories that have heen developed hy 

feminist wTiters. 0 'er the course of this chapter I will examine in far greater detail 

tho e feminist arl!Ument that ha e found uch traditional approaches towards 

under tanding and conceptualising autonomy problematic .. 

The connection between recent feminist theory and the concept of autonomy bas, 

over the year, Marilyn Friedman argues, been a turbulent, love-hate relationship.' 

During the 1970 s the ideal of autonomy was praised by feminists for its libratory 

potential . ucb arguments worked from the principle that it was the historic 

oppre ion of worn n tilat had prevented them from acting as fully autonomous 

agents. he olution, it wa argued, was for women to simply gain equality and then 

they too would be autonomou agents. Tbis line of argument was developed by and 

rno t cia ely a lated WIth liberal feminist thinkers and is often referred to as First 

Wa e femini m. It wa thi fth ught and approach to feminist theory that 

faced tr ng riticism during the 1 D's and early 1990's from a variety of sources in 

ft:lIliui · llltou~hl. II \i U . tlUrill~ lhi . pt:notl Ulal U1auy felUiuisl wrilers began Lo 

sugg t that traditi nal c ncepts f aut n my such as the one found in Kant s 

erl;; iub I Iltl III culinj ~t and tll refi re fundamental} fla ed. 2 It i 

ar ument u b th that I will b di u ing for the rest of this chapter. 

In the intr du ti n t tlleir b k' R lational Autonomy: Femini t Per. pective on 

Auton If atri na Mackenzie and Natalie Stoljar 

id nti m1 that Ii mini t ritiqu of autonomy ha usually taken. 

it Pres, 200 ), p. , I ManlynFn 
" " . ... wu -.vo. 
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These are, they argue, the symbolic, the metaphysical, the care, the post-modem and 

the di ersity critiques.3 I hall begin this chapter by outlining and discussing the 

metaphysical and symbolic critiques before moving on to consider in some depth the 

critique of autonomy that arises out of an ethics of care approach. The arguments 

that Mackenzie and toljar identify as belonging to the post-modern and the diversity 

cntIques are dtftl cult and complex and so 1 shall only be considering them bnetly 

towards the end of this chapter before developing and examining them in much 

greater depth and detail in Chapter hree. 

Before beginning thi discu ion it is worth noting that none of these approaches are 

completely discrete and that there are major areas of overlap between all of them. 

Indeed it i often the case when reading feminist philosophy tllat is critically engaged 

with the concept of autonomy to tind that several of these positions ha e been 

adopted imultaneou Iy. thi chapter progresses and as I consider each of these 

critique 1 WlII highltght tho e area that demonstrate these overlaps. 

1. Th M taphy ical ritiqu 

T . hall h gin h amining tho. (lr 1m nt, th(lt M~ kenn ~nd Slo1jar lassify as 

the metaph sica! critiqu of autonomy. This approach, they suggest, is one of the 

mo. t w 11 ~ahli . h d in all th ~ mini. t literature on the concept of autonomy and 

take as it central c1 im the as ertion that autonomy, as understood in mainstream 

phil phical argumentation, i ine tricably linked to an account of the agent as 

e entiallyat mi tic and radicall individuali tic .4 Furthennore, according to 

Mat.:kenzie and t Ijar then:: are four different under 'Iandings of such atomistic 

'ndi 'du . m that n up hen r n tructing thi metaphy ira! critique. 

~ Jl 'lfueu jll Olle;; or Ute;; full will g wa '. 

b " ulonom Reli W'e\l ', in R,/afional A lit lQ/t1 .' Femini.!f P ~ pecfTW on ut 
• UUJllllrd N. luij II' ( , rUN, ~rm1 nivl.lI'lIil Prus. 2000), p. S 
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i) Agents are causally isolated from all other agents. 

ii) An agent's sense of self is independent of the relations in which they 

participate. 

iii) An agent' s essential properties are all intrinsic and are not compromised 

by the social relations in which they stand. 

lV) Agents are all metaphysically separate individuals.5 

Mackenzie and Stoljar refute the first approach by turning to the work of Annette 

Baier and her idea of 'second persons' . Baier overturns the claim that agents are 

causally isolated from each other by highlighting how the development of 

individuals is cau ally dependent upon the social relations of which they are a part: 

Self-consciousness depends upon exercise of the cultural skills, in 
particlllar linguistic ones) acquired during our drawn out dependency on 
other persons. A person, perhaps, is best seen as one who was long 
enough dependent upon other persons to acquire the essential arts of 
per onhood. Per ons are essentially second persons.6 

Wba Baier is talking about here is the development of persons, their personalities 

and their capabilitie , or in other words, the development of the individual. She does 

this by 'huwing huw this proct:ss happtms through rdatiuns uf intt:rdt:pt:ndt:net: and 

argues that ultimately 'persons are essentially suc.cessors, heirs to other persons who 

[Ulm~u auu cat u [Uf them: auu their personality is revealed .. , iutbeir relation to 

So, according to this approach, we are 'second persons' and cannot therefore be 

under t d as being cau ally i alated from each other because our very existence as 

an individual , as a p rson i the result ofrelationsllips of dependency, Individuality 

therefore can be r tam d while individualism, in the first sense given by Mackenzie 

' M kenzie and t iar, 0 7 
f Annl"lt,. RII,,.,., 'r~";M' 'n """",, , " n p" "Jt'f't r{'Itt. lvi/wi' """Y' flH Mind ,,"d M",."J. (l.nnllnn, MI'Jh' ...... AM ('.fl 1 JII , 
1985 JI. 84 
' Baier, p. S 
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and Stoljar, is rejected. There are, I think, problems with Baier's account, for 

example she does not define what the 'essential arts' of personhood are or explain 

where ctisabled individuals who may never acquire such arts fit in to her account. 

Also, as Baier, explicitly states, her account relies on the individual's linguistic skills 

and again, I would que tion how individuals who have difficulties in this area would 

fit mto her theory. Having aJd this 1 do, however, accept her argument ill its 

broadest term : we are not capable of becoming agents without being causally 

dependent on others. 

Turning t the econd and third conceptualisations of individualism given above, 

Mackenzie and toljar suggest that the e are often run together in contemporary 

feminist theory. uch conceptions of individualism are found in those theories that 

support ab tract mruVldualism or the idea that 'logically, ifnot empirically, human 

being could xi t utside a cial context'. Such an account of atomistic 

indlviduali m carrie with it according to writers such as Jennifer Nedelsky, a 

concomitant acc unt of autonomy. uch an account Nedelsky argues posits a 

'dichot m between aut n my and the collectivity' because the attainment of 

aut nomy relies on er ring a \! all of rights between the individual and those 

around him ... h m t p rfe tlyautonornou man i thus the most perfectly 

i olated. 9 

Femini criti f u h an appr a h b gin by d monstrating that agents are not, in 

fact atomi tic and i lat d ut that roth r tl1ey are socially embedded and are 

c nstitut d at 1 th ial r lati nlip in which they stand. There are 

bvi u and clear miti ill thi argument with th e communitarian criticisms of 

(f w . N J., R WIl\M and lilli fleld,l p. 29 
111 his and 1 I ilitic:s ', Y Ie JOU/llo) l)' Law IUld Fcminl.sm, oJ I 
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liberal individualism found in the theories of writers such as Michael Sandel in 

Liberalism and the Limit of Ju lice and Charles Taylor, especially when the latter 

argues, 'self-understanding is not something we can sustain on our own, ... our 

identity is always partJy detined in conversation with others or through the common 

understanding which underlies the practices of our society.' 10 A similar argument is 

to be found in AIasdair MacIntyre's contention that ' individuals inherit a particular 

space within an interlocking set of social relationships.' II The fact that there are 

strong tensions and disagreements between feminist and communitarian theorists 

over the nature of these social practices and relations should not be ignored but there 

is enough common ground between their understandings of the individual, I believe, 

to accept Sean Sayers 's summary: 

We are essentially social beings. All our distinctively human and moral 
characteristic are constituted socially and historically. Our desires and 
values, our ability to reason and choose, our very being and identity as 
human agents and morai seives, are formed onjy in and through our 
ocial relations and roles. There is such a thing as society, and it is prior 

to and constitutive of the individual . 12 

Therefore, this particular feminist approach often concludes that if attributing 

autonomy to agents presupposes a radically atomistic individuaJism then any attempt 

to articulate autonomy is futile because autonomy so understood ultimately rests on a 

mistaken account of agency. 

The que tion for the moment, however, is whether the refutation of these atomistic 

understandings of the individual automatically also entails a rejection of the concept 

of autonomy. I do not think so and I agree with Mackenzie and Stoljar when they 

argue that rejecting radical, atomistic individualism does not necessarily mean 

abandonjng the concept of autonomy per se. Instead, they suggest, that as our 

10 hArl Ta 1 r, 'AtOOllsm'. In PhIlosophy one/ the /I'lI/ItJn Sclence.r: Philosoplrlcal Papers Volume 2 (Cambridge, 
~bri e Unl\ rsitv Press, 1985\ p. 20 
Il"AI "II' Mactntyri,J(/i~r Vrrftllf: ftKly I"M~a;!,le.~n~~ndO~, ~u~~~ 1?~~l'"~~' ~~:-233 
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understanding of the individual changes, from an atomistic one to an approach that 

recognises the importance of social and dependent relations, so our conception of 

autonomy will have to alter too, from an individualistic account to an anti

individualistic account. \3 

Finally, before moving on to consider the symbolic critique of autonomy there is one 

last fonn of individualism as identified by Mackenzie and Stoljar, that needs to be 

addressed and that was the claim that agents are all metaphysically separate 

individuals. It would seem that individualism is a concept that has, in certain comers 

of feminist and indeed communitarian theory, accrued a number of very negative 

associations to such an extent that some theorists seem to appear to want to reject it 

as concept altogether. Howe er, as Mackenzie and Stoljar suggest, this fourth 

understanding of the individual is true even if we assume, in the strongest terms, that 

social relations are e ential properties of agency. 

Perhaps to illustrate this point further it would be helpful to consider what it would 

mean to argue that individuals are not metaphysically separate. In the science fiction 

franchise tar Trek and in particular the Next Generation and Voyager series the 

crews of the Federation tar hip often encounter a fearsome enemy known as the 

Borg. The Borg are an alien species that travel through space 'assimilating' other 

species in the pu uit of biological and technical perfection. Once assimilated an 

individual becomes part of the Borg hi e mind' or collective consciousness. 

Therefor, org drone while they are individually embodied are not psychically 

distinct but har th thought aim and drives of the collective. They are not, in 

other word , metaph ica1ly di tinct individuals. 

Jearly thi i not ad ripti n of human beings. We are, as Friedman notes, 
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separately embodied beings, except in the case of pregnancy and conjoined twins 

and even in these cases we remain psychically distinct individuals. 14 Also, and 

returning to the tar Trek example briefly, once an individual has been assimilated 

into the Borg and become part of the 'hive mind' they lose their name and are given 

instead a designating number. This example can be contrasted to, and used as 

support for Friedman's argument when she points to the fundamental importance of 

the giving of proper names in all human communities and societies and concludes: 

Human beings are thus separately embodied, nominally distinct, physical 
particulars who may be more or less uniquely designated in discourse. 
Proper naming together with pronominal reference enable already 
discurSive human bemgs to talk separately to and about each new entrant 
into human community. Separately embodied human beings can thus be 

d di . I 15 separate scursive y. 

Finally, Mackenzie and Stoljar also point to the fact that the argument which 

suggests individual autonomy presupposes individualism is true in a trivial sense. On 

its own the use of the phrase ' individual autonomy' can only refer to an argument 

concerning agents that are separate entities with a capacity for autonomy. Thus, they 

argue, no theory of individual autonomy could pre-suppose anti-individualism in the 

fourth s nse.16 Having examined those feminist arguments that express metaphysical 

concerns with the concept of autonomy I will now turn to the symbolic critique. 

2. The ymbolic ritique 

The main focu of what Mackenzie and Stoljar identify as the symbolic critique are 

those philo phical th rie identified by feminist writers as implicitly, or explicitly, 

u ing an ab tracted r ideali d er ion of autonomy which is typified in the use of 

the concept f autonomou man.' 

A very clear and hi hi p r uasi ever ion of such a critique is given by Lorraine 

.. Friedman, p 2 
II Fnedman. p. 2 
, •• ". ""'v.- .... ,. ... A f "' .. .. .. '" .. _---- -·-~J-t ,-
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Code in both her article 'The Perversion of Autonomy and the Subjection of 

Women' and her book What Can She Know? Code begins by arguing that it is a 

version of autonomy which has its roots in Kant and Enlightenment thought that 

continues to dominate the 'social imaginary' of affluent Western social and political 

spaces. Furthennore, she continues, this ideal while containing a strong and 

persistent aspirational and inspirational appeal also, paradoxically, underpins 

continuing patterns of oppression and subjection. Therefore, she concludes, such a 

concept of autonomy is essentially inimical to feminist thought. 17 According to 

Code, this situation has arisen because our understanding of autonomy has become 

hyperbolised and that over time the original Enlightenment concept of autonomy has 

become associated with a number of other theoretical assumptions.ls 

This accretion of related ideas around the concept of autonomy, Code argues, means 

that philosophical theory has often utilised a particular character ideal of the 

'autonomous man.' Central to this ideal is the notion of self-sufficient independence. 

This ideal of autonomy, which functions both descriptively and prescriptively, 

ultimately results in the promotion of a particular conception of human nature in 

which we are understood as self-reliant, self-making, independent creatures.19 

Not only is this ideal of human nature found in philosophical theory but, as already 

noted, Code argu s that it continues to dominate our social imaginary. Friedman 

gives a wonderfully clear account of such an archetype and contends that: 

Popular culture has long lionised the self-made man ... the rugged 
. i ' du i t, th 1 .r, th 'Marlboro man" .. . the he-man, the muscle
bound " uperber " ... The e male figures tend to be independent, self
reliant aggr j e, and 0 er-powering. Often they defy established 

"LomUlle Cod 'The Pcrvtt'SlotI of Autooomy and tho Subjection of Women' in Relational AII10n0mv: Feminist PersDectives 
()ri AlltfWIf'lm)'. 91""'>' nwf th .. . ~Inl. If. erl . Mil cn7i ROO N SIoljnr ( Oxforrl, O xforrllJniverniiy Pre~~, 2(00), PI' 1 Rl & 
183 
II LomUnc , Whal e Know? Fllminisl ThIlOl)' and Ihe OtlStrllction 0/ Know/edge (London, Cornell University 
Press, 1991), pp. 77 
I' "OOc, 2 • pp. J -4 
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authorities and institutions to accomplish their goals. Usually they have 
no dependents or family responsibilities, but on the rare occasions when 
they do, those relationships either support their aggressive efforts or 
become merely additional obstacles to be overcome .... Wbat we have here 
is a cultural glorification of men (but seldom women).20 

Marlboro Man may not be as instantly recognisable ctlltural icon as he once was but 

I would argue that the phenomenal success of television characters such as Jack 

Rlmer from 24, ("rregory Honse from House and ('-rene Hunt from Ufe on Mars, ail 

characters that 'tick' every box of Friedman's analysis, would seem to suggest that 

this is an ideal type that is not disappearing or becoming any less popular and is, in 

fact, displaying a remarkable resistance to feminist analysis and criticism. 

However, Friedman then goes on to question the relevance of such cultural analysis 

to philosophical accounts of autonomy. She does so by considering how much 

influence mainstream academic philosophy has on such popular conceptions and 

understandings of rugged self-sufficiency and self determination. Not very much she 

concludes and so argues that it is not philosophical conceptions of autonomy that 

should be under scrutiny but rather the cultural glorification of such male 

21 stereotypes. 

I am not convinced; philosophy does not operate in a spbere totally disengaged from 

wider society e en though it may often feel like it. It is true, as Friedman argues, that 

few phjlosophy texts become best sellers but philosophical ideas and ideals inform 

huge swathe not only of our arts but also our day to day lives whether we are 

explicitly aware of the influence or not. Philosophy does not take place in a void 

either and i in tum influenced by shifts in social, cultural and political thought too. 

The fact 111at ] am writing a feminist thesis is, 1 would suggest, prima facie evidence 

of that fact. 0 I feel it is perfectly legitimate for ode to suggest that, at least until 

10 Fncdman. p. 91 
11 rriwlll6n. p 92 
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very recently, mainstream philosophy has operated with an abstraction and an ideal 

of autonomous man who: 

is - and should be - self-sufficient, independent, and self-reliant, a self
reali ing individual who directs his efforts towards maximising his 
personal gains. His independence is under constant threat from other 
(equally self-serving) individuals: hence he devises rules to protect 
himself from intrusion. Talk of rights, rational self-interest, expedience 
~nd efti iency pennefltes his mOTfll , SOCifll flnd politicfll discourse. Tn 
short, there has been a gradual alignment of autonomy with 
. d' 'd al ' 22 m IVl u Ism. 

This quote while clearly identifying the target of the symbolic critique also, in the 

last sentence, demonstrates the point I made earlier about how the feminist critiques 

of autonomy under consideration in this chapter are not discrete and often contain a 

considerable degree of overlap. ft should also be noted, and as Code herself admits, 

that the autonomous man of this quote is a character ideal because 'neither all men 

nor all avowedly autonomous men exhibit all ofms characteristics aIT of the time. ,.23 

Given this, should we not just understand 'autonomous man' as an aspirationa} ideal, 

something t11at is not fully attainable for either men or women'! I would argue that 

while this ideal type of autonomy may not be fully attainable by either sex that there 

are some specifically feminist concerns that arise from this account and that need to 

be addressed. 

First, as suggested earlier, such a concept of autonomy has its roots in Kantian 

thought and a Code suggests such an approach adopts Kant's motto 'sapere aude!,24 

This exhortation ' to dare to know! ' requires that individuals should cultivate 'their 

own minds and Kant clearly makes it the 'duty of all men to think for themselves' 

in order to escape the hackle ofheteronomy,25 Code develops her analysis by 

drawing beavily n F ucault ' s essay 'What is Enlightenment?' in which he explicitly 

l~ode, 1991, pp. 11 
uCode, 1991,p. 1 
l ' :ode, 1000, fI 1 , 
~mml1flucl KMI, 'An Ans""'\:!' to the u ' tion: Whut is Enlightenment?' in Kant: Political Writing! 2nd edition, ed.. H.S. Reiss 
, _ , . , ("t " , •• ' ' i n • "",... . , ,.". 
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considers these arguments of Kant's. 26 By drawing on Foucault's examination of 

Kant Code is able to argue that this Kantian ' all' is in fact extremely limited and 

exclusionary.27 It is not necessary however to be a Kant scholar and to have to delve 

deep into dusty archives to fmd evidence of this restriction in Kant's work as in only 

the second paragraph of his article 'What is Enlightenment?' he argues that ' the 

largest part of mankind (including the entire fair sex) should consider the step 

towards maturity not only as difficult but also as highly dangerous.' 28 The maturity 

that Kant is referring to here and that he believes too dangerous a step to take for 

women is the ability to think for one's self or in other words to be Enlightened, to be 

autonomous. 

Furthermore Code also draws attention to the way in which Foucault highlights 

Kant's argument that ' the freedom in question is the ... freedom to make public use of 

one' s reason in all matters.'19 For Foucault this argument further confirms the 

circumscribed nature of Kant's theory once it is recognised that the emancipation 

from heteronomy that Kant is concerned with bere is a situated freedom and 

therefore takes place in hierarchical societies. Therefore these are societies that 

strongly determine whose utterances are wortby of public acknowledgement and 

whose are not.30 Decades of feminist analysis has shown us why and how women 

bave hi storically and routinely been confined to the private sphere and denied a 

public oice but as Code argues ' autonomy's defenders tend to read these exclusions 

as inconsequential to a ' universal ' release from thraldom . , 31 It is from argumentation 

such as thi s tbat the claim that the concept of autonomy is inberently masculinist 

,. Michel Foucaull ' What IJ l~tcnmcnl7' m The FOl/caul1 Read r. ed. P. Rabinow. trans. C. P Iter (New York.. Pantheoo 
Rnrok. 1 4 
%7~, ,p 1 
21 Kant, 1991 , p S4 
29 Kant, 1991, p. 55 

(,;odc,lWU, p. HI 
II Code. 2000. o. I 
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arises. Autonomy so understood, the argument runs, has never been meant for 

women, it describes a male reality and therefore it is not as simple as just extending 

the concept to include women as those First Wave feminists believed. 

Following on immediately from her claim about autonomy's defenders Code 

proceeds to argue that this attitude then, 'nurtures a stark individualism fuelled by 

the silent assumption that autonomous man is free to sidestep the constraints of 

materiality and the power of social-political structures in his projects of radical self-

making. , 32 So, according to Code, this dominant hyperbolic ideal of autonomy also 

includes a strong emphasis on the substantive independence of individuals. By 

understanding autonomy in this mrumer such mainstream and traditional theories of 

autonomy place themselves in diametric opposition to those accounts that emphasise 

relations of dependence and reliance on others and the values and goods that arise 

from such relationships e.g. trust, friendship, and loyalty. Therefore, Code argues, 

the picture tbat emerges from such an understanding of autonomy is of radically and 

fundamentally separate and oppositionally divided individuals that cannot allow for 

the existence of diverse, complex and concrete agents. That this is the case, Code 

argues, is because, in a society comprised of a random assembly of such discrete, 

separate individuals, interdependence is at best manageable if carefully regulated; at 

ghtt' dJ . ,33 worst 1t IS stral orwar y menacmg. 

Again whether these arguments that are so highly critical of the symbolic nature of 

autonomy mean that we should then abandon it is as a principle in its entirety is 

debateable and is a question that I am briefly postponing answering until the end of 

the chapter. Instead In w want to highlight and draw attention to Code' s 

consideration of dependence and reliance on others because this again demonstrates 
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how these feminist critiques of autonomy overlap as these are the key concerns of 

those arguments associated with an ethic of care. 

3. The 'Ethic of Care' Critique 

It is widely acknowledged that much of the impetus behind the development of an 

ethic of care came from the work of moral psychologist Carol Gilligan with the 

puhlication of her ~eminal hook, In a Different Voice34
. These argument" were also 

the impetus behind my choice of research for this thesis. I first encountered 

arguments for an ethic of care and the questions that it raises for the vaiidity of the 

idea of autonomy while writing a short dissertation as an undergraduate. My foc·us at 

that tim~ was not th~ conc~pt of autonomy in particular but th~ qu~stions rd.is~d by 

my reading about the nature of autonomy were ones that I did not forget. I shall, 

thef~fOte: be cOllshleling the cfitique that arises out of such an approach jn some 

detail . 

Gilligan 's research was developed largely as a response to the claims made by 

another de elopmental p ychologist Lawrence Kohlberg.J5 Kohlberg himself was in 

turn hugely influenced by the work of Jean Piagee6
. Piaget argues that in their last 

stage of moraJ de elopment (generally aged IOta 11) children come to accept that 

rules go eming human behaviour arise out of complex social interactions and are, in 

some ense cho en by reasonable people trying to engage in productive 

interaction:' In terms already familiar from the discussion of Kant in my first 

chapter Piaget de cribe this development in childhood moral reasoning as a 

progre ion fr m heteronomy to autonomy. 

)' Carol OiUIgan.ln iff."nl 1'00e.: P~I'oI ieaJ ThU)fY and WOlI/tII'S D ,'e /opm, nl (Cambridge, Mass., Harvard 
Uruversity Press. 19 ) 
I Law K ,111 1'1Ii1 I 4.\10,.,/ D4 . l 'P''' III: MOl I! ulld til !.1 ' of Justic San francisc.>, Ilalper 
andR w, l I) 
.. Joon PI ct, 711 loral Judg"m III o/tllt! 'Mid, Iran . M bttm {London, R uUed c and Kcgnn Paul, 1932; 
IIarmood ~ Itl77 
J' flano on, l-en (I ). M ral dC\ lopmen In ' . mi ( .). RollI/Mgt! EncyclOJX!dla o/Phllosoplry. LorvJm. RooUed 
Retrieved Apnl2', 2009, from hUp:Jlww .rep.rouUodgc.com/arti ItIW 27 
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This Kantian approach of Pi aget's is retained in Kohlberg's theorising. However, 

unlike Piaget, who posits only two stages of moral development, Kohlberg identifies 

six, which in tum he breaks down into three distinct levels: 

i) Pre-conventional Morality 

1. egoism : right is what is rewarded and wrong is what is punished~ 
2. instrumentalism : right is what serves one's needs and satisfies fair 

agreements; 

ii) onventional Morality 
3. conventionalism: right is what conforms to age, gender, occupational and 

social role conventions; 
4. social contract: right is conceived in terms oftbe conventions of the society 

iii) Po t- oflYefltionai Morality 

5. onsequentialism: right is what promotes the general welfare even if this 
mjghi ill vui ve UI eakjug iite iaw, fur eXl:l111 vie, jaw~ ihai Ui~~lJJllJllaitj Ull wt: 
basis of race or gender' 

6. Kant's categorical imperative: right is acting in accordance with rules that 
you would be willing to recognise as universal laws. 

It is only once an individual reaches this bighest stage of moral development, 

KohJberg argu s, that they begin to respond to moral questions in 'words such as 

duty or morally right and use them in a way implying universality, ideals and 

imp rsoDality.' This s qu nc of development, according to Kohlberg, is universal 

and irreversible. lrreversible because once an individual reaches any given stage of 

moral dc clopmcnt they will always scc that stagc as an improvcmcnt and as more 

adequate than any of the previous stages of moral understanding that they have 

occupied. 

The basis fi r Gilligan ' s critique of Koblberg was the fact that he used only male 

respondents and her main charge wa that hjs stages of moral development reflect a 

particularly male orientation toward ethical considerations. Conducting her own 

II KohIbenz. p. 22 
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empirical research Gilligan reported that when using Koblberg's scheme women 

generally scored at a lower stage of development than men. Therefore, according to 

Koblberg' s theory, women do not appear to develop fully as moral agents. Gilligan's 

response to thes findings was to suggest that it is not the case that women's moral 

reasoning is in any way less complex and therefore inferior to men's but rather that it 

IS done In a . dliterent Olce.' Tills dliterent VOIce she argued arose from women 

utilising an 'ethic of care' while Kohlberg' s respondents reasoned from an ' ethic of 

justice ' per pecti e. he summarised the differences between the two perspectives 

thus: 

In this conc ption, the moral problem arises from conflicting 
re p n ibilitie rather than from competing rights and requires for its 
resolution a m de of thinking that is contextual and narrative rather than 
formal anO ab tract. 1 hIS conception of moraiity as concerned with the 
activity of care centre moral development around the understanding of 
re pon ibility and relationships, just as the conception of morality as 
faime ties moral de elopment to the understanding of rights and 

• 10 

rule '-' 

orne of tll e differ nce may b brought out in a more concrete manner by 

con iderin th e ampl that b th Kohlberg and G111igan asked their respondents to 

consider in their re ear h, the H inz dilemma: 

In UT pe a" man wa near death from cancer. One drug might save 
h r, a rnr fi rm r . 1m that a dnl gLt in the sam town had 
dl r d. h dru gt t wa charging $2000, ten times what the drug 
c st him to make. The ick w man ' s husband Heinz, went to everyone 
he kne\ to IT w m ney but he could only get together about what 
IHIIt' ofwhM It 0 , 1 H told th om ' ~that his wite was oylng ann 

d t ell It h ap r r let hIm pay later. But the druggtst SaId, "No," 
The h\l and g t e perate and br ke into the rn an's store to steal the 
dru r hi ' fi , h uld the hu band have done that? Why?40 

The argument nm th t th wh are adopting an ethic of care perspective will 

resp nd t thi di lcmma askin ' further questions about the context of Heinz' s 

actio[\ . 0 ~ r c ample and a ' ace lemcnt outlint: " tht:st: rt:spondt:nts would bt: 

I' 19 
tOt l'IIu,...~f't! ~.~,~ .... ~'! ., ..... • .. . '~"'U!.!~ · ,! • ~!'~'!nt. el .. Af"Ir:·t,:M.!'.:h !'.. S'.v:!-1~_ti':'!!' !!! _"!~~~ if 
Socfalt:.mJan '1hc0fJ' JnJ ~ .rm, CId In (Chi 0, Rruld M :lily, 1969), p, 379 
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more likely to want to know if Heinz had really exhausted all avenues open to him 

before stealing the drugs. uch respondents are also more likely to wonder if Heinz 

is likely to end up in po on for stealing the drugs just when his terminally ill wife is 

most dependent upon him . These respondents are also more likely to ask about 

Heinz's wife s opinion, does she want the treatment, and does she want to carry on 

hv1Og,! Howe er tho ere pondent who answer the dilemma from ajustice 

per pective ar likely to ee these sort of questions as detracting from the real moral 

issue which i the dilemma that this ituation creates between a right to life and the 

right to pr p rty:u 

What the differing an w to thi dilemma demonstrate are the key differences 

between the thic of car and of ju tice. While ethics of justice are based on abstract 

uni ersalism ethic of car are c ntextual and place a high degree of emphasis on 

the imp rtan fhuman c nne t dn and the maintenance of relationships. This is 

10 contra t to thIc fJu II e that f u on human eparateness and that prioritise the 

concept of qUality. In tum th difference lead to each ethic understanding and 

evaJuat10 th m 10 radically different terms. 

As Mckenzie and t lj r ar ue 'traditional ideals of autonomy [according to care 

fr m th 

that the id 

\ men ' ltv 

and 

n rmati e prima indep ndence If ufficiency, and separation 

i ing the alue f relations of dependency and 

ar rument b m a f m10l t i ue once it is recognised 

and inter nn ti n hay hi torically been central to 

rurth fin r th e Idea ha e tr dlb nally b n coded as femm10e 

t realm . h refi r • th argument pr ce d traditional 

, I ),pp. 12· 



conceptions of autonomy not only devalue women's experiences and the values 

arising from them but are also defmed in opposition to femininity. 43 

Before moving on to consider any further implications of Gilligan's 'different voice' 

for the concept of autonomy it must be recognised that the arguments for an ethic of 

care are not unanimously accepted. The beliefthat these two approaches i.e. an ethic 

of justice and an ethic of care can be described as essentially male and female is not 

without its detractors and indeed it would appear that further empirical research 

conducted after the pUblication of Gilligan's work does not support the idea that 

there are sex sp cific modes of moral reasoning.44 

One very strong worry i that in trying to identify those virtues traditionally coded as 

feminine , e.g. nurturing and caring, as being in some way essential to the way in 

which women de elop and reason morally that this plays straight into the hands of 

conservati e thinker \i ho would wish to confme women to their traditional roles 

within the private and domestic phere. I feel that this is a valid concern especially 

once arguments c nc rning th impossibility of defining what it is ' essentially' to be 

a woman are taken into account. 

Howe er while baring the e arguments in mind it remains the case that Gilligan's 

arguments d ucce d in highlighting the fact that tho e traditional modes of moral 

reasoning that are ba ed I \y n rational universalisable principles are not the only 

tho 

(femal ) realm ar 

feminj t nqwry. 

10 far an ethic of care challenges the b lief that 

alll ciated with the pri ate 

f n m ral imp rt it r main I believe an important area of 

00 ,lleu:I1 d bl.'tWecn M Je and Fenuues' in An Ethic qfCare, ed. 
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While my original quote taken from Gilligan's 'A Different Voice' summarises the 

differences between ethics of justice and care very neatly it is also clear that she is 

covering a great deal of ground very briefly. In order to explicate and understand 

these differences more clearly I am going to use the three main points of contention 

between these different ethical perspectives as identified by Will Kymlicka. These 

are, he suggests: 

i) moral capacitie : learning moral principles (justice) versus developing moral 
dispositions (care) 

ii) moral" a oning: solving problems by seeking principles that have universal 
applicability (justice) versus seeking responses that are appropriate to the 
parti ular case ( are) 

iii) rnoral concept : attending to rights and fairness (justice) versus attending to 
re pon ibilitie and relationships (care) . 45 

While all of these distinctions provoke lively and interesting debate I am not directly 

concerned here with the debates surrounding moral reasoning and how we are 

supposed to morally attend t any given situation. However, there are arguments 

provoked by thes di tinctions that are concerned with moral capacities and moral 

concepts that raise interesting questions for feminist arguments about autonomy. 

As outlined abo e th re i a distinction made between justice and care perspectives 

over the learning of moral principles versus the development of moral capacities. As 

Joan Tronto argues an ethic of care, in 01 es a shift of the essential moral questions 

away from the question what are the best principles? To the question, how will 

individual b t be equipped t act morally? 46 So, for an ethicist of care, there are 

important qu sti n t be rai d ab ut the ways in which individuals develop those 

di po ition that nabl them t In rally as es and resolve any given situation in a 

manner that i 

TrOlll 'Beyond cndcr ffera! c: t ilTh 'of arc: IglU, V 1 12. NO.4, ( 1987), 644-63 (p. 657) 
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Writers from the justice perspective, however, counter such arguments by pointing to 

the fact that in order to be able to apply moral principles in the first place agents 

must be able to assess situations sensitively so that tlley can determine which 

principle is rele ant. As Martha Nussbaum has suggested, people can only develop 

an effecti e sense of justice if they have already frrst learnt a broad range of moral 

capacities. uch moral capacities, she argues, include the ability to perceive, 

sympathetically and imaginatively, the requirements of any given situation. 47 

So, the argument from the justice perspective would appear to be that a sense of 

justice in some way grow out of a sense of care. Furthermore, this is a process that 

is often understood to happen within the family and is an approach that typified in 

John Ra,· Is' Theory of Ju tice.48 The problem with such an approach is that it more 

often than not fail to take in to accowlt the dynamics and relations of family life 

which are not themsel es always characterized by principles of justice so that Susan 

Moller Okin \! a able to write of Rawls that he: 

in line with a 1 ng tradition of political philosophers ... regards the family 
aC\ a school ofmoraht , a pnmary !iociali!ier ofju!it citizen!i. At the same 
time along with other in the tradition, he neglects the issue of the 
ju tice r inju tice of th g ndered family itself. The result is an internal 
ten ion v tthin th theory which can be resolved only by opening up the 
que tion 0 justice witllin the family. 9 

Unfortunatel h we er and a Kymlicka argue , it would appear to be the case that 

many theori f justic in luding Rawls do not want to address this question of 

justice within Ule family and are imply 'content to assume that people have 

someho' de elop d th r quisite capacities for moral judgement. 50 

While Ul nt ar pli itl concerned with moral capacities it seems 

can a ily be extended and just as readily applied to 
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the concept of autonomy. So, to paraphrase Tronto, the important question to ask is 

'how will individuals be best equipped to act autonomously?, What capacities do we 

need to be autonomous or is autonomy a single and discrete capacity in itself? If 

nothing else the debate between ethicists of care and justice as considered above 

shows that ery often philo ophical accounts just assume that the skills reqwred by 

competent, able-bodied adult individuals, such as personal autonomy and the 

capacity for moral judgement , are just 'acquired' within the realm of the family. 

Frequently there is no further consideration or analysis given within these accounts 

as to who it is that is acquiring the e skills or indeed how such skills are learnt and 

developed by individuals. These are, I believe, key questions and, as such, will be 

considered and an wered 0 er the course of the rest of tros thesis. 

Having considered tho e arguments arising out of an ethic of care that concern the 

development of moral capacities I will now look at the different understandings of 

moral concepts that are found between ethics of care and justice. 

According to Kymlicka n of the central differences identified by Gilligan between 

these two mode of moral rea ning i the idea that an ethic of care is concerned 

with accepting re n ibility ti r other and as having, therefore, a positive concern 

for their w 1l bing \ hile the ju rice per pective thinks only of others in terms of 

respecting their ri \t -claim .S I ymlicka then proceeds to argue that the problem 

·l1igan ' argument is that he has a ery limited understanding of 

right , se in th man thing m re than a If-protection mechanism that can be 

pting a imple p licy of non-interference. Therefore, 

Kymlicka c nclud , under th t rms f Gilligan 's the rizing rights are only to be 
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associated with selfish (liberal) individualism. 52 

However, as Kymlicka argues, such an understanding of rights only really belongs to 

libertarian theories such as those espoused by writers like Robert Nozick. Other 

liberal rights based theories, such as Rawls's, are, Kymlicka suggests, very 

concerned with imposing positive responsibilities towards others on all individuals. 53 

Kymlicka then goes on to argue that once Gilligan's arguments are seen as only 

applying to one extreme form of rights based theory her distinction between care and 

justice reasoning as based on responsibilities and rights threatens to collapse unless it 

can be shown that there are differing forms of responsibility at work in these ideas. 54 

Central to liberal political theory is the idea that individuals must take responsibility 

for their own choice and tied into this belief is an empbasis on objective 

(un)fairness. Howe er as the arguments considered above have sbown ethics of care 

stress the particular and concrete. This emphasis, Kymlicka argues, turns the focus 

towards the idea of ubjecti e hurts and the responsibility that the consideration of 

such hurts does or doe not place on the individual. Sandra Harding summarises the 

situation thus, ' subjecti ely-felt burt appears immoral to women whether or not it is 

fajr,' while men 'tend t evaluate as moral only objective unfairness - regardless of 

whether an act creates subjecti e hurt. ,55 

It is thi distinction between typ of responsibility rather than rights versus 

responsibility a cording to Kymlicka, tbat ultimately creates problems for the 

concept of aut n m as generally under tood.56 Furthermore, and as discussed 

abo e, justi th ri t place a great deal of importance on the fact that we should, as 

mil ·, p. 41 0 
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individuals, take responsibility for our own interests. As Kymlicka argues: 

In the justice perspective, I can legitimately expect as a matter of 
fairness, that others attend to some of my interests, even if it limits the 
pursuit of their own good. But I cannot legitimately expect people to 
attend to all of my interests, for there are some interests which remain 
my own responsibility, and it would be wrong to expect others to forgo 
their good to attend to things which are my responsibility. 57 

So, in line with this argument, the justice perspective allows for the existence of the 

N.H.S. because we understand it as fair that we should, through our taxes, pay for the 

healthcare of everybody. I will pay for your cancer treatment even though I may 

never suffer from cancer myself. However, this approach also means that it would 

not be considered fair for the state to pay for all my living expenses through taxation 

just because I had decided that I did not want to work and would rather stay at home 

pursuing my gardening hobby. 

However, for some care theorists the adoption of such ajustice approach allows us, 
\ 

as individuals to abdicate our moral responsibilities to others. It does this because it 

pennits us to limit our caring to only those situations in which there are claims of 

objective unfairness and allows us to ignore instances where there are subjectively 

felt hurts. Therefore, an ethici t of care can argue, that within a justice perspective 

we are allowed to ignore a idable suffering such as that of Heinz's wife in 

Kohlberg's and Gilligan original example. Of course the immediate response from 

the justice p sition i to argue that it is such a focus on subjective hurts that in fact 

represents an abdicati n of resp n ibility because 'it denies that the imprudent 

should pay for the co t of their choices and thereby rewards those who are 

irresponsible and p nali es th se who are conscientious. ,58 

A further pr bl m for m ral the rie of care, Kymlicka notes, is that approaches 

p. ·HI 
P 412 
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such as these that base themsel es on accounts of subjective hurts, not only place 

too little emphasis on individual responsibility but paradoxically they place too much 

responsibility on other people. This is because there are no checks and balances in 

these theories to limit our moral obligations because 'there is always something more 

that we can do for others, if we attend closely enough to their desires - there is 

always orne fru trated desire that we can help fulfil' .59 Therefore, he concludes, 

moral claims based lelyon ubjective hurts threaten not only objective fairness but 

also ultimately our autonomy beau e as Jonathan Dancy argues, a moral agent who 

is faced with can tant moral claim on ber time and energy will have no opportunity 

to freely pursue her own de ire and attachments.60 Understood in this manner it 

would appear that such ethjc f care are, in fact, highly damaging to women' s 

autonomy. 

Also, and as Kymlicka ackn wi dge thi i not a new criticism to be faced by 

ethicist of care and furth nn re h argu , no care theorist worth her feminist salt 

would wi h to b n p rpetuating the exi t tereotype of the eternally self-

sacrificing w man who i alwa 

own.6J imilarl n ar 

prepared t put e eryone else's needs before her 

uld d ny that all moral tl1eories have to be able 

to di tingui h natualn an th n ed that are merely percei ed. While 

it would unfair t ar 

between a tual and per 

how thi di 

of care 

'succe 

caring p r 

uld m t 

nc t What J 

thinkin fail to acknowledge this distinction, 

n Ja ar note no full explanation of 

h b n gi n. Rather, he argues, accounts 

raj ing thi qu ti n by pres nting care as a 

thic f care the ries the 

b its definition, veridical. 

• In !'It,l, In. V I 7.no 1 (1992). 47 (p 4S I ) 
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Or, in other words, if the carer does not perceive and assess the cared-for person's 

needs correctly then they are not engaging in care reasoning.62 So, as Joan Tronto 

suggests, through genuine attentiveness the caretaker can come to see through any 

possible pseudo needs of the cared-for individual and therefore come to appreciate 

what the other person really needs.63 The dangers for such a self- authenticating 

approach to slide into paternalism are, according to Jaggar, all too clear: 

Overindulgence or 'spoiling' are only the least of the moral mistakes that 
may he earned out In the name ofeare. Other l ... J ahuses inclUde incest 
or even foot binding. Incestuous fathers often portray themselves as 
caring for their daughters [ . .. ] and the Chinese women who bound the 
feet of their daughters and granddaughters also equated the pain they 
caused with care.64 

In an attempt to address concerns such as these many care theorists, like Margaret 

Urban Walker argue that all caring intentions must be validated through 

commurucation with the cared for individual .65 While this approach would allow the 

caring relationship to be understood as involving reciprocity or mutuality the 

question that immediately spring to my mind, and it is one that is born from my 

own experience of caring for my autistic child, how is this communication supposed 

to happen with individuals whose very vulnerability and continuing dependency 

arises from that fact that they suffer from communication disorders? I think therefore 

that thi s question 0 er the erification of needs and wants of the cared-for individual 

remains a stumbling block for ethicists of care. 

Returning now though to th que tion of autonomy the issue for Kymlicka remains: 

bow much aut Domy can we claim for ourselves, and how much reciprocity can we 

6lAlISOO J at.' anna & I FcmllU t PnI 1.1 C of Morn I Reason' in Justice andCcre: Essential Readings in Feminist Ethics, 
Pli V IIt"1tI ( fml W",IV!f"\ PrM I qq~ . r 1 RQ 

~1 1\ Tronlo, • Wommilld 18 What C4il FcmumlS 1= boulM rullLy from Caring?' In GenderlBodylKnowkdge: 
F,,,,lnll Rtcon InJCrl 0/&" 0I1cl K'IOM'/, . 00. A. 1 88a!' and . Bord ( New Brunswick, Nl, Rutgers University Press, 
19 9) 
"la If, 1995, P 192 
" MArf!Ard Urban Walker, (oral Conccms (1.rulh:lm. R wm n ond Littlefield Publi hers Inc., 2(03) 
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demand from others. without irresponsibly neglecting their subjective hurtS?66 In line 

with the rest of care reasoning theorists such as Leslie Wilson have argued that the 

only way to answer such a question is to do so contextually or, 'on the grounds of 

what is reasonable to expect from the individual being cared for, along with what 

shouJd be expected from such an individual given the nature of the caring 

1 · L.. ' h d ,67 re atIonSlllp at an . 

The coneern that many writers have with this approach is that it is not just that we 

need limits to our moral responsibility but in order to be autonomous we need these 

limits to be predictable. This is because, according to Kymlicka, if we want to be 

able to be genuinely committed to our projects then we must be insulated to some 

e;;xltml frUIU LIlt: c;ulllillgt:lIl ue;;sile;;s of L1lose;; arUlwu us anu the;; abslract rule;;s of justice;; 

reasoning do offer some such protection.68 

Tlus argwl1 ot is all ell and good wItil it is noted, as many feminist writers ba e 

done, that the ort of reciprocal , mutually beneficial relationship that has just been 

outlined is one that an only really be enjoined and enjoyed by competent, able-

bodied aduJts and totally ignores any relationships or individuals that do not fit such 

a descripti n .g. th par nt child r lationship. It would seem then that many justice 

theorists ha e eith r e plicitly, but more often implicitly, followed Hobbes' advice 

when he v;rot that w should, onsid r men as if but now sprung up out of the 

earth, and uddenly, like mu hr oms come to full maturity, without all kind of 

cngagement to each thCr.
69 

The reason for thi ab nee of consideration in nearly all mainstream philosophical 

~ymh P 414 
"Lc:sht Wilson. r • Fanl1UllC:~ EIluc en l' In Alianti • VoI .13, No.2, (\988) \ 5-23 (p. 20) 
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texts about the raising of children and the caring for dependents has largely been the 

result of the strong public-private distinction that has characterised so much Western 

philosophical thought. The family belongs to the private realm and therefore its 

practices are of no concern to theories of justice which have traditionally been seen 

as belonging to the public sphere. It is on these grounds that Rawls was able to argue 

that interactions between able-bodied adults are the 'fundamental case' of justice and 

that subjecti e hurts as the basis for any moral claims should be rejected because 'to 

argue this eems to presuppose that citizens' preferences are beyond their control as 

propensities or cravings which simply happen.'7o 

While these arguments may well be the case when considering relations between 

competent adults in the public phere it does not continue to be so once we start to 

look beyond this re tricted realm not least because, 'all of us inevitably spend our 

lives evolving from an initial to a final stage of dependence. If we are fortunate 

enough to achieve power and relati e independence along the way it is a transient 

and passing glory.' 71 

It can be e n then that uch jll tice theories only describe what is, in actuality, only 

one part of our Ii . Though a lot f the feminist criticisms of theories of justice 

have concentrated nth rai in and nurturing of children Margaret Walker has also 

demonstrat d how tiler is an ill fit b tween the 'nonns of autonomous, self-reliant 

and elf-int r ted agen and the itllati n fvulnerable, dependent elderly 

individuals and furth nn r \i ith tho wh are responsible for their care. First, she 

argue that th 

elderly peopl 

ind p nd nce 

n f d pend ntJy frail , both physically and mentally, 

n ider d in tenn of the kinds of 

e elf directi n that are generally associated 

l , quoted In K 'lllhc:kn, p. 418 
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with autonomy. Second, she argues that the ideals of consensual obligation and 

contractual responsibility for autonomous agents also do not describe the reality of 

the situations that the caregi ers of these dependants find themselves in. As Walker 

contends: 

Often demands for care fall ... upon those, disproportionately female, who 
no fe<ll;(lnabl and human alternative to prov;ding it, even at the cost 

of se ere economic disadvantage and practical and emotional strain. 
These are areas where ideals of autonomous agency do not meet the 
concrete rea1itie of aging.72 

So it would eern 01at once we begin to include the care of dependent others into our 

moral and political reasoning that problems begin to develop for the concept of 

autonomy. Justice reasoning not only presupposes that we are autonomous, 

comp tent, able b died adult but it also supposes, on top of these requirements, that 

we are not the care gi ers for d pendants.73 Obviously this is an ideal that just does 

not describe the Ii e of mo t p ople and so according to Annette Baier the care 

perspective makes aut nomy not en an ideal.. .A certain sort of freedom is an 

ideal namely fre dom of thOUght and expression, but to "Ii e one's life in one's own 

way' is not likely t be am ng the aims of persons.' 74 

So the question we are left with at the end of this discussion are is the concept of 

autonomy ultimatel fla~ ed a me care ethicists would have us believe? Can the 

cone pt of autonomy only e er d cribe those individuals who operate in the public 

realm or i th re a wa in whi h we can retain the idea of autonomy without losing 

sight of all our m ml r n ibilitie to care for those who are dependent on us? I 

think the an v nd qu ti n has to b ye, there is a way of reconfiguring 

autonomy t a mm ate d p nd nt relationships, but I need to do some more 

nWalkc:r. p. 191 
'~ymh P 419 
"Annette icr. 'Hwn The W lUI', 'llnJ Thcun t' ' 10 Wom nand Morain, cry. cd. E.F. Kittay and D. Meyers (Savage. 
M • Rownuuand Lilt! I J. I? p. 
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theoretical leg work before I am in a position to spell out how. 

4. The Po tmodemi t and Diversity Critiques 

The fourth critique that Mackenzie and Stoljar consider is one that they term the 

postmodemist critique, a tenn that they acknowledge they are using very loosely and 

as a catchall to group together a diverse number of theories and approaches. 75 This 

critique includes those feminist approaches that take as their starting point 

psychoanalytic theory Foucauldian theories of power and agency and feminist 

theorising on exual difference and otherness. 

Central to all of these persp ctives is the critique of the subject which many feminist 

writers u e as a means of attacking the assumptions they believe to be implicit in the 

concept of autonomy. 0, according to Mackenzie and Stoljar, the critique of the 

subject a provided by p ychoanalytic theory draws a picture of 'agents as conflict 

ridden, often self-deluded, fundamentally opaque to themselves and driven by 

archaic desires of which they may not even be aware let alone be able to master.' 76 

This is in direct cootrast to the 'complete self transparency, seamless psychic unity 

and self mastery suppo edly required by autonomy.'?? Autonomy therefore, 

according to thi approach like the selftbat it rests upon, is an unobtainable 

Enlightenment conceit. 

Feminist argum nt that draw on FoucauJdian analysis follow him in dismissing the 

concept f autonomy becau e it relies on a Kantian ideal offree will. Rather, they 

argue, the reality i r at lea t reality as understood by Foucault, is that there is no 

pure, self-det nnining fr wilI that can escape the operations of power. Therefore, 

the argument c ntinue tiler i n true' self waiting to be discovered underneath 
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the machinations of power that can said to be autonomous.78 

Finally, femini t theories of difference suggest that there is nothing essential to being 

a woman, no defining universal characteristic or attribute. Following this logic the 

concept of autonom is therefore to be understood as a socially, historically, 

culturally specific ideal and e en more specifically, an Enlightenment, white, male, 

Western middle-cIa lib ral ideal, that has come to be understood as a desirable 

uni ersal nonn . 

The final feminist critique of autonomy outlined by Mackenzie and Stoljar is the 

di ersity critique which they acknowledge is a parallel debate to the one described as 

postrnodemi t .79 Thi critique is directly concerned with the question of whether 

agents need to be cohe i e and unified which has an obvious bearing on questions of 

autonomy. emini t theori t working in this field, such as Diana Meyers and Maria 

Lugones, ugge t that in fact our identities are intersectional in that they combine 

group affiliation , fi r example race, gender, sexual orientation, age and disability, 

that are unique to individual women and, therefore, there is no unitary sense of self. 

So, as witll the po tIn demist arguments already considered, if theories of autonomy 

are dependent up n a transcendental self, a real' self, a 'core' self, then the idea of 

self offer db di th ri i incompatible with the concept of autonomy as 

gen rally und r t d. 

S. on lu i n 

I am awar that 1 ha d alt with the e la t two critiques in a very brief manner. It is 

not tllat I am n t a fth mple ities oftllese debates and nor is it that I feel 

thatth n t de rv gr ter e 'planati n. My reasons for doing so are as follows . 

.. MaclcrvJC &oJ I • P 10 
" M en1J and tol ..... p II 
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As I mentioned in the introduction to this chapter the relationship between feminist 

theory and the concept of autonomy has been a rocky one to say the least. The 

critiques I have discu sed above. including the care critique, have all been used by 

various writers to ugge t that the concept of autonomy is so fundamentally flawed 

that it should ju t b abandoned. Indeed, as I have already noted in Chapter One. 

Sarah Hoagland ha g ne as far as suggesting that, 'autonomy .. .is a thoroughly 

noxious concept (that encourages us to believe that connecting and engaging with 

others limits us ... and undermines our sense of self.' 80 

Howe er as ackenzie and Stoljar suggest, the notion of autonomy remains 

essential to femini t attempts to understand oppression, subjugation and agency and 

mun:uvt:r, Utt:y bdit: t: 'nunt: uf lilt: majur ft:minisl critiqut:s justifit:s repudiating lilt: 

concept altogether. I Rather, they argue that what is needed is are-conceptualisation 

and f ~ nfi ur ti Il f the C llcept of autonomy that takes into accowlt these 

feminist critici m . What i needed, Mackenzie and Stoljar argue, is a concept of 

ut n t lY' . 2 far thi i an argument that has convinced me. 

However Mack nzie and toljar then proceed to suggest that relational autonomy, 

'do n t r fi r t m unifi d on prion of autonomy but is rather an umbrella 

tenn , d signating a ran e of r lated perspectives.'83 I find this to be a rather weak 

approa h and whil a pting that ti minist philosophy ne ds a conception of 

relati Da] aut n m J v ill b w rking towards a more positive re-configuration 

rather than imply an umbr lIa, catchall thesis. This concern notwithstanding I think 

it is w rth n id rin wh Mack nzi and Stoljar believe the critiques considered 

so far do not m no a v hoi sn1 r Jection of autonomy. 

rd II '" Volu (Poolo Alto, 1II., 1n litule of Lesbian Studies, 1988). pp. 144-45 
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The target of the symbolic critique, as given by Code, is the cultural character ideal 

of the autonomous man that has come to dominate Western societies. So, such 

symbolic arguments do not provide us with any reason not to try and develop a new 

understanding of the concept of autonomy and, hopefully, one that takes into 

account these criticisms because as Code herself argues, 'relationships without 

autonomy can be claustrophobic and exploitative.'84 

Moving on to con ider th arguments developed in the metaphysical account, again, 

Mackenzie and Stoljar suggest, that it is not the idea of autonomy per se that is the 

problem but rather what i needed is for the distinction between the concept of 

individual or per onal autonomy and individualistic conceptions of individual 

autonomy to be kept clear. Again, the care critique does not have to entail an 

outright rejection of the conception of autonomy but rather it forces us to 

acknowledge relation of (inter)dependency within any account that we give. 

Finally, Mackenzie and toljar ugge t that the arguments developed by the 

postmodemi t and di er ity critiques are 'salutary, for they alert us to the need to 

de elop notion of auton my ba ed on richer, more psychically complex, and more 

diverse c ncepti os f agents.' I agree wholeheartedly and feel that if I am to 

de clop a full account of autonomy 1 need first to understand who it is that is being 

autonomol1 . What ort of If am I talking about? These questions concerning the 

natur ofth If ubje tivit and ag ncy have been fundamental to feminist theory 

and unle full addre d and an w red I do not think it is possible to give a 

satisfactory account of autonomy. Therefore, my next chapter witt examine those 

femini t argum nt \ hi h upp rt th critique of the subject. 

.. ,199I,p" 
kctllJe and I JAl'. P 

.. Mackc:nnc and • 101 r p II 
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hapter 3: Po t-Structuralist Subjects and Feminist Agents 

A large section of feminist thought has traditionally operated on the idea that aU 

women share 'something' that in some way it is possible to describe or to give an 

account ofwhate er ' if is that is universal, or essential, to being a woman. For some 

theorists this has meant a providing an account of women's common nature while for 

other thinkers women are b und together by their experiences or indeed by a shared 

developmental trajectory. Maya Lloyd styles these collective aspects as 'moments' 

ami illtmli{je;:~ LUe;:UJ in fe;:uUlli 'lLUe;:ory ~ laking oUlological, uarrdlive;: or 

psychological forms. 1 This belief that there are identifiable 'moments' that are 

capable;: of pI iilillg a shate;:u allu common Slatting point bas been the basis [Of 

mo t feminist politic including liberal radical and Marxist traditions. However, this 

b lief in th h ed w1ity f omen ha a lOLlg history of being questioLled and 

critici ed: 

'That man er th re he ay that \: omen need to be helped into 
arriage and Ii e er 'tche , and to ha e the best place everywhere. 

Nob d e r belp m into carriage, or over mud-puddles, or gives me 
any be 1 place! An in' t I a w man? Look at me! Look at my arm! I 
ha e plough d and plant d, and gathered into barns, and no man could 
h m ,I n in' t T w n ? I ul w a u hand e.at as much as 
a man - v hen I c uJ get it - and bear the la h as well! And ain't I a 
w man? I ha me thirt en children and een most oftbem sold off to 
1a e , and wh n I eri d ut with my mother 's grief, none but Jesus 

h rei m 1 Ann :un t r ~ wom~n?,2 

I cannot think fa qu t that m r el qu ntly peak to the fact that women are not, 

and hould not be und a h m genous category than these famous words 

from ojoumer Truth p aking at a women 's can enrion in 1851. 

What Truth r frain 'and ain ' t J w man? clearly demonstrates is that it has 

ne er k ~ r ~ mini t th u ht t addre s r accommodate all the wide 

and e . rnd ed trying t accommodate such 

""1111111 111. ~ r 0"" Poillic (Lond n. 
s 

Pu Ii tions, 2 5), p. I 
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difference has been the source of intense and often heated debate for most of 

feminism's history. 

Complicating these disagreements is the fact that the use of the word 'difference' by 

feminist writers bas not been uniform. First, it has been used to describe the 

differences between men and women. Second, it has been used by some writers to 

refer to the differences and the diversity found between women and in this form has 

been central to arguments concerning identity politics. Finally, difj'erance is a term 

used by po tstructuralist writers to describe the 'inherent instability of categories' 

including that of woman . It is these last two uses with their differing criticisms of 

essentialism that I hall now consider. 

In very broad term ' identity p Iitics' describes a fonn of political understanding that 

is based on all the individuals of a group sharing certain characteristics, so for 

example, age rae , di ability or gender. So, as Lloyd puts it, identity politics 

operates nan ' identarian ' logic where unity, or sameness, is sought beneath 

difference.4 he goe on to argue that identity politics are also therefore essentialist 

in that they work on the as umpti n that not only are the characteristics that unite the 

group intrin ic but th al tran cend history, culture and geography. The problem 

for thi ort of approach become immediately apparent as soon as we remember 

Sojourner Truth s w rd . Identity politics can all too readily encourage uniformity 

and conformity and begin to work a a nonnative ideal as to who can and cannot 

count a " man . 

The s c nd ~ nn f e ntiali m that the idea of difference bas been used to criticise 

is the idea f th unifi d nt capable ubject that underpins, and is seen as 
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necessary by some feminists to, the category of woman. It is the critique of this idea 

of the stable unified subject that Lloyd's third use of difference is associated with 

and is an approach that has had a fWldamental impact on all feminist thought 

whether welcome or not. 

1. Freud, de au ure and the Critique of the Subject 

As with my eli cu sion of autonomy in Chapter One I think that in trying to 

understand the 'critique of the subject' that it useful to try and develop a sense of the 

history of this approach and so this is where I will begin. 

With the de lopment of modem thought during the seventeenth century there was 

also a concomitant cbange in our understanding of what it meant to be human. 

Instead of the pre-modem understanding of human existence in terms of an image of 

an extended elf, the individual during this period came to be seen as a subject or 

rather a a ' phere of ubjectivity containing its own experiences, opinions, feelings 

and de ires where thi phere of inner life is only contingently related to anything 

outside itself.'s entral to tlU conception of the self as subject is the idea that the 

self is a simple and uni fied phenomenon. This tmderstanding has been so influential 

that until relati el r c ntly it was widely accepted with very little challenge to its 

fundamental tatu at the heart f modem thougbt. However over the past fifty years 

or so this c n eption f the elf as a unified subject has come under a sustained 

attack from a I bundle of theorie that are generally described as being 

'p stm dem'. ke idea in ucb p sbnodemist thought is the idea of 'de-centring' 

tbe ubjecl that human are no I nger conceived of as baving a unified, cohesive 

self but rathe t.he ar under t d a being 'polycentric fluid and contextual 
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subjectivitie .,6 

In his article,' entred ut nomy: The SUbject After the Fall" Axel Honneth 

identifi f.\: 0 int Ilectual tradition a being responsible for the critique of the 

subject which h de rib a far reaching crisis in the classical conception of the 

human ubj t. ,7 The fi traditi os, he argues, is the psychological critjque 

that b gin full with th de el pm nt ofFr ud's thought though it should be noted 

that earli r echo ar t b found in th work of the Gennan Romantics and 

Nietzsche. Tb nd trnditi n that Honneth identifies arises from the language-

philosoplti al critiqu fth ubj t. I hall begin by Jooking at those theories 

de elop d b Freud. 

Prior to th \! rk f igmund r ud mo t th ri t had understood the self in tenns 

and u h an unde tanding had al 0 included conceptions of 

11 . AJ preceding Freud there had been 

nhau r and i he wh had argued that our rational minds are 

dominated n i u part but it wa Freud who took the idea 

of the un nd it int a far m r complete and e pansi e theory. 

Ac rdin urd t d 

mpl than mor 

to 

that 

r, ind 

\Oed in t rm 

an ain an un 

gujd d ann] I and In ani ul th anal 

eti n are dri en by motives and desires 

mm n und r tandings could possibly 

hi 

laim d that mo t human behaviour is 

u e in the individual 's mind and 

and d ir through 

dram b baviours and 

14/ 
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slips of the tongue or pen. 

So, to u e a well known analogy the mind, for Freud, was much like an iceberg, the 

bulk of which - the uncon cious- i.s hidden beneath the water but nevertheless exerts 

a dynamic and controlling influence on the part visible above the water - our 

conscious mind. It follows from this theory that whenever an individual makes a 

choice the are being go erned by mental processes of which they are unaware and 

over which they ha e no control. Consequently, and according to the terms of this 

theory, our ideas of fr will or autonomy are to be understood as an illusion. 

Howe er, according to reud, it is possible to empower the self by bringing the 

uncon ciou into the con ciou through the forms of analysis outlined above and it is 

in this way that r pre ion and neuro e are to be minimised. This then is the first 

critique Honn th id ntifie . I will now look at those arguments that fonn part of 

what he term the lingui tic critique of the subject. 

Honneth r cognize tw further traditions of thought that then form tllls second 

critique f the ubj ct. the ne hand he argues, there is the body of work that 

deri e from Witt n tein v hil n the other there are those theories that take as 

their tarting pint the the ri ferdinand de Saussure and that have been labelled 

po t tructural. Thi la I c r w rk from writers such as Lacan, Althusser, 

Derrida and oucault. A with many theoretical groupings in philosophy there is 

as much that parat the tIl ri t a join them together. There are, however, a 

nurn b r of ke Ul r tical und tanding about language, subjectivity and meaning 

that all th e wri te har and all v u t group them together as 

p t tructurali t . 

und r tand p t tru turai argument about language and meaning 
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without first looking at the structural linguistics of Saussure. According to Saussure 

language has a pre-gi en and fixed structure that is not dependent on being realised 

either in speech or writing. Rather, be argues, it is an abstract system constituted by a 

chain of sign . In turn each sign is to be understood as comprising of a signifier and 

a signified. The signifier is the sound or image of the word while the signified is the 

meaning of the sign. Furthermore, according to Saussure, the relation between the 

signifier and the signified is arbitrary in other words there is no natural connection 

between the sound image and the concept it identifies. 9 Tbe meaning of each sign, 

Saussure argue , i deri ed from its difference to all other signs in the language 

chain e.g. cap rather than cup or cop. 

The key m e in aussure's work for poststructuralist thinkers comes with his 

argument that languag do not reflect an independent social reality but that in fact 

language i what constitute cial reality for us. The difference between the two 

approaches tructural and po tmctural, is that aussure believed that the meaning 

of signs is fix d or p siti e: 

A lingui tic tern i a rie of differences of sound combined with 
differ nee of ideas but the pairing of a certain number of acoustical 
ign with a many cut made from the mass of thought engenders a 
~y. t m of alue., and thl. . y. t m ~erve. a~ the etl'ectwe link hetween the 
phonic and th p chological elements within each sign. Although both 
the ignifi d and the ignifier are purely differential and ne§ative when 
con id r d parat 1 , th ir combination is a positive fact.I 

Puststru 'lund the , v hilt: retaining au ' 'ure's insight that meaning is produced by 

language rather than being r fle ted in it thoroughly rejects his positive fixing of 

sign ClIlO IUc;ulling. III It:<tu p l llUcllllallh~oJi 'ls such as D~rrida argue thallhc;;fe is 

De er an fi in f m anin within th ign but rather meaning is constantly 

d fe d. 
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Meaning cannot be fixed because, according to poststructural theory, people and 

cultures produce new words and phrases, and on occasions change the meanings of 

words completely all the time. In other words, language is not static, it is dynamic. 

For example, consider the changing use of the word gay which has historically gone 

from meaning happy and blithe to referring to homosexual men and has now 

amongst certain ocia! groups, to the dismay of many, become synonymous with 

being stupid or u ele s. 

So, for post tructurali t theory, because meaning is in a constant state of flux no 

language sy tem can e er be understood as complete. Therefore, such theorists 

argue, there cannot and ne er will, be a definitive set of signjfiers. As Alison Stone 

argues, 'meaning ... is not fixed but is endlessly deferred until the time when the set 

of signifiers in the language is completed.' 11 The kick for poststructuralist theory is, 

of cour e, that such a time wilt never, can never, arrive. 

As I indicated earlier another common theme to all poststructuralist theory is the way 

in which it appr ache idea fthe subject and subjectivity. It is these ideas and their 

variou ly different manife tation in the writings of key theorists such as Lacan, 

Derrida and Foucault and the pr found effect they have had on feminist thought that 

will b the fi u of the rtf thi chapter. 

Howev r r tumin briefly t my artier discussion of Freud, it is important to note 

tbat ther are e eral pile reading of Freud's work that can and do result in very 

differ nt implicati n r ur und r tanding of the self and SUbjectivity. There is the 

Freud who icon i t ot with nlightenment tradition and who is committed to 

scienc and rational m t . It wa thi reading that was dominant during the first 

half f th t~ nti th nrury when th goal of most psychoanalytic theory was to 

ambrid C. Polity Prcss,2007), p. 115 
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discover the deeper recesse of the ' real ' self that lay hidden beneath the surface of 

normal experience. However towards the middle and the end of the twentieth 

century this idea of a ' real ' or authentic self came under increasing attack and 

following the work of structuralist and poststructuralist thought there is also the 

reading of Freud that pre ents him as far more deconstructivist and decentring. This 

coming together of the two critiques identified by Honneth, psychological and 

linguistic, is exemplified by the work of the French philosopher and psychoanalyst 

Jacques Lacan. 

2. The u bject of Lack 

In constructing his account of the subject and subjectivity Lacan used those 

arguments that had already been established by Freud as his basis. However, Lacan 

took and de eloped these arguments in such a way so as to provide a new and 

lingui stic based theory of ( exed and gendered) subjectivity. His work has been both 

angrily rejected and wannly embraced by feminist theorists with the latter case being 

mo t notably demon trated by writers uch as Irigary, Kristeva and Cixous. 

According to Lacan, there are three key stages or orders in the development from 

child to adult, the r ai, the ima inary and the ymbolic. 12 The real describes the state 

of being in ery young infant, generally up to six months of age, who are unable to 

distingui h themsel es from their mothers. Infants at this age have no sense of self or 

otheme and certainly n under tanding of them elves as either male or female. 

Feelings of If and ttl me do n t tart to develop, Lacan argues, until the child 

enters a pha f the 1111agmary rder which he tenns the mirror-stage. 

The ima inary rd r d nbe that a p ct of human existence whereby we identify 

with ima thi order is largely superseded by our entry 

12 Marttn &nIS I. P 157 
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into the symbolic but Lacan allows that the imaginary remains and persists in every 

individual to a greater or lesser degree throughout their lives. 

The mirror stage, according to Lacan, occurs when the child is between six and 

eighteen month of age and first recognises its reflection, in a mirror, as its own. At 

first this recognition gratifies the infant because it gives the child a sense that it is in 

control not only of its mo ements but also of its environment.J3 Concomitant to this 

growing sense of If the mirror stage also signals the infant becoming increasingly 

aware of its difference to and its separateness from, its mother. 

Unfortunately for the infant but in a step that is critical to Lacan's theory, this 

recognition of self i also a misrecognition. This is because the child looking in the 

mirror is identifying with an image that is ultimately different from it. The image has 

a unity and capacity for control that the infant does not possess, or in Lacanian 

tenns, that it lack .1 4 

Furthennore Lacan argue the child is not entirely unaware of this misrecognition 

and does begin to b come con cious of the fact that they are not synonymous with 

their mirror imag and that, therefore, their sense of possessing a unified self is, in 

reality a fanta y. Hower th child is not prepared to sacrifice this illusion and 

continue to cling t the idea, th t they are a unified self, by demanding love from its 

motber. he hild make the d mands in the vain hope that this will definitively 

demon tTate that th are a their mother view them: perfect and complete. IS 

It is not p ibl thou 5 r th hild to remain in such an exclusive relationship with 

its moth r and at m pint it mu t enter the wider social realm . In order to do so, 

Lacan argu th hild n ed to acquir language. Language therefore is the driving 
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force in expelling the child from its previously exclusive, one to one relationship 

with its mother and so according to Lacan, plays a role akin to that of the traditional 

father: the authority who imposes and enforces society's demands. 

It is at this tage, with the acquirement oflanguage, that the individual enters 

Lacan 's final stage of development, the symbolic order. However it is not possible to 

go any further and fully understand Lacan' s work without also understanding his 

arguments about the structure of language. 

According to Lacan the realm of the symbolic is the realm of language. In 

developing hi idea about language Lacan drew strongly on the work of the 

structuralist theorist Saus ure but, as he does with Freud, Lacan takes Saussure' s 

ideas and de elops them in line with my earlier account of post structuralist theory. 

Therefore according to Lacan, our encounters with language, with its promise of 

meaning are deeply frustrating and unsatisfying because 'no signification can be 

sustained other than by reference to another signification.' 16 Our belief that it could 

be different re ts again n a mi recognition, as Weedon argues: 

Ju t th infant of the mirror phase misrecognises itself as unified 
and in pby ical control of itself, so the speaking subject in the 
symb lic order mi recognises itself and its utterances as one and 
asswne that it i the author of meaning. 17 

This mi recognition and frustration felt by the individual as a result of the continual 

deferment of m aning lead , according to Lacan, to the development of desire and in 

particular the d If for m aning within the individual . Desire tIlen, for Lacan, is not 

a biological dri e it i for reud but rather it develops in the individual as a result 

of acquiring langua and th ir ub equent frustration at the lack of positive 

meanin . 

If J Lacan, &riu' A 
" Weedon. p. S2 
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The acquiring of language therefore signals not only the entrance of the individual to 

the symbolic order but also entails the child' s sense of having a complete and unified 

self being thrown into disarray. Ultimately, Lacan is arguing, if signifiers cannot be 

understood as having stable meaning then they cannot work to provide the individual 

with a coherent sense of elf. 

So for Lacan we are all condemned as individuals to infinitely pursue meaning and 

in so doing we also infinitely, though futilely, pursue the prospect of gaining a 

complete and coherent ense of self.'s However, as discussed earlier, Lacan 

acknowledges that the symbolic order is not all encompassing and that we all, as 

individuals, continue to operate to varying degrees, within the imaginary order with 

its fantasies of unified and coherent SUbjectivity. 

If not difficult enough already Lacan's theories about the symbolic realm are 

complicated further once his arguments concerning the Phallus are taken into 

account. For Lacan the ymbolic order is necessarily patriarchal because the Phallus 

is the tran ndental primary signifier of all societies and cultures. These arguments 

are made e en Ie s clear by Lacan's ambiguous use of the tenn Phallus within his 

own works. orne ccasions it is clear that he is referring to the Phallus as a 

symbolic concept while on tIlers his arguments are more literal . However, whether 

metaphorical or not it follow that the role of the Phallus for Lacan is central to the 

de e]opment of our e ed r gendered identity which, he argues, is determined by 

our relati n t till primary ignifier. 

he Phallu according t Lacan i the primary signifier that governs the symbolic 

order of all 0 ietie and ultur . Therefore, within any culture, to have control of 

the Phallu to ba er th laws and tIle meanings of that society which is 

.. one. P 116 
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clearly a position of considerable power. Furthermore, Lacan argues, this position of 

control is the position of the Other. At this point it is necessary to recall the 

arguments I made earlier, when it was suggested that it is in the misrecognition by 

the individual ofthemsel es as Other, during the mirror-phase, that is the foundation 

of our SUbjectivity. 

Lacan then de elops this argument to suggest therefore that women necessarily enter 

the realm of the symbolic as subjects of lack. However they enter this realm not as 

men do, as simple subjects of lack, but instead as subjects of a double lack because 

they do not posse sa penis. Indeed, Lacan suggests, the patriarchy of the symbolic 

order allows men, b cau e of their penis, to further misidentify themselves with the 

position of the Other. 

Therefore, within the terms of this scheme woman is radically other - she is utterly 

unknowable in her own right and unthinkable in terms of the phallogocentrism of 

Western culture except, that is, a the other of man.19 Phallogocentric because 

according to Lacan We tern thought is both logocentric (dominated by the word) and 

pballocentric dominat d by the phallus). It is this aspect of Lacan's theory that 

allowed ixous and lement to write of woman that 'She does not exist, she cannot 

b 
,20 e. 

Clearly for many fi mini t writer argwnents such as these are enough to reject 

Lacanian analysis outright a they appear to deny woman's very existence, especially 

when his arguments about women existing only in terms of ' double lack' are 

considered. urtherm r and a Lois McNay acknowledges, another problem with 

"Lloyd pI 
JO H 1"", r, / .. , ~M IIth,,"nr. rltlm",1 'Th" N,., 1 'Rnn, WnmAn ' in 11,,,, HtlIimn riynu.o /?"ntI"r. M ~llAAn sp'1I~ (I.nnllnn. 
Routlodg 1 ). p. 9 
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Lacan's analysis is that it is crucially ahistorical and fonnal in nature. 21 Therefore, 

she suggests, it is bard to see bow the Lacanian subject connects to the concrete 

practices and aellie ements of woman as actual agents in the world: 

The socio-historical specificity of agency and of particular struggles is 
denied by being reduced to an effect of an ahistorical and self identical 
principle of non-adequation between psyche and society. Indeed agency 
i imparted to the -pre-reflexi e realm of the unconscious, rather than 
being concei ed of as the property of determinate historical praxis.22 

This ahistorical nature of La can ' s account is, I believe, a major flaw in his 

argumentation howe er for writers such as Cixous, Kristeva and Irigaray, Lacan's 

ideas formed the starting point for a great deal offruitful discussion about the nature 

of femininity . While I acknowledge that these writers and their use ofLacaruan 

psychoanalysis ha e had a huge impact on the development of some areas of 

feminist inquiry their di 'cu 'sions do not, I fed, move my arguments concerning the 

subject and her autonomy forward and so it is not a discussion that I have the time or 

space lo e amine wilhin lIlt: limils of lhis tht:sis. 

3. The Deferred ubject 

Before moving on to consider an account that is crucially aware of and dependent on 

the historical nature of the ubject there is another critique that I want to consider 

first. This is a critique of the ubject that again rises out of post-structural analysis 

and which can be tenned the deferred subject.23 Such an analysis owes much to the 

thinking of Jacques Derrida but it hould be noted that he was not in the first 

instance a theori t of the elf and so any critique of the subject and subjectivity 

de doped out of hi . writing ' is done tangentially. 

Accardin t Derrida We tern th ught bas historically been driven by a logic of 

logic that thinks everything into a unity, a whole, a totality. 

ncy: IUconftgurlng II IIbjecl in Feminisl and Social Theory (Cambridge, Polity Press, 2000), 
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This totality, thjs wholeness, can also be understood as encompassing a unjty of the 

thinking subject with the object so that there can be a grasping of the 'real'. 

As part of the development of this logic, or as Derrida terms it a 'metaphysics of 

presence ', a hjerarchy of binary opposition is created. These dualities arise because 

the very act of defining an identity or a category means that something has to be 

excluded. So, as Weedon argues, men define themselves in relation to women: 

women are what men a~ not and so women become Other?4 This is a similar 

argument to the one di cussed above in relation to Lacan and is an example of the 

reason that these approaches are often brought together under the banner of 

poststructuralist thought despite their often significant differences in approach. 

Furthennore, thjs i an argwnent expanded by Iris Marion Young when she writes 

that 'any definition or category creates an inside/outside distinction and the logic of 

identity seek to keep those borders firmly drawn. ,25 

As a result ofthi logic of identity Western metaphysics of presence, according to 

Derrida, ha con tructed a ast array of binary oppositions: subject/object, 

mindlbody, culture/nature and of course male/female. I think it is clear that without 

having to look t 0 hard the e dualities can be found informing the whole structure of 

Western philo ophy. H we er before going on to consider the implications of these 

argumen fi r the ubject and ubjectivity I think it will be worthwhile to spend 

some time trying to wlpick v hat Denida means by 'presence'. To do so will also 

involve I king at lu u e of th id a of structure and the centre. 

In Writin rrida argues that it is only recently in the history of 

phil ph that an e 'aminati n f the • tructurality of structures' has been 

l' hnlWccdoo,F,mllll • Th I ndtMPO"bCH'·D(ff~"!Inctl.( . ~ord,Bl~ckweIlPublishcrs ln ., 1999), p. l04 
1I 1tis M4Il(JI Yt 'The Idul of ommurul omllh ' PohlJcs 01 Dlllcn:ncc' In Feminism/PoSlJnodernlsm ed. Linda 1. 
Nich (Land Roullcd ~ I P 0 
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conducted rather than there being a simple acceptance of ideas as absolute truths. 

What I think Derrida means here by the 'structurality of structures' is that once we 

accept that many f our concept and ideas are contingent and historical structures 

we can begin to que tion and explore how these structures are put together, or in 

other word their tructurality. Furthennore, he argues, the idea of the centre has 

be n fundam ntal tour und rstanding of structure: 

The function of thi centre was not only to orient, balance and organise 
the ~tructure - on annot In fact conceive of an unorganised structure -
but ab all to make ure that the organising principle of the structure 
would limit \! hat w might ca]) the play of the structure. By orienting 
and rgani in th h renee of the system, the centre of a structure 
permi th p\a_ fit lement inside the total form. And even today the 
n tion of a stru tUfi la king an c ntre represents the unthinkable 
it If. 

It is clear then fr m till anal i that if the centre is removed from the structure then 

the whole edifi will lIap e , ~r e ample, if God, understood as the central and 

organi in prin ipl f Ul id a of r ligion were to be removed then the whole 

structure of r Ii 'on \! uld lIap 27 

The otr then i that \ hi h j n illu ion of fixity tability, transparency and 

meaning. Thi fi r we ha the: 

Acc rdin t iii fmeanin uld be attained then 

meanin w uld ttl. 

tran ad ntal th 

er nd ur gra p. 

RllUtl td • 197 • p. 52 
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Therefore nothing is ever fully present and it is this lack of presence that results, 

Derrida argues in 'play': 

If totalisation no longer has any meaning, it is not because the 
infinitene of a field cannot be covered by a finite glance or a finite 
discourse, but because the nature of the field - that is language and a 
finite language - excludes totalisation. This field is in effect that of play, 
that is to say, a field of infinite substitutions only because it is finite, that 
i .. to ~y, hec<l m: inst ~d ofheing an inexhaustihle field . inste<ld of 
being too large, there is something missing from it: a centre which arrests 
and grounds the play of substitutions ... this movement of play [is] 
pennitted by the lack of centre or origin.29 

So for Derrida the stability of the structure, as discussed above, is dependent on the 

centrality of meaning that is often expressed through those hierarchical binary 

oppositions. However, once it is understood that these dualisms are not the 

expressions of a pre-given natural order but are instead the result of specific 

historical and social conditions then the structure that they belong to becomes open 

to play. So, the practice of deconstruction consists in putting the elements of our 

linguistic structures into play and in doing this we destabilise them and so remo e 

the illusion of presence. 30 

Deconstruction therefore, in order to allow us to play, does not use the logic of 

identity but instead u e a logic of differance. As Martin and Barresi argue differance 

means recogni ing that each appearance of a sign differs from all its other 

appearances and that the meaning of all signs are constantly, or rather infmitely, 

deferred.31 A wonderfully clear example of this constant deferral of meaning and it 

implications fi r ur understanding of 'woman' is used by Diane Elam in her book 

F mini m and econ tnlction: M . en Abyme. 

The phra e mi e en abyme originates in heraldry and describes a pictorial 

2f Oem • Wnlll1g and DIjJUW11CII. p. 365 
)0 Martm and BarresI, p. 26 
II MMun aM i. p. 26 
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representation in which the relation between part and whole is inverted: the whole 

image is represented within a part of the image. A common place example of such a 

device is found on boxes of Quaker Oats where there is a picture of the Quaker Oats 

man holding a box of Quaker Oats which in turn has on it a picture of the Quaker 

Oats man holding a box of Quaker Oats and so on and so on. Therefore, as Elam 

argues the m; e en abyme 'opens a spiral of infInite regression in representation,.32 

Elam expands this idea and recodes it as ms. en abyme and argues that adopting such 

an approach and such an understanding allows feminism to accept that: 

each new attempt to detennine women does not put an end to feminist 
questioning but only makes us aware of the infinite possibilities of 
women .. .. women may be represented, but the attempt to represent them 
exhaustively only makes us aware of the failure of such attempts.33 

As I noted at the beginning of this section Derrida was not primarily a theorist of the 

self but it is not hard to see having considered his arguments how a deferred account 

of the subject can be constructed. The metaphysjcs of presence would encourage us 

to think of ourselves as a centred, coherent unity but this of course, Derrida would 

argue, is illusory. Instead the suggestion is that we are decentred and open to play. 

However, as Lloyd argues, one criticism that can be levelled against such a deferred 

understanding of the subject is that it pays too little attention to how certain versions 

of subjectivity came to be centred and privileged in the first place. These are 

questions that are obviously at the heart of feminist analysis. Such a Derridean 

account fails to address these issues because its emphasis is placed only on the 

instability of meaning and does not address or consider, as Lloyd suggests, problems 

of super- and sub- ordination.34 From such a Derridean perspective all subject 

position appear to fail . Crucially such an account does not allow for the fact that 

some subject positions are more successful than others or give an account as to why 

)2 Diane am, Femln m ond [HcOflJlnlClion: MJ. n Abyme (London, Routledge, 1994), p. 27 
)) Plftm, r 211 
,. Lloyd, p. 22 
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such positions have enjoyed such historical longevity. There is, in other words, no 

consideration of power. 

4. The Constituted Self 

Versions of the subject-in-process that do take account of such questions of power 

are accounts of the constituted self and the pre-eminent theorist to look at when 

considering such an account of the subject is Foucault who argued: 

It is already one of the prime effects of power that certain bodies, certain 
gestnres, certHin rlisconrses, certHin rlesires come to he irlentified Hnrl 
constituted as individuals. The individual, that is, is not the vi a vi of 
power; it is, I believe, one of its prime effects. The individual is an effect 
of power, and at the same time, or precisely to the extent to which it is 
that effect, it is the element of its articulation. The individual which 
pow~r has constituted is at the same time its vehiclt:.3s 

There are a number of key conceptual ideas that are central to Foucault's theory that 

are at work in this quote, namely the concepts of discourse and power, which need 

further explanation . 

The concept of discourse allows Foucault to account for the ways in which all 

knowledge is constituted. Knowledge, in this context, should be understood as 

encompassing and including all social practices, all fonns of subjectivity and all 

power relation. Discourses however are not to be understood merely as ways of 

thinking and of producing meaning rather they should instead be understood as the 

means by which the nature of the body, the (un)conscious mind and the emotional 

life of the ubject icon tituted. Our body, our thoughts and our feelings, according 

t Foucault, ha e no meaning outside of their discursive articulation.36 A 

demon trati n oftbis argument is fOWId in oucault's analysis of the way in which 

w men s b die w r categori ed and under t od or rather discur i ely articulated 

by the de eloping m d m cience in his book The Hi tory of exuality. Foucault 

11/: PowerlKnowl dge - I c/ed 1m "';IIII'.J and Ddt" H;;bt1g1 
tsh f, 19 0 p. 9 



called this proce shy terization and argued that its development meant that women 

became under tood only in tenns of possessing a womb and concomitantly as 

'nervous or indeed ' hysterical ': 

A threefold process whereby the feminine body was analysed - qualified 
and di qualified - a being thoroughly saturated with sexuality~ whereby 
it was integrated into the sphere of medical practices, by reason of a 
p<lthnlngy intrin i tn it; wherehy, tinally, it was placed in organic 
communication with the social body (whose regulated fecundity it was 
upposed to en ure), the family space (of which it had to be a substantial 

and functional element), and the life of the children (which it produced 
and had to guarantee hy virtue of a hlOloglcal-moral reo pon. Ihlhty 
13 ting tllr ugh the entire period of the children 's education): the Mother 
with her negati e image f 'nervous woman ', constituted the most 
vi ible fonn of thi hysterization?7 

What thi ' e ample 'how ' i . how what could just be seen as a purdy medical 

under tanding of w men's bodie a possessing wombs instead became central to the 

wcl in whicb all cbpe ' ls r WUII I eJl s lives wt:le e peliell~ed . 

Furthennore Foucault al 0 argues witllin the same book that all discourses are 

-
ituat d within 3 wid r, inter nneeted web of power relations. Before expanding on 

this it is worth n ting that p wer within F ucault' s thought is always a relation, 

p w rl : 

fr m thi 

k f ntr 1 and c mptiane . It perate b tw 

and rthe di UT olh of th con pt 
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di course and power, is the recognition that they are historically, socially and 

culturally specific. Therefore the subject, who, as has just been discussed, is an effect 

of power relations and discourse is also historically, socially and culturally specific. 

The target of Foucault's critique is clearly the transcendental subject found in the 

work of Kant and why he felt able to declare ' the death of man .' 

Therefore if we follow this line of argumentation it becomes clear that for Foucault 

and those writers influenced by him : 

There is no essential self that is distorted or denied by social economic or 
political tructures, only a variety of subjects constituted by and 
con tituting themselves through the interplay of competing discourses 
and pra tic . h s . subject may be differentially po itioned tlch that 
some are authorised to speak while others are deemed incompetent, and 
where the knowledge of some is deemed superior to the knowledge of 
others, thereby creating matrices of inewality and patterns of pathology 
tlnn nOfTntllity thtlt ncone poplll(\lion~ . 3 

Again uch arguments for the constituted self have not been uniformly welcomed by 

femini t writer ¥ld I shall be considering and addressing the difficulties that some 

belie e to be inherent in these po tstructuralist accounts in the concluding section of 

this chapter. Howe er, it i not all bad news for these post structuralist writers as 

there are other femini t writer who have found such decentring accounts of 

ubj ctivity t b hugely inspiring. It is two such specifically feminist approaches 

that draw on and are highly influenced by the theories ju t discussed that I shall now 

discu s: namely Judith Butler's arguments for the performative subject and the 

int r ctional ubj t typified in the writings of Maria Lugones. 

5. b P rformati ubj ct 

o far in thi hapt r the p t- tTIlctural critiques of the ubject that I have 

c n id r d h8 all b n writt n by men wh w re not 0 erly conc rned with 

femini t th ught r th ry. For me writer this fact uggests that theorie uch a 
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these should not be used to infonn feminist debate but others have used these 

critiques as a basis to develop specifically feminist accounts of identity and 

subjectivity. One such writer is Judith Butler whose arguments draw on and develop 

those ideas found in both Foucault's and Derrida's work. 

In her seminal work Gender Trouble Butler's primary target was to challenge, as she 

saw it, the ' heterosexism at the core of sexual difference fundamentalism . ,40 In order 

to do this Butler took as her starting point the concepts of sex and gender and 

demonstrated how they are often characterised as a hierarchical binary with the male, 

masculine subject opposing the female, feminine subject. Butler also sought to 

challenge feminist theorising that she believed held the view that certain expressions 

of gender are true and original as opposed to those expressions that are categorised 

as inferior and derivati e.41 It is this aspect of Butler's writing in particular that 

Lloyd argues is crucial to her conception of the perfonnative subject and it is this 

concept that I am interested in rather than her contribution to the de elopment of 

queer theory. 

A I ha e already argued in the introduction to this chapter a large section of 

feminist thought has been, and indeed still is, guided by the idea that there is 

omething internal to or at least held in common by. all women and furthennore, 

according to thi s approach it i Uti commonality that makes them women. 

Therefor , the argument proceeds, it is this shared identity that enables us to talk of 

the feminine ubject and a feminist p litics. Butler flatly rejects this idea and argues 

that ' th in i ten e upon the c herence and unity f the category of worn n ha 

effi cov ly refu d the multiplicity of cultural, social and political intersections in 

.. Judith Dutkr 
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which the concrete array of "women" is constructed. ,42 Instead, Butler argues, the 

self and in particular the gendered self, is to be understood as performative. 

The idea of the performative in Butler's work is derived from Austin ' s arguments in 

the philosophy of language. Austin developed the idea of the perfonnative to 

describe how words used in a certain context are also the performance of an act e .g. 

getting married or opening a meeting. However Butler, following Derrida, moves 

away from Austin by arguing that tllere is no autonomous agent as author of these 

performative utterances: 

In other words, acts, gestures, and desire produce the effect of an internal 
core or suhstance, hut produce this on the sw:face of the hody through 
the play of signifying absences that suggest but never reveal the 
organi ing principle of identity as cause. Such acts, gestures, enactments, 
generally construed are performative in the sense that the essence or 
identity that they purport to express are fabrication manufactured and 
sustained through corporeal signs and other discursive means.43 

This idea of gender as performance is summed up very succinctly by Lloyd when she 

aI gut: . UJal, fUf BuUt:f, gt:m.lt:r is Jlul all t:xprt:ssiun uf what uut: i . milit:r il is 

something that one doe .44 

However gender identity is obviously not established or created by a single 

performative act and for this reason the idea of repetition is also central to the 

de elopment of Butler's arguments. Again Butler draws on Derrida' s argument and 

particularly his conception of (re)iteration. According to Derrida perfonnati e 

utterances only work becau e they reiterate a coded model. Furthermore he suggests 

that ueh performati e utterances can only ucceed because of the practice and 

possibility of citationality r' general iterability'. 4S For Butler these ideas of iteration 

and citation, once he ha coupled them with a Foucauldian analysi of discourse, 

.] Butler, pp. 19·20 
" Butler, p. 17 
"Ud, p. 25 
• J qucs Demda ' tgn.Iturc Event ollte;t' 1Il A Delrr/do Reader: D~twlllln tI.e BUnds, ed.Pcggy Kamuf t:W York, Columbia 
Uruvc:rslt Pres . 199I)pp 10 -4 
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mean that the sexed or gendered subject is simply an effect of the reiteration of a set 

of inescapable nonns. There is no, as she famously argued, 'do-er behind the deed.,46 

Moreo er, as Lloyd suggests, for Butler this effect of gendered subjectivity is one 

that also masks the conventions of which it is a re-citation. Therefore Butler is able 

to argue: 

The rules that govern intelligible identity ... operate through repetition. 
Indeed, when the subject is said to be constituted, that means simply that 
the subject is a consequence of certain rule-governed discourses that 
govern the intelligible invocation of identity. The subject is not 
detemlined by the rules through which it is generated because 
signification is not a founding act, but rather a regulated proce of 
repetition that both conceals itself and enforces its rules precisely 
through that production of substantialising effects .... "agency then. is to 
be located within the possibility of a vanation on that repetition.47 

What Butler i drawing our attention to here are the ways in which regulatory and 

normalising di our uch a biology and education effect sexed b dies and 

gendered ubjects not through single acts but through constant acts of repetition. So, 

for xample our gender is reiterated as male or female e ery time we get dressed in 

gender appropriate clothes, or visit a hairdresser rather than a barber and by our 

choice and us of gr oming pr ducts. Crucially though in the last sentence of the 

qu te gi en abo e ButI r begin to indicate how change and resistance to the e 

ender norms can be achieved through variation within these performances. 

A Butler herself argue because there is no pre-existing identity and because gender 

it If i pro . i nal there can be no true or fals , real or di tOTted acts of gender. 

utI r argue , we can re i t uch regulatory discourses through act of 

trw gr n r mImIcry. ne uch way and a possibility that le spends a 

igoifi ant am unt ftime in nd r Troub! discu sing, is drag becau e, ' it fully 

ub rt th di tin ti n twe n inner and ut r psychic pace and effecti Iy moe 
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both the expressive model of gender and the notion of a true gender identity. ,48 

According to Lloyd such an understanding of the perforrnative subject provides a 

useful addition to both the subject as lack, though Butler herself is highly critical of 

Lacanian feminist analysis of gender, and the constituted subject as already 

discussed. This is because, Lloyd argues, Butler's analysis gives us the means to 

explain how particular subject positions are acquired and sustained.49 Perbaps most 

importantly though Butler indicates ways in which these subject positions can be 

cbanged, or at least resisted, which is an aspect of analysis that has been missing in 

those theories that I ha e discussed up until this point. Lloyd also highlights as a 

positi e aspect and one which I feel she is right to do so, the way in which (gender) 

identity, for Butler, is not omething that can be achieved once and for all but is 

constantly regenerated by it constant reiteration on a day to day basis. 50 

6. be lnte ctiOllal ubject 

The last argument conc ming identity and SUbjectivity that I would like to discuss is 

the view of the ubject tbat understands it as being coalitional . This is an approach 

that has found trong support among t some feminist writers and particularly 

among t race and Ie bian th orists. And while it can be argued that such an 

under tanding of identity ha it r ot in Lacanjan p ychoanaly i the link to 

p tstrueturali t theory a I hall di eu , i not one that is always supported by 

the 't: writtr " 

In it imple t t nn inter ectional identity theory argues that within contemporary 

i ty th r ar multiple ur e f identity and difference that we an draw on as 

individual, for amp\ we can identify our elv through our race, our s ua1 
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orientation, our gender and our class. This argument then proceeds to suggest that 

these multiple sources of identity then overlap or cut across each other in a myriad of 

ways and in doing so create many different patterns of oppression and it is in this 

way that they create a multi-dimensional or intersectional identity.5) 

Such subjects inhabit, Maria Lugones argues, the borderlands of all these different 

identities.52 Lugones herself identifies this intersectional subject as me tiza. Me tiza 

is a word used to describe women of dual European and Amerindian heritage and so 

Lugones argues that ' the me tiza consciousness is characterised by the de elopment 

of a tolerance for contradiction and ambiguity, by the transgression of rigid 

conceptual boundaries and by the creative brealcing of the new unitary aspect of new 

and old paradigms.,5 

Howe er writer such as Lugones are not advocating a simple expansion of 

boundarie to incl\!.de that which was previously excluded. This approach, typical of 

lib ral femini minter ectional theorists maintain is fundamentally flawed. Different 

group and different id ntitie cannot simply be added together. Elizabeth pelman 

in her book, Ine ential Woman, famously dubbed this approach the 'pop-bead' 

strategy after the children's' toy that allowed you to build neckJaces by simply 

popping bead tog ther. Pop-bead approache do not work because different 

oppre ion interact and influence each other and not necessarily in a beneficial 

mann r. Bo\' den and Mummery argue sexi m is based on the paradigm of white 

w men ' oppre i n while raci m i based n the paradigm ofblackm n's 

ppre I nand 'wh n the ccur tog ther the two axes int ract to create a new 

relational comp ·t that th tem of it ingle axi con tituent cannot fully 

)-7 
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capture. ,55 

Intersectional subjects often take the form in feminist theory of me tiza , as already 

mentioned in Lugones' work, but they are also represented as nomads and cyborgs 

and the literature is full of the imagery of chimeras and hybrids. A cyborg is a 

creature that is both machine and organism and that is found in fiction and social 

reality and is an image mo t closely associated with the work of Donna Harraway. 

The cyborg, according to Harraway, illustrates the ways in which the perimeters 

separating nature from culture are transgressed and in doing so the cyborg confuses 

all models of (identity) categorisation. 

Cyborg hybridity in contemporary Western society is, Harraway suggests, both 

figurati e and literal . We are literally cyborgs because we now have engineered, 

mechanical and teclmological devices that enable us to prolong our lives, e.g. 

pacemakers, and aL 0 because there are forever more ways of enhancing our bodies 

that are being made open to us. This la t aspect is more prevalent in twenty first 

century We tern culture, I would argue, than perhaps Harraway could e er have 

imagined in I 5 when 'A Manifesto for Cyborgs' was first published. Body 

m difications are increa ingly popular and financially available so that it is now 

p ible to squeeze minor plastic urgery into a lunch hour. AI a I would suggest 

that such pr dure are no longer omething to be considered shameful as 

evidenced b th number f celebrities who are quite happy to admit to having had 

plastic urgery and al by the enonnou ri e in the number of people sporting 

penly vi ible embclli hment uch as tattoo and piercings. In line with Harrawa ' 

arguments ther for it w uld appear that We tern societies are more and more 

a c pting and w 1 mmg f uch yb rg hy ridity. What i important here in term 
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of developing my argument is that figuratively speaking the cyborg 'emblematises 

the permanent open-endedness of subjectivity, its potential for endless possible (per) 

mutation . , 56 

Another example of this type of thought in feminist theorising is to be found in 

Braidotti's arguments about nomads. As Lloyd notes the language may be different 

but Braidotti when discussing the nomad is in essence describing the same concept 

of Harraway' s cyborg: 

As a figuration of contemporary subjeetivity ... the nomad is a 
postrnetaphysical, intensive, multiple entity, functioning in a net of 
interconnections. S/he cannot be reduced to a linear teleological form of 
slIhjectiVlty hilt is r~ther the site ofmnltiple connections. Slhe is 
embodied, and therefore cu1tural ~ as an artefact, slhe is a technological 
compound of human and post-human~ s/he is complex, endowed with 
mUltiple capacities for interconnectedness in the impersonal mode. Slhe 
IS a cyborg, but equipped also with an unconscious ... S/he i abstract and 
perfectly operationally real .57 

The nomad and the cyborg therefore are useful metaphors that allow writers such as 

Bnudotti and Harraway to captur~ lh~ ways in which subj~cti ity and id~ntity are 

not fixed and immutable but are open ended and unstable .58 

It would app ar at this tage that such an intersectional approach to identity is not 

tbat different to the p t- tructural accounts of subjectivity offered above. The 

simiJaritie are brought to the fore in Bowden and Mummery summation of 

inter ctionality a ugge ting that: 

Identity it elf i a work in progre s, forged by acknowledgement, 
neg tiation and re istance in respon e to shifting sands of the multiple, 
p r nal and in tituti nal relati n hip in which individuals participat . 

n the e term identity p litie become a fragile work in progre s, 
mther than a robu t m ment for change.59 

Howe r while thi i not a characterisation that Harraway or Braidotti would reject 

LI 't1. p 16 
, RO'<. Rn.idOCf. />",.",.",/". S,,1> "rr~ ' "'",/Int/"",,", n~J . ,,'Oml nijfrrmf'/I in rntl("",pnrnry P,.", ,", , ,""nry Vtw\. . 

Iwnb\.l Uru..-emt Ptc:s. I p 6 
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it is one that Lugones refuses to accept which she clearly and unequi ocally states 

when she argues that 'all resemblances between this tradition and postmodem 

literature is co-incidental, though the conditions that underlie both may well be 

significantly tied the implications of each are very different from one another.' 60 

In the next section of this chapter I will move on to consider Lugones's, and other 

feminist writers concern and their reticence to identify with postmodem or 

poststructural critiques of the subject. I will examine the dangers that they see in 

adopting uch an approach before proposing an account of identity that is sensitive to 

their concerns but that does not signal a return to the Kantian transcendental subject. 

7. A Return to the entre? 

Though there are significant theoretical differences between all the different theories 

of th ubject and ubjectivity that I have discussed above what does link all of these 

account i the idea that there i no unitary or es entialist concept of Woman that can 

be gi en that could ad quately de cribe the realities of women's plural, muJtifaceted 

and complex Ii es. A I acknowledged at the beginning of this chapter this anti-

e entiali m can be under tood in two ways. First, there is the assertion that there is 

nothing ential t the categ ry of woman but there remains a unitary self. econd, 

ther i the anti-e ntiali m that T 11a e been di cu ing in some depth that argue 

Olat ther i no nual uni er aI, centred transcendental elf. My contention i 

that while there are problem with the critique of the subject it ucceeds in 

c mpletely that I do not b lieve that it is po sible to r tum 

and und rstand the c n pt fth elf rid ntity in its traditi nal gui e. The Kantian 

ideal fa tran end nt ubject r e en Freud' rati nal ubject of tlt nlight nment 

c nc pti n i iIlu ry, it d 11 t exi t. H we er, th argument d 
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It is clear that many of the accounts discussed above are not specifically feminist and 

provide instead a critique of the subject qua subject and so the question then 

becomes why feminist writers have paid so much attention to these arguments? I 

think these arguments have gained sucb a bold in feminist theory because their 

acknowledgement of the subject as situated allows feminists to actively reject the 

idea that there is something essentially feminine while still engaging with an analysis 

of gendered bebaviour. Therefore, feminist theory, I believe, can no longer begin 

from a conception of the subject as stable and unitary but must instead find a way of 

understanding and incorporating into its politics a subject that is in-process, 

contingent and indeterminate. We have come a long way from Kant! 

This is not, howe r, a position that can be adopted without first having to consider 

and answer to a high Ie el of criticism and concern of the critique of the subject and 

not all of it is specifically feminist. At the more extreme and radical end of 

po tstructuralist theory such theories often portray themselves as being exhilarating 

and libratory suggesting that with no essential, defining, core self we are able to 

become the masters of ur own creation, we can pick and choose our identities, 

trying them on and di carding them like the latest fashions. 

A imilar approach I belie e is found when the idea of playas a means of de eloping 

personal and p litical agency i introduced and which occurs in a number of 

p tm demist account of ubjectivity and identity. One such approach is found in 

Richard R rty s \: rk According to R rty, Freud's theories (or at least Rorty's own 

parti ularl idi yn ratic and dec II tructivi t interpretation ofbis work) are 

in trumental in allowing u to se and under tand ourselves as decentred and as 

rand m mbla e f c ntingent and idio yncratic needs in tead of, as more or Ie 

ad quat , ampl fa uni r I human e nce. Th refore, Rorty argues it i 
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largely due to Freud that we no longer carry around the idea that we have a one -true 

self that is in some sense shared by all other human beings and furthermore we no 

longer feel that the demands of this true self are more important than any other we 

might experience.61 The consequence of viewing ourselves in such a manner is that 

new forms of life are opened up to us where we can be ' increasingly ironic, playful, 

free and in enti e in our choice of self-descriptions. ,62 

However, as Charles Guignon suggests, the concern for many writers, not just 

philosophers but psychiatrists as well, is that the reality of such theories is that they 

advocate and carry the very real ' risk of fragmentation and dissociation of the self as 

an agent in the world .'63 Though such fragmentation is posited as a risk by Guignon 

it is the case that some extremely radical poststructuralist thinkers see this as the 

positi e end re ult of the critique of the subject so much so that Baudrillard goes so 

far as to celebrate the schizoid as tile paradigm of subjectivity. 64 However, Guignon 

goes on to argue, what such thinkers may not realise is the damage that can be done 

by undercutting or demeaning the role of a centralized and cohesi e self in dealing 

with orne psychotic disorders e.g. schizophrenia. A very similar argument is made 

by ayers when he ugg ts that: 

Assertions t the contrary notwithstanding, such a detached ironic, 
playful true' selfis implicitly presupposed in much of this literature. 

nee thi en e of identity really b gin to di appear, once the self 
begin t dis 01 e without remainder into a series of fragmentary false ' 

lve then the self i on the road to psychotic breakdown, which few of 
the e writer eri uslyadvocate.6s 

Thi is an argum nt that i ech ed in Guignon'S po ition when he suggests that tho e 

who celebrate and call for a de centred self are actually being elf-decepti ely nat e 

r and Otlv" ( bri 

OPt lHl AIIJMntlc, (Loodoo, RouUoogc, 2 ) p. 12 
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and unaware of the basic cohesion within themselves that makes the fragmentation 

of experience something other than a frightening slide into psychosis. 

While femini t thought is not insensitive to those concerns arising from therapeutic 

writings their critici m of poststructuralist thought naturally takes a different focus. 

Adopting such a conception of the decentred subject involves refusing the belief that 

femini t politics can only exist if it is possible to talk about a stable and unitary 

ubject. Without uch an account many feminist writers ha e argued that it would 

become impo sible to make political demands or act autonomously which are both 

nec ssary aspects of agency if women are to challenge the structures of oppression. 

The que tion such theorists want answered is, how is it possible to be self-

detennining or elf-dir cted without a elf? Indeed arguments for the postmodem 

d con tructed and d entred ubject ha e, it can be argued without any extreme 

e agg rali n, incited 'palpable feminist paniC.,66 A typical response to the adoption 

of the decentred ubject by femini t is to be found when Jane Flax, a psychoanalyst 

and philo oph r, at ue that: 

Po t mod mi tint nd t per uade u that we should be suspicious of a 
notion of the If and ubj tivity. Howe er, I am deeply suspicious of 
th moti fth e wh would coun el uch a position at the same time 

worn n ha ju t b un t re-member their selves and claim an 
anti ubj tivity a rulable alway before only to a few privil ged 

hit men. It i p ibl that un on ciously rather than hare uch a 
[re ' d] ubje ltvity with the ' thers' the privileged would reassure u 
that it \! a real I ppre i e t them all al ng.1\7 

J run n t that th p t tnt turali t mo ernent wa acting or inde d 

ert rind d con piratorially chauvinistic m ti . I am 

vat ould alway b awar of po ible e t 

attitude \l 'thin th \! rk Ulst Ole are en agin with and rearlin but if, a 
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feminists, we were to reject every thesis and subject that downplayed, denigrated or 

simply ignored women and their experiences then there would not be much 

philosophy left to read! 

However, I do think that Jean Grimshaw makes a valid and interesting point when 

she argues that while feminist tllOUght should engage critically with theories that 

deconstruct the distinction between the social and the individual and make 

problematic the idea of the original, authentic, unitary self that feminist thinkers 

should also maintain a connection with theories that are concerned with actual lived 

experience and the practical and material struggles that women face in order to 

achieve autonomy and control in their lives.68 This is one aspect of the, very pointed, 

argument that Martha Nussbaum made in her highly critical article of Judith Butler's 

philosophy 'The Professor of Parody' where she accuses Butler of quietism and 

empty politics: 

There is a void, then, at the heart of Butler's notion of poLitics. This void 
can look liberating .. . But let there be no mistake: for Butler as for 
Foucault, subversion is subversion, and it can in principle go in any 
direction . Indeed Butler's naIvely empty politics is especially dangerous 
for the ery causes she holds dear. For every friend of Butler, eager to 
engage in sub ersive perfonnances that proclaim the repressiveness of 
heterosexual gender nonns, there are dozens who would like to engage in 
subversive perfonnances that flout the noons of tax compliance, of non
discrimination of decent treatment of one's fellow students. To such 
people we hould say, you cannot simply resist as you please, for there 
are nonns of fairness, decency and dignity that entail that this is bad 
behaviour. But then we have to articulate those nonns - and this Butler 
fail to do. 69 

There are, I belie e three separate yet connected arguments at work here. First, that 

philosophy mu t connect to our lives as lived, second, that resistance should not be 

celebrated purely for it own ake and finally, Nussbaum is questioning the 

celebration f fragmentation that can be seen as characterising poststructuralist 

• JCIIIl OnnUhllW, 'AulOOom and Idenll t . in Feminist TIlinking ' in Femini t PerspcctivtJ in Philruophy, cd. M Griffiths and 
M wtutford (Londm, The cruil\lln PI' Ud, 19 8 , p. 105 
.. Martha N !laum ,Pt fes r of Parody', The ew &public, Vol. no No.S ( 1999), 37-45 
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tllOught. This third argument I have already dealt in some depth with and so it 

remains for me to consider, in reverse order, the second and then the first. Briefly 

stated, I think Nussbaum is completely right to cballenge the idea that resistance is 

good purely by dint of being resistance. There has to be, as she argues, an 

articulation of the norms that we would wish to resist within. 

Finally, it is my finn belief that feminism can only work as a politics if it is directly 

engaged with the actual lived experiences of all women and not just those academic, 

highly educated writers who are able to engage with such highly theoretical accounts 

of the self and indeed of politics. This is a similar point to the one that I raised 

against Freidman in Chapter Two in my discussion of the symbolic critique of 

autonomy. I think not to accept this point would be an act of folly but I do not think 

that this acceptance is necessarily coupled to a further acceptance of the concept of a 

centred, immutable self. With increasing globalisation and its growing effects of 

-
multiculturalism it is going to become more and more the case that such complex 

identities with multiple ascriptions are going to become the norm. Therefore I feel 

that ideas of intersectionality and of the self being 'in-process' based on the fact that 

our lives are becoming indisputably more plural and multifaceted will become e er 

more rele ant and salient to any discussion of identity. 

On a related though slightly different note, I am similarly convinced by the 

argument of Diana Tietjen Meyers who supports the idea of play that was 

discussed earlier to the extent tllat playfulness when understood as being 

imaginati e and a freeing up ne's will can be one way of achieving autonomy . 

Howe er, and I b Iieve rightly. she then goes on to caution that: 

Conflatin agency with play threatens to reduce agency to the 
randomn and arbitrarine of acting on impulse. Members of 
sub rdinated gr up cann t afford to be seen this way [ ... ] for being cast 
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as a 'playmate' is infantilising (all too reminiscent of being cast as a 
plaything), and this belittlement allows other to decline to take their 
grievances seriously. Nor can members of subordinated groups afford to 
see members of privileged groups who are mobilising to defend their 
dominant status as playmates, for construing their retrograde politics as 
play would exclude them from accountability. 70 

8. Conclu ion 

What I believe that the arguments considered ill this chapter have demonstrated is 

that postmodern thought has shown our traditional philosophical accounts of the self 

to be inadequate. At the same time however it has also become clear that adopting an 

approach which advocates understanding the self as radically fragmented and 

inchoate such as that found in the writings of Lacan and Derrida is also 

unacceptable. 

Therefore what I will argue for next is a sense of identity that does not require an 

immutable or a monotonously consistent core self and demonstrate that it is possible 

to talk of a decentred and processual subjectivity that is at the same time compatible 
; 

with a sense of personal identity.71 Once I have established tlus I will then go on to 

discuss how this sense of personal identity is compatible with a reconfigured 

conception of autonomy. 

TIC: ens M~crs. 'IntcrsCCllonal Identltv and Aulhcnllc elf'! OpPO ltcs Attract'. m Relational AulOnOmV: Ftml"ul 
Ptnptct,v, on AliI 10m • Agl"",. and ,II ocial tV: 00. . Mackenzie and N. t ljar ( lCford, Oldi rd UmvCtSlI P1u.s, 
2 ). P I 
11 Mcy«1. p. 1 
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Chapter 4: Narrative Identity 

The previous chapter demonstrated that any feminist account of self or agency 

should be aware of, and sensitive to, the arguments made by those theories that we 

can loosely categorise as poststructural and that constitute the critique of the subject. 

I have been convinced by those arguments that develop out of the poststructuralist 

critique of the self which reject the idea of the unitary self and, with it, the picture of 

the self as a 'stable centre incorrigibly present to itself and negotiating with its 

surrounding world from within its own securely established borders of knowing and 

willing.,1 However, I do not believe that, in accepting these arguments, I am 

therefore also automatically committed to accepting a conception of the self as 

fiction or e en, if not a fiction, then radically fragmented and disjointed. Rather I 

shall argue that it is possible to construct an account of the self that is not reliant on 

an immutable core or a brain pearl ' as Dennett terms it, but that is still coherent and 

capable of being autonomous.2 The way to achieve such an account, I will argue, is 

to understand the sel f as having a narrative identity. 

1. Macintyre and Taylor 

There is a huge and readily a ailable literature concerning narrative and narrative 

identity and so I do not propose to provide a complete review of all the available 

thoughts and theories concerning this area of inquiry. Instead I will focus my 

attention on a number of key theorists and most particularly on the work of the 

French philo oph r Paul Ricoeur. I shall begin however by considering those ideas 

of narrati e de eloped by Ala dair MacIntyre in his seminal work After Virtue. 

nIcial t under tanding MacIntyre' s work is recognising his commitment to a 

number of Ari totelian principle which underpin and support all of his arguments. 

I J h Dunne, 'TIlCl onod Self.' ll\ Palll Rlcoow-: "', Harm", IltiCS of Action , cd. R. Kearney (London, e Publi tJ 
1996), p. 1 9 
1 DmId dl.. 'The: Reality r el\'es·. ll\ OfIJc/oo n $3 Explalmd (Boston. Lilt] ,Brown nd ompnn. 1991), p. 424 



Not least amongst these commitments is MacIntyre's belief that modernity' s current 

moral malaise (as he diagnoses it) can be resolved only by a return to and acceptance 

of a moral belief system based on an Aristotelian conception of virtue. I am not 

concerned here either with MacIntyre's diagnosis ofmodemity' s moral failings or 

with his proposed remedy but specifically with his account of narrative identity, 

tJ10Ugh admittedly it is difficult at times to separate out these issues because they are 

so closely tied together in MacIntyre' s work. 

In term of narrative identity the key move in MacIntyre' s argument comes when he 

argues that uch an Aristotelian account oftlle virtues carries with it a concomitant 

understanding of se1fhood. uch an understanding MacIntyre suggests is a ' concept 

of the self whose unity resides in the unity of a narrative which links birth to life to 

deatll as narrati e beginning to middle to end.' 3 So, according to MacIntyre, each 

human life i (or hould be) a unified narrative. However, he continues, modern life 

.-
render thi narrati e unity both s cially and philosopbically invisible. Socially 

b cau modernity radically parthions and segments human life and philosophically 

becau analytic philo phy ha a tendency to understand and explain actions 

atomi tically, whjle existential thinking, and some sociological theorising too, 

promot a trong parati n between individuals and the roles that they play. 4 This 

i th same critici m of ub tantive individualism iliat J considered in more feminist 

t rm back in hapter Tw whil di cu ing the metaphysical critique of autonomy. 

M cIntyr und land b th f the e t tid ncies social and philosophical , as entirely 

d trimental and it i in trying t c unter the e d elopment that he argue for a 

namlti und tandin f identity. 

unt f narrati by fir t d loping a Ole ry of action iliat 

(1.00000, mId Ouckworth and Ltd . 1 5). p 20S 
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understands as crucial the settings and the context in which any action takes place. 

Actions, for MacIntyre, cannot be understood as single, isolatable events. Rather 

they ha e an essentially historical character and so they can only be understood, or in 

his tenns, made intelligible, by discovering the narratives in which they playa part: 

Just as a history is not a sequence of actions, but the concept of an action 
is that of a moment in an actual or possible history abstracted for some 
purpo e from that history, so the characters in a history are not a 
collection of persons, but the concept of a person is that of a character 
abstracted from a history. 5 

It is clear to see then that human action, for MacIntyre, is only intelligible to the 

extent that it is placed within a temporally ordered and unified narrati e sequence 

and indeed he goes so far as to argue that 'narrative history .. . turns out to be the basic 

and essential genre for the characterisation of human actions.,6 

It is through thi construction of historical narratives that we become, MacIntyre 

argues author 'because man is in his actions and practice, as well as in his fictions, 

essentially a story~elling animal.'7 However be does acknowledge that 'we are ne er 

more (and sometimes Ie s) than the co-authors of our own narratives'S because we 

are all b minto narrati e that have been running since long before we are born and 

that c ntain many other character or individuals besides us. Narrati es, for 

MacIntyr , do not ju t run along paraJlellines but rather they are embedded in ea h 

other and v hile In my drama, p rhap I am Hamlet or lago ., . to you I am only a 

entleman or at be t econd Murderer, while you are my Polonius or my 

Gra edigger, ut ur wn her .,9 

Au ful and p rhap fll re ntemp rary example of how narrati e works in thi 

n 1 fa hi n i to con ider the tructure oflong nmning 
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television soap operas such as 'East Enders' and 'Coronation Street' . Such soap 

operas operate with a huge cast of characters that interact to differing degrees but all 

form part of the same community. New characters are often introduced into this 

community and this is frequently achieved by bringing them into pre-existing story 

lines and scenarios. These new characters then have their own stories interwoven 

into these already existing and enduring plot lines. It is also worth noting too how 

characters are written out and leave (and then return, even from the dead!) yet the 

storie and plot lines continue onwards just as indicated in MacIntyre' s arguments. 

Finally, the appeal of such programmes, it is often argued, lies in their portrayal of 

day to day life . 1 would suggest that while it is true that the outlandish plotlines many 

soap characters have to endure may not be within the ordinary experiences of the 

people watching, the continuing appeal of these programmes rests, in part, on their 

recognisable narrati e structure, this is how our lives run too. 

Returning to MacIntyre, it would seem that there is much to be said in fa our ofrus 

narrati e theory but, a already noted, his account of personal identity is inextricably 
.., 

bound up with his Aristotelian moral theory of virtues. For MacIntyre the link 

between identity and the virtues lies in understanding that personal narrati es should 

be under toad as taking a specific form . The narrati e genre that he specifies is the 

form of a quest and most particuJarly a quest for the good. MacIntyre makes this 

explicitly clear when he argues: 

The unity of a hwnan life i the tu-uty of a narrative quest. Quests 
sometunes fail, are frustrated, abandoned or dtssipated mto dtstrachons~ 
and human Ii es may in all these ways also fail. But the only criteria for 
uccess or failure in a human life as a whole are the criteria of succes or 

failur in a narrated or to-be-narrated quest. IO 

What MacIntyre principally ha in mind here is the idea of a medieval quest and he 

highlights and draws ut two a peets of this genre in particular. Fir t, the concept of 

It Maclnt Te. p. 219 
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the quest contains within it the idea that there can in fact be some understanding of 

the good for man . Secondly MacIntyre draws attention to the way in which there is a 

revelatory aspect to undertaking a quest so that: 

It is in the course of the quest and only through encountering and coping 
with the various particular harms, dangers, temptations and distractions 
which provide the quest with its episodes and incidents that the goal of 
the quest is finally to be understood. A quest is always an education both 
as to the character of that which is sought and in self-knowledge. I I 

Furthermore, in line with the account of virtue ethics that he is developing MacIntyre 

argues that it is not the stories that we enact as individuals that are of primary 

importance but rather it is those that we fmd ourselves born into that are fundamental 

because it is these foundational or master narratives that are the source of our moral 

normativity. These foundational narratives explain who we are as a people and how 

we came to be this particular 'we' and for MacIntyre this is of crucial significance: 

The history of a practice in our time is generally and characteristically 
embedded in and made intelligible in terms of the larger and longer 
history of the tradition through which the practice in its present fonn was 
con eyed to us· t1le history of our own lives is generally and 
characteristically embedded in and made intelljgible in terms of the 
larger and longer histories of a number of traditions. 12 

While there is m\:tCh in MacIntyre's work to recommend it, his rejection of 

substanti ely independent individualism for example, there are also, I belie e, a 

nurn ber of strong criticisms and concerns that can be made of his approach that need 

to be con idered and addressed. Howe er before moving on to consider these 

problems I would like to briefly outline and consider another theory of narrative 

identity de eJop d by Charles Taylor, in his book, ouree of the elf. I want to look 

at Taylor here because not only has hi work also had a con iderable impact on 

under tandings of the narrative selfbut it can also be seen as de eloping some 

similar them s to MacIntyre 's and therefore as being vulnerable to some of the same 

II Maelntvrc. p. 219 
11 MacIntyre, p. 212 
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criticisms. 

Like MacIntyre, Taylor believes that our selfhood is inextricably bound up with 

concepts of the good. Indeed Taylor goes so far as to argue that without a framework 

of the good we have no self because 'to know who you are is to be oriented in moral 

space, a space in which questions arise about what is good or bad, what is worth 

doing and what not, what has meaning and importance for you and what is trivial and 

secondary.' \3 This orientation is so fundamental to Taylor that he likens it to 

knowing how our bodies are physically orientated: 

to the extent that we move back, we detennine what we are by what we 
ha e become, by the story of how we got there. Orientabon m moral 
pace turns out ... to be imilar to orientation in physical space. We know 

where we are through a mixture of recognition of landmarks before us 
and a sense of how we travelled to get here. 14 

Crucially though, Taylor recognises that our relationship to the good is not a static 

one. It is a dynamic and changing relationship because our Ii es are dynamic and 

e er changing too. It is clearly true that most of us grow, change and de elop a er 

time . Indeed this growth and change is what we hope for and expect in our children. 

Furthennore and-though it is not a view of the self that Taylor would endorse it 

would al 0 follow that if we reject the idea of an immutable core self and accept that 

the elf i d entred thi dynamism becomes an una oidable fact of our subjectivity. 

Retumin Taylor, he argues that as we change as individuals so too does our 

orientation to\,: ard the d. However this change is not only in one direction and 

ace rding t Ta 1 r we may at differ nt times in our Ii e fmd oursel es moving 

b th cl r t \J ard nd further away from the good. uch a dynamic relation hip to 

th fi r Tay) r imp rtant implications for our self understanding which h 

urn up ry neatl \J hen he argue : 

brid , lllbndgC University ,19), p. 2 
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in order to make minimal sense of our lives, in order to ha e an identity, 
we need an orientation to the good ... Now we see that this sense of the 
good has to be woven into my understanding of my life as an unfolding 
story. But this is to state another basic condition of making sense of 
ourselves. that we grasp our lives in a narrative.IS 

However, for Taylor it is also important to grasp the idea that narrative 

understanding is not just about the structuring and ordering of our present situations 

but that it also in 01 es us making decisions about and projecting oursel es into our 

futures . This i becau e, he argues these projections into the future are determined 

by our current orientation towards the good and so 'I project a future story, not just 

the state f the momentary future but a bent for my whole life to come.' 16 It is with 

the e arguments that Taylor most explicitly aligns himself with Maclntyre even 

going so far as to agree that we 'must inescapably understand our lives in narrative 

fonn , as a 'quest. ,17 

2. ritici IDS of Maclntyr and Taylor 

As important as b th Tay\ r and Macintyre's works have been for the development 

and the bringing to the fore of narrati e understandings of personal identity there are, 

as 1 indicated earlier, a number of problems with their account. In her book, 
; 

Dama d IdenliLi ,Narraliv R pair, Hilde Nelson argues tllat Macintyre's 

reliance on foundational, master narrative simultaneously excludes many 

individual who are unable t id ntify with these traditions while at the same 

problematicall includin other but thi time by characterising their Ii e as 

ful .1 un \lee el on al querie how individuals who occupy liminal po ition 1D 

i ty are t under tand them elves und r MacIntyre's analysis, for e ample the 

m I tlza f ug nes anal is r transgendered individuals as discussed in hapter 

1 argu th p pie in the e gr up cann t invoke tho e torie , or 

J Idonllhr . 'nrrotil R4!poJr (Loodon. ocnell Urn" , 2 I P S9 
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foundational narratives, of their communities to justify their rightful places within 

those same communities. Furthermore, Nelson continues, this exclusion not only 

deprives such individuals from participating and contributing to their communities it 

also prevents them from exercising those capacities which their communities value. 19 

This charge of conservatism against MacIntyre is well rehearsed and has been made 

by a number of commentators from within feminist thought. Consider the following 

passage from MacIntyre: 

It is through his or her membership in a variety of social groups that the 
individual identifies himself or herself and is identified by others. I am 
brother, cou in and grandson, member of this household, that village, 
this tribe . These are not characteristics that belong to humans 
accidentally to be stripped away to discover 'the real me.' They are part 
of my substance, defining partially at least and wholly sometimes my 
ubligaliulls alllimy uuli~s . IllUiviuuals inh~ril a particular spac~ wilhiu all 

interlocking set of social relationships ' lacking that space, they are 
nobody, or at best a stranger or an outcast.20 

As Linda Barclay notes there are aspects to this passage that chime well with 

feminist thought, for example, the idea that we are persons only by dint of the fact 

that v e are born into and (most of us) remain within in a web of social relations, our 

lives are eruneshed. However what troubles feminists like Barclay, is MacIntyre's 

insistence that uch inherited relationships are necessary and that if we move beyond 

this pace we bee me ' a n body' or ' an outcast' .21 Barclay continues by pointing out 

that much femini t effort has b en spent demonstrating how such inherited roles can 

be detrimental to w men 's Ii e . She finishes by quoting Penny Weiss 's pithy retort 

that,' ommunitarians are concerned with the 10 oftrnditional boundaries while 

femini t are d with the osl of those boundaries. ,22 

Howe r th e pr hi m with Ma Jntyr 's works are not just limited to r lations 

I Autollomy: P'l.!mini.rt P. rJJX'ctl J on Allton v. ncv and 
xfOC'd Uni it • 2 • p. 67 
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within communities but can also be seen as characterising relations between different 

communities or traditions. As John Arras notes, 'foundational stories not only tell us 

who we are; they tell us who we are not. ,23 Nelson, in developing this point, goes on 

to argue that often these ' not' relationships involve the domination of one group over 

another so that the Other' often figures as an objectified element rather than as a 

subject in their own right. 24 

Such critici ms were not unknown to MacIntyre and he did, in later books such as 

Who e Ju tice? Which Rationality? try to offer an account of how social change 

happen and can be accommodated. However, as Nelson notes his main focus of 

concern is how this proce is to be handl ed between competing traditions. 

MacIntyre believe that the process of change can be handled by recognising that an 

old narrati e is in epi temological crisis and no longer capable of answering the 

question asked of it. 0 for example, the liberal. tradition can no longer, according to 

MacIntyre an wer the moral questions asked of it and so we find oursel es in a 

situation of moral relativi m. Once this happens, MacIntyre argues, members of the 

tradition in eri i c<1n then look around for a new narrative that is capable of solving 

the problem faced by the community. MacIntyre continues by arguing that the 

adoption of uch new and b tter narratives constitutes (epistemological and moral) 

progre . Therefor Net on argues that MacIntyre's contention is that ' the new tory 

i better than the ld at olving the problem et for it - "better" according to the 

e aluati e andar inher nt in th old narrati e tradition - so we have not settl d 

fi r a mer ucc I n f ne tory after an ther.,25 Howe er as Nelson note uch 

an argument d m n t MacIntyre' complete failure to recognise that the 
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disenfranchised or subordinated members of this tradition were in epistemological 

crisis all along.26 Such members of the community, Nelson argues: 

cannot rely on the modes of thought and evaluation made available by 
the tradition, because they are either alienated from those modes or 
connected to them in morally troublesome ways. This is not to say that 
they can 't at aJl draw on the resources implicit in the standing narratives. 
But it does mean that they have to approach those narratives with 
suspicion and distrust, and that they must continually challenge their 

h 
. 27 aut onty. 

While it cannot be denied that such groups will develop their own narratives I think 

Nelson 's argument is that they are in many ways prevented from accessing such 

powerful meta-narratives. Furthermore, while Nelson is not talking specifically 

about autonomy in this passage it seems to me that she could well be characterising 

the relation hip betw en mainstream accounts of the concept and the concerns 

expre ed by many of the feminist thinkers I am considering in this thesis. 

The con ervati m of MacIntyre, and Taylor too, can also be seen at work in the fact 

that they only r cognise one narrative fonn as being suitable to describe fully human 

Ii es that of the quest. Ther are clearly many different forms of narrative available 

to u not ju that ot the quest for the good and as Nelson quite rightly argues it 

e m trange to think that our live hould all conform to just one archetypal plot. 

Ind d a he ugge ts it is perfectly fea ible to imagine our Ii es following different 

pI t type at different tim .2 

An tll r area f on m with tho e theorie f narrative identity as de cribed by 

Maclntyr and Tayl r and that r lat s directly to my discussion of autonomy has 

b n rai db Mar ar t Walk r. Walker highlights the way in v hich the idea of a 

care r If \Uld rpin e range f philosophers uch a Raw) and 

William an rtinentlya being pre ent in the thinking of Macintyre and 

P 61 
p 61 
I"P 
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Taylor. She identifies the career self as representing: 

the idea of an individual's hfe as a self-consciously controlled career. It binds 
a whole life or lifetime together in a unified way for which the individual is 
accountable, the individual's ability to account for his life -to bring forward 
its plan, project or narrative plot -testifies to the individuals elf -control. The 
imagery in each case recycles the cultural theme of autonomous agency, with 
its elf conscious individual enterprise.29 

Furthennore Walker argues that this concept of the career self with its co-ex.istent 

principle of autonomy was never an ideal intended for women nor is it, she contends, 

an idea that is sympathetic to any individual who finds themselves weak, frail or 

dependent on other for their care. Therefore she argues that whole life narratives are 

not a 'necessary expression ' of personhood but rather describe the type of person 

required by a 'specific economic and institutionalised environment,'30 Elsewhere 

Walker suggests that our Ii es should be thought of as a yarn that can be spun like 

Wittgenstein's thread so that no one single fibre runs continuous length but its 

strength can be found in the overlapping ofa multitude offlbres.31 This is of course 

entirely contradicts TayJ r when he argues ' that there is something like an a priori 

unity of a human life through its whole extent. ,32 I think Walker is right to criticise 

the e theori for th e reasons which are at heart the same criticisms of ubstantive 

individualism and its concomitant account of autonomy that I have already discussed 

and c n ider d in my econd chapter. 

A final group of criticism that I want to consider are given by Paul Ricoeur in 

On lf a Ano/II r and relate specifically to MacIntyre's approach. It is here that 

Rj ur c n ider MacIntyre' a ertioll that in order for our lives to be considered 

suec ful r c mp\ te we mu t be able to gra p them as a 'singular totality.' 3 

n:a' in Moral Conll!XU ( oro. RowTJlan and 

F mml I hlUy 111 ritlcl (No York, Rout! c, 1998), p. 147 

III oPres • 1992 p. 160 
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However, Ricoeur argues: 

There is nothing in real life that serves as a narrative beginning~ memory 
is lost in the hazes of early childbood~ my birth, and with greater reason, 
the act through which I was conceived belong more to the history of 
others - in this case to my parents - than to me. As for my death, it will 
finally be recounted only in the stories of those who survive me. I am 
always moving towards my death, and this prevents me from ever 
grasping it as a narrative end.34 

It is not only this criticism that Ricoeur identifies as causing a problem for 

MacIntyre 's theory of narrative unity. He also suggests that the entangled nature of 

our Ii es that MacIntyre stresses so forcefully in After Virtue is a problem for 

narrati e identity theory. It is precisely in this entanglement of stories, Ricoeur 

argues, that life hi tories differ from literary ones because novels, unlike life stories, 

relate plots that are elf-contained and incomrnensurable.35 Similar criticisms to 

these of MacIntyre 's approach are to be found in Bernard Williams', posthumously 

published article 'Life as Narrative.' Here Williams suggests that: 

The life of a fictional character is necessarily something that our lives are 
not , a gi en whole ... they ha e a special unity that no rea1life can ha e, 
that the end of ulem i present at the beginning. This peculiar unity of 
their Ii e cannot help u in trying to find coherence in our own.36 

William al 0 rai e the question against MacIntyre of how it is that we can find 

c herence in narrative when it is n t possible to identify the 'right kind of narrative 

with ut alread having the idea of a coherent life. ,37 

Gi nth probl m with narrative identity, as highlighted by Walker, Ricoeur and 

Williwn it rna eern that llch an approach is not capable of supporting the work 

that 1 \i ant it to. The ca e for thi argument would seem to be particularly strong in 

Ii It of Walker' argurn nt th t n rrative identity both supports, and is upported 

by a c n pt f aut n m that 1 ha e already rejected. Furthermore, both Taylor and 

N 1.1"<:' , Huret Qt1 JOUTntJ/ o/Phil ph)', Vol 17 No, 2 (2 7), 0S-14, (p, 11) 
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MacIntyre in their accounts of a narrative self are also committed to an 

under tanding of a unified self but again this is also an idea that I have found to be 

wanting. It would seem at this point that my arguments for a decentred yet coherent 

self that is capable of being autonomous are in trouble. They may yet be but I do not 

think that the idea of narrative identity is exhausted yet. As Ricoeur argues at the end 

of his discussion of MacIntyre, ' all of these arguments [against narrative] are 

perfectly acceptable ... nevertheless, they do not seem to me to be as such as to abolish 

the ery notion of tlle application of fiction to life. The objections are valid only in 

opposition to a naive conception of mimesis. J8 SO therefore while Ricoeur, as will 

become clear wants to argue for a conception of narrative identity he belie es that 

Macintyre 's approach is flawed because he is reliant on a mistaken and simplistic 

conception of mime is. In a imilar manner I believe Ricoeur would not accept 

Williams' rejection of narrative on the grounds that he too is using this mistaken 

understanding of mime is. What I think Ricoeur means here by a nai e conception of 

mime i i the idea that art imply, or merely imitates or copies life or indeed in the 

case of narrati e identity that life is imitating art. What Ricoeur believes to b a more 

fruitful und r tanding of mimesis will be discussed in the following sections. 

Ther fi re I think Ulat it i po sible to an wer some of these problems and develop 

an account of the elf and autonomy U1at is not reliant on the formulations of 

narrati e theory a n ider d so far . With this in mind, and in light of the arguments 

ju on id r d. I will n w tum to and examine the arguments for not only a mor 

c mple. c n pti n fmime i but al 0 a more r bu t conception ofnarrati e 

identity d 
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3. Ricoeur and Narrative 

Ricoeur explicitly described his work on the self as a grafting of hermeneutics onto 

phenomenology.39 Therefore it is in keeping with this claim and makes sense when 

Ricoeur argues that his 'hemleneutics of the self can claim to hold itself at an equal 

distance from the cogito exalted by Descartes and from the cogito that Nietzsche 

proclaimed forfeit. ,40 It can be seen already then that Ricoeur positions himself 

between the sovereign self of traditional analytic philosophy and the displaced and 

fragmented self of the potstructuralists. 

Ricoeur' s work on narrative and narrative identity is remarkably rich and complex . I 

think it is worth noting at this point that Ricoeur himself draws on MacIntyre's work 

and also that Taylor refers to Ricoeur and his work in Source of the elf However I 

believe that Ricoeur offers a deeper analysis of narrative and narrative identity than 

either MacIntyre or Taylor and that I should be able to answer many of the concerns 

outlined above through a consideration of his ideas. I shall begin considering 

Ricoeur's work by looking at his account of time. 

For Ricoeur time and narrative form a 'healthy' or virtuous hemleneutical circle 

because ' tlle world unfolded by every narrative work is always a temporal world ... ; 

narrative in turn is meaningful to the extent that it portrays the features of temporal 

experience' .41 Howe er what Ricoeur means and understands here by a ' temporal 

\! orld and ' temporal experience' needs to be broken down and explained in greater 

detail . 

First, Ric eur understand human action as taking place in the sphere of historical 

time which in tum arise out of two more elementary senses of time; cosmic and 

)'I Paul R1coeur. ' lnle1Jectu:l1 AUloblogl1lphy.' III Philosophy of Pard Ric II,., ed. L.E. Hahn ( hi go and La Salle, Jlhno! 
Open 1995). p. 16 

Paul RI , 1992, p. 23 
., Paul RI , nm olld orrtll"". Voillm I, trnn'l. Kathl n McLaughlin and Da id Pcl1aUCf ( hicago, Universl of 
Oucaa Pres, 19 ). p. 3 
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lived or, as it is also referred to sometimes, phenomenological time. Cosmic time is 

simply ' the sequence ofunifonn [and] qualitatively undifferentiated moments' while 

phenomenological time is the time of our lived experiences in which some moments 

stand out and carry greater significance while others fade into obscurity. While 

Ricoeur's concept ofhistoricaJ time cannot do without cosmic time it is this idea of 

Ii ed time that i of greater interest and needs more explanation when considering 

his id as of narrative and personal identity. In developing these ideas he draws on 

phenomenological understandings of time that can be traced back in the first instance 

to St. Augustine of Hippo but were developed more fully in the twentieth century by 

Hu serl and Heidegger.42 

Such phenomenological theories can be seen as a response to the more ' rationalist' 

Ari totelian or Kantian conceptions of time which see the present as a point in time 

that imply gi es way to the next point in succession. The problem with such 

accounts is that they allow gap or aporia in our understanding to open up. These 

ari e becau if time isju t a series of ' nows' then whenever I say 'now' the present 

h s already mo ed int the past and so 'the paradox is that the word 'now' which 

r fer to the pr ent can ne er actually refer to the present, since as soon as the word 

is utter d, it i in the past. ,4 Th problem can be neatly explained in mathematical 

term arguing Ulat th now-point' of the present lacks e rtension, it is 

infinite imall mall. 

he an w r t thi pr bl m r at lea t the approach adopted by t. Augustine, is to 

und tand th pre nt a bing thr e-fi Id.44 That is t say that not only doe the 

pre nt e i t fi r u but d the pa t, in our memorie , and the future, in our 

Churclull ( lncbana 
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hopes and expectations. However, in order to grasp both our past and our future we 

must tretch or be distended in either clirection. So, for St. Augustine, the lack of 

extension of the present is overcome by the clistension of the mind and so we have a 

continuous present that contains both the present and the future within it: 

For the mind expects and attends and remembers, so that what it expects 
passes through what has its attention to what it remembers. Who 
therefore can deny that the future does not yet exist? Yet already in the 
mind there is an expectation of the future . Who can deny that the past 
does not now exist? Yet there is still in the mind a memory of the past. 
None can deny that present time lacks any extensIon because It passes In 

a flash. Yet attention is continuous, and it is through this that what will 
be present progresses towards being absent.45 

Furthermore, for Augustine, and indeed for later phenomenological theories, it is part 

of the human c ndition to exist 'within' time. 

Ricoeur also picks up on and develops Augustine's assertion that time is the result of 

the 'unfolding of words and sentences in discourse - no word has meaning in 

isolation, then m aning is produced and understood within time.'46 Having accepted 

this it follow then for Ricoeur as a result of the hermeneutical circle I outlined at 

the b ginning, that the discour e that is richest in human meaning is narrati e. Now 

that thi i e tabli hed I hall move on to consider what Ricoeur understands as 

narrati e and how he relates this to ideas of identity. 

entral to Ricoeur's narrative theory is his theory of mimesis and, as was indicated 

during m di cu ion of hi criticism of MacIntyre, he does not provide a implistic 

ace unt of thi e ne pt. Indeed Rico ur s account is not based on the theory of 

mim i a d Plato but rather it is the er ion argued for by Ari totJe that 

he tum ur mim i i not the imitation of nature but i in tead tb 

ti n:" H we er Ric eur is not e ntent to just b rrow Ari totle s 

"oIll1tl OM, nos K Lalliblin nd D. Pcllaucr ( hica 0. ru"'erSlty of tu 
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theory and 0 he goes on to develop his own understanding of mimesis as a threefold 

process that, as we shall see, corresponds and ties into Augustine's idea oftbe 

threefold present. It is here too in Ricoeur's ideas concerning mimesis that we shall 

ee the idea of emplotment or mutho , which agrun has its beginnings in Aristotle, 

and is crucial to so much of Ricoeur's work, come to the fore . 

As I ha e said, mimesis for Ricoeur is a threefold process that he terms Mimesis) , 

Mimesis2 and Mime is3.
48 Mimesis) is pre-figurative and describes the 'preliminary 

competence in understanding what human action is that is required for us to 

comprehend a narrative plot. In other words Ricoeur is describing the fact that in 

approaching a plot .. e are already asking questions like what, why, who, ho~ and 

when?49 Furthermore and according to Ricoeur we ask such questions because we 

ha e a practical under tanding of plot that is anchored in our e eryday life. Mimesis) 

can therefore b understood as a pre-understanding of narrative which is comprised 

of semantic (under tanding that X did Y to A because of B), symbolic 

(understanding that the hero of the plot should be interpreted as a 'good' character) 

and tempoml that X should do Y because of A's actions in the past) 

understanding .50 It i in tbi temporal aspect of his argument that Ricoeur relies on 

not only on Heid gger's notion of pre-wlderstanding but also his ideas of 'within-

time-ne .' 

In i imple t t nn ' within-time-ness' is to be distinguished from linear 

c nception f tim and in tead i to be understood as referring to our r lation to 

time that ' within \ hicb" \J e rdinarilyact.'sl To illustrate this difference Ricoeur 

.r 
, p. 5S 

, 1' ~ 1 ·2 

atbruments ab ut ur u e of the w rd now' in ur day to day 
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lives and quotes him approvingly when he argues, 'saying "now", however, is the 

discursive articulation of a making-pre ent which temporalises itself in a unity with a 

retentive awaiting,' and ' the making present which interprets itself - in other words, 

that which has been interpreted and is addressed in the "now" - is what we call 

time. ,52 Ricoeur acknowledges that his argument for such a link between Heidegger 

and narrative may not, at first, be very clear but can be found, he argues, in 

recognising that, 'narrative configurations and the most elaborate forms of 

temporality corresponding to them share the same foundation ofwithin-time-ness.'s3 

Having establi hed this link Ricoeur goes on to conclude his discussion of mimeis 1 

by arguing that it i upon this pre-understanding that emplotment is constructed and 

so he rno e on to consider mimesis2. 

Mime iS2 i the act of configuration and is where the concept of emplotment or 

mutbos is of key ignificance. As I mentioned above Ricoeur turns again to Aristotle 

to de elop tllis concept. For Aristotle plot is not a static structure but an integrating 

pr ce and it i in this nse that Ricoeur talks about emplotment being 

the'synthesis fthe het rogeneous. 54 Such a synthesis takes place, according to 

Ric eur on a number of Ie el . First there is the synthesis between e ents and 

incident (\I hich are multiple and the story (which is unified and complete). econd, 

pi t allows many heterogene u components to be organised into a single story and 

. ving the plot a t tatity that encompa e both concordance and discordance 

r a Ric ur Iik to phra e it: discordant concordance or concordant di cordance 

and umman thu : 

mediati n p ~ no d by the plot: betwe n the manifold e nt 
t mp ral unity f tlle story recount d' between th di parate 

mp n nt f the a ti n - intenti ns, cau and chance ccurrenc 
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and the sequence of the story; and finally, between pure succession and 
the unity of the temporal form, which, in extreme cases, can disrupt 
chronology to the point of abolishing it. 55 

This last point of Ricoeur 's is key to his argument. Emplotment cannot be the mere 

organisation of events into a linearly temporal succession. Events must be related to 

each other in orne sen e by having a reason or purpose for them having occurred in 

that order. The difference then, for Ricoeur, between a narrative account and a mere 

impersonal description lies in the different understandings of events used by the e 

models . Narrative events, for Ricoeur, have at their heart an inversion wbereby 

. b . 56 Wh . conttngency ecomes neces tty. at was a mere occurrence, a surpnse, an 

une pected happening becomes an integral, necessary part of the story when 

under tood after the fact and it is this that drives the story forward . Mimesis2 can be 

seen then a the process by which all the elements of a plot are brought together. 

Thi proce though implies the existence of a reader who must perfonn the work of 

reading the te t in ord r to bring all the elements together and it is at this point that 

Mime i come about.57 

Mime i i the pr ce of religuration and describes the point at which the world of 

the text and the world of the reader inter ect or, in other words, the point at v hich 

the text i applied to tb real world.s8 Mime iS3 then is the understanding we ha e 

after en ounterin th narrati and so we are returned to Ricoeur s hermeneutic 

circl : tlr under tanding f the world enables us to understand the narrativ "wich 

in tum all \i u to unde tand the r al world .59 The importance of the temporal 

dim n i n fthi argument i highlighted by Ricoeur when he argues that narrati e 

'the de tin f a prefigured time that b c me a refigured time thr ugh the 
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mediation of a configured time. , 60 

This threefold composition of narrative time is, as I mentioned earlier, tied into 

Ricoeur 's phenomenological account of time but it is not a rurect correlation but 

rather a mirror image. In narrative time our pre-understanrung is reconfigured by 

Mimesis2 into a new understancling while real life is 'the anticipation of the future 

meruated by the memory of the past.'61 This is the hermeneutic circle between life 

and narrative but Ricoeur adds a further tum. He does so by explaining the role of 

time in both everyday life and mimesis and showing why it is that time and mimesis 

together equal narrative and furthermore why it is that this understanrung of narrative 

is so fundamental to our understanding of human life and, crucially, our 

understanrung of self identity.62 

For Ricoeur the problem of personal identity is that it is the site of conflict between 

two uses of the concept of identity. These he classifies as identity as sameness, idem, 

and identity as selfhood, ip e. He proceeds to argue that it is when we begin to 

consider questions about permanence in time, so for example 'am I the same person I 

was five years ago?' that the confrontation between these two versions of identity 

becomes apparent and therefore a genuine problem . 

At first permanence in time seems to be exclusively linked to the concept of idem 

identity howe er Ricoeur i al 0 keen to ask: 

Is there a form of permanence in time which can be connected to the 
question "who?' inasmuch as it i irreducible to any question of 
"what?' ? I there a form of permanence in time that is a reply to the 
que tion , "Wh am 1?'.G:) 

In ther w rds how can we sp ak in terms of identity through time with regards to 
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our ip e identity? Ricoeur believes he can answer this question by exploring two 

models of permanence in and through time that are expressed first through the 

concept of character and second by the act of keeping one's word. Each idea 

howe er represents a different polar extreme: character expresses the complete and 

mutual 0 erlapping of ip e and idem identities whereas in keeping one's word an 

extreme gap between our ip e and idem identities is opened up.64 The role of 

narrati e identity is to intervene in the construction of personal identity by acting as 

mediator between the poles of character (where idem and ip e coincide) and keeping 

one's word (where ipse and idem are opposed). In order to understand these ideas 

more fully it i necessary to understand what it is Ricoeur means by character and 

keeping one's w rd. 

As I ha e already outlined, character, for Ricoeur, 'constitutes the limit point where 

the problematic of ip e becomes indiscernible from that of idem . .65 This is what 

character doe . but what character i is a et of dispositions by which a person can be 

recognised as an individual and as ever with Ricoeur it is crucial to his argument to 

recogni e the temporal dimensions of such dispositions. Therefore, if we think of 

dispositions as habit 0 er time then they are not just acquired and kept the same for 

e r after but all the time new one are in the process of being formed and existing 

one are being alter d and changed. In this way such habits or traits not only 

de crib ur chara ter as it i now but also provide us with a history that is driving u 

forv ard int th futur. 

Thi id 

re 

inn 

an become deeply embedded but yet open to change and 

furth r under t d by Ric eur' arguments on sedimentation and 

appJie to the idea of traditionality in the narrati genre: 
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The constitution of a tradition indeed depends on the interaction between 
two factors, innovation and sedimentation. It is to sedimentation that we 
ascribe the models that constitute, after the fact, the typology of 
emplotment which allows us to order the history ofliterary genres.66 

So, it is because of sedimentation that we are able to talk of tragedy and comedy but 

at the same time Ricoeur is keen to remind us that these genres do not represent 

'etemal es ences.' Rather it is that their moment of innovation has been so deeply 

buried, so deeply sedimented that 'their genesis has been obliterated. ,67 

Of course the opposite pole to sedimentation, as Ricoeur acknowledges, is 

inno ation and it is this that prevents every single work as being identified as a 

traditional narrati e. Innovation, Ricoeur argues, allows the rules of narrati e to 

change but that these rules change slowly 'under the pressure of innovation.' The 

image that always comes to mind when reading this passage is of the excruciatingly 

slow geological proce that creates metamorphic rocks. 

Inno ation do however remain for Ricoeur a rule bound process because, he 

argue imagination does not pring fully formed from nowhere but rather it remains 

tied in one fa hion or another to the traditions out of which it grows. E en acts of 

deviance and reb Ilion are done 0 in relation to the works that are being challenged 

and he argue that en ntemporary novels that define themselves as anti-novels 

ar cr at d by breaking the rul of the novel. It is the rules themsel e that are the 

• bject f n , e p rimentation ,' and so the possibility of deviance is included in the 

relati n bet, e n edimentati n and innovation which constitutes tradition.' 

Thi languag of edim ntati n and innovation continue to be u ed by Rico ur in 

r lati n t hi di II i n f If and in particular in terms of chara ter habit and 
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traits. So for Ricoeur in the same way as happens with narrative modes the process 

of sedimentation means that the moment of innovation in our character is covered 

over, e en to the point of abolishment and, 'it is this sedimentation which confers on 

character the sort of permanence in time that I am interpreting here as the 

o erlapping of ip e by idem .'69 

Howe er these character dispositions, like imagination, do not come from nowhere 

and Ricoeur is clear on the fact that we are all fully embodied beings that come from 

a particular time and place and are the inheritors of a particular culture no matter 

how co mop litan we may become. So it is that he also considers the way in which 

the identity of an individual is also made up of those norms, values, ideals, models 

and identification with the heroes of a community in which the person recognises 

themsel es. In so doing this demonstrates the ways in which we can place 'causes' 

ab ve our own survival and so ' an element of loyalty is thus incorporated into 

character and makes it turn towards fidelity [and] hence toward maintaining the 

self.'70 

It i at thi pint that I want to, for the moment, put to one side my discussion of 

Ricoeur arguments about character to consider two points of argument . The first 

can be dealt with ery briefly but the second will take some closer consideration. My 

first point th refore i to mak clear that although I stated in my introductory 

rernar ab ut Ma Intyre that I wa not particularly concerned with his use of 

An t t linn thies it may be n ted that Ricoeur' s arguments about character may 

aJ b und r t d in uch an Ari t telian manner. As Aristotle maintains in the 

di p 

,1992, P III 
"IQQ r I I 

hara t r virtues as oppo ed to intellectual virtue , ar 

r ar a tat (hexi) a oppo ed to a capacity or a 
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feeling.?1 I do not dispute that this is the case but feel that it is possible to examine 

Ricoeur's thinking on character fonnation without introducing a specific argument 

for virtue ethics to my arguments. 

The second argument I wish to consider is more complicated and concerns Ricoeur's 

pairing of ideology / utopia with those ideas of sedimentation / innovation 

considered abo e. Ricoeur de elops his arguments concerning ideology and utopia 

from hi conception of the social imaginary. The social imaginary, according to 

Ricoeur, is comprised of those stories that we tell ourselves, as societies, in order to 

explain ourselve not only to us but also to others.nlt is in this way, Ricoeur argues, 

that narratives exceed the individual's imagination and extend themselves into the 

realm of a communal imaginary that is expressed through both ideological and 

utopian thought.? 

While acknowledging how our ideas concerning ideology have developed in 

philo ophical thought particularly through the works of HegeJ and Marx into a 

c ncept that is largely u ed in a negative sense Ricoeur is keen to demonstrate that 

ide logy, one tripp d of any epistemological concerns, is capable of serving a 

ymb lie function ?4 Instead ideology, for Ricoeur, can be understood as serving 

ociety's need for self-representation and as 'an unsurpassable phenomenon of 

cio-histori al existen e.'?S Ideology then is an indispensable part of the 

herm neulic cir I that our hi torically situated con ciousness is obliged to operate. 

1t follow th n t11at our b t response i not to try and fully negate ideology, which 

i an imp ible ta k but instead we need to develop a hermeneutic 

RoutlodAe.2 7).p. 326 
l o/Mm "\'0 (Aldcrshot, Ashgatll Publishm ompan, 20(4). p ?S 
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imagination capable of discrimination.76 

So, as alwa with Ricoeur, it comes down to understanding the hermeneutic circle 

that these ideas are operating within. In this instance it means recognising that while 

ideology forms one half, the other half of this circle, for Ricoeur, is utopian thought. 

Utopian thought he suggests is the future orientated dimension of our social 

imaginary, it i that horizon of aspirations that is opened up through the symbolic so 

that we can, a a ociety, imagine a better world. Ricoeur acknowledges that not all 

utopian conception are libratory and that historically they have been used and 

abu ed by tho e who would rule us but is keen to emphasis the critical potential of 

utopian thought: 

E ery ociety po e eS ... a socio-political imaginaire - that is, an 
en emble of ymbolic di courses that can function as a rupture or a re
affirmati n. As reaffirmation the imaginaire operates as an 'ideology 
which can p siti ely repeat and represent the founding discourse of a 
society ... thu pre erving its sense of identity. After all, cultures create 
them I by telling tories of their past. The danger is, of course, that 
thi reaffirmation can be p rverted, usually by monopolistic elites, into a 
m tificatory dj cour e which serve to uncritically vindicate or justify 
the stablished political powers. In such instances, the symbols of the 
community become fixed and fetishized~ they serve as lie . Over against 
this ther xj ts th imaginaire of rupture, a discourse of 'utopia' which 
remains critical of the power that be out of fidelity to an 'elsewhere,' to 
a ciety that i not-y t. 77 

It is in thi languag of reaffirmation and rupture that we can see the link in 

Ric cur' thinking b tv en ideology / utopia and sedimentation / innovation. 

Furtbermor hi idea ab ut ur per onal and social imagination ha e an important 

me to consider ur potential for autonomy in my ne t chapter. 

Rctuming n w to Ric ur' arguments ab ut character we can see ther fore that his 

argum ot all v har t r t perate in uch a way as to allow ip e to announ 
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itself as idem because our character dispositions give us a stability which in turn 

assures sameness and continuity across and through change. In other words it gives 

us permanence through time. So, as Ricoeur argues, character is the 'what' of the 

'who' though he maintains that this overlap is not such that idem and ip e become 

indistinguishable. Indeed the radical difference between the two is highlighted by the 

other model of permanence through time mentioned earlier, that of keeping one's 

word. According to Ricoeur keeping ones word expresses a self constancy that is 

only capable f being expressed within the dimension of 'whoT rather than within 

the realm of something general.78 This is because 'keeping one's promise does 

indeed appear to stand as a challenge to time, a denial of change: even if my desire 

were to change, even if I were to change my opinion or inclination, " I will hold 

fi ,,79 
1rm . 

It is thi ethical ju tification with its own set of temporal implications (permanence 

through time) that tands in opposition to the permanence of character as I have just 

outlined. Whereas ip e and idem identities seem to coincide within the realm of 

character the permanence in time suggested by the act of keeping one's word drives 

them apart. r Rico ur it is in this space between character and keeping one's word 

that narrati id ntity come t the fore a it oscillates between these two extremes. 

h refore, r. r Ric lLr, Ule genuine nature of our narrative identities is disclos d 

only through the diale ti of elfho d and sameness and indeed, he goes on to argue, 

it i thi dial tic that repre ent the major contribution ofnarrati e theory to the 

c n tituti n f th If. 1 Thi being the case it i this theory of narrative identity that 

J hall n w amine in ter depth. 
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According to Ricoeur, and this where the argument begins to tum full circle, the 

identity of the character in a narrative is constructed through a connection with that 

of the plot. The key move in Ricoeur's theory comes when we realise that character 

is itself a narrative category and 'its role in narrative involves the same narrative 

understanding as the plot itself,' in other words, characters are themsel es plots. This 

correlation, as Ricoeur himself acknowledges, is nothing new and is developed by 

Aristotle in his Poetic and so, 'it is in the story recounted, with its qualities of unity, 

internal tructure and completeness conferred through emplotment, that the character 

preserves an identity correlative to that of the story itself.' 82 

There are then according to Ricoeur, the same processes at work in our characters as 

there are in a narrative plot. So, in the same way that emplotment is to be understood 

as the 'synthesi f the heterogeneous' and involving discordant concordance so too 

individuals can as ert their character and their ip e identity in a similar manner. In 

tem of concordance an individual draws their singularity from the unity of their life 

when it icon ider d a a temporal totality which is in itself singular and 

di tingui hed from all other Ii es. However tIlis temporal unity and the concordance 

of our character is thr atened, as it is in narratives, by discordance in the sbape of 

unfore e n and indeed ullfi re eeable events that can threaten our habits and may 

require u to re p nd in new and imaginative ways. Nevertheless, a concordant 

di ordan i acllie ed when the contingency of these events is transfigured into the 

hi t of a li~ \! hi h in tum pro ides us with the identity of the character. In other 

w rd Ric lIf ar ue chanc i tran muted into fate. 3 While acknowledging that 

Ri eur argument h re again we much to Heidegger's thought and his 

c n pti n f fat aI, 1 tl1ink the core idea to take away i tIlat once e 
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have experienced an unexpected event in our lives we incorporate it into our 

narrative understanding in such a way that it could not have happened any other way. 

What wa a contingent event becomes a necessary one. Therefore. for Ricoeur. a 

person is not an entity di tinct from their experiences, indeed, he is arguing for quite 

the oppo ite. that in fact narrative constructs the identity of our character and so 

therefore" e have a narrative identity. 

uch an account of narrative identity is, I feel, highly persuasive. Furthermore I 

agree with Lois McNay when she argues that the way in which such a narrative 

account empbasi the temporality of existence: 

Gi es depth to the rather one-dimensional way in which the idea of the 
contingency of identity has been thematised in poststructural thought. It 
is Ult: lack uf It:llIpural ut:plh ill JUallY sucial cUIlslrucliunisl acooUllls uf 
identity that leave them unable to mediate between fixity versus change 
wbich i one of the oppositions generated by the debate on 
e entiali m. 

While I am convinced of the merits of adopting such an account of identity thi is not 

to ugge t that ther are not howe er a number of concerns that must be raised and 

addr d b fore moving on to con ider how such a narrati e self can also be an 

autonomou If. 

4. ritici m of arrative Identity 

In con id rin those po ible critici ms of narrative theory I shall be looking at two 

articl in particular. The fir t oftbese i an article from John Christman and the 

nd i Galen traw n' piece Again t Narrativity'. In 'Narrati e Unity as a 

nditi n f Per nh d J ho hri unan criticis the way in which the c ndition 

f narrnti 'ty h b 0 u d by writ r uch as MacIntyre and Ric ur as the 

n thi bye. amining in om d tail 

that h argu mu t h td b tw en e ent , or th r porting of 

"1.0 
P 116 

".in II ' ubj CI in r. mini I and I I 1M (Cambn 
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events, in order to count as a narrative. These relations are, according to Christman: 

causal connectivity, teleological or functional connectivity and thematic 

connectivity.85 

Causal narrative connections, Christman argues, suggest that sequences of events 

unfold in such a way to indicate a causal ordering so that any given event can be 

explained only through reference to earlier occurrences. The problem for Christman 

is that not all e ents in a person's life follow this pattern, things happen 

une 'pectedly, accidently and in a seemingly random fashion and while these 

experiences can then be incorporated into a story or narrative they do not occur as a 

result of an already pre-existing causal chain in that individual 's life. So for 

Christman, 'many of the experiences and events that constitute a person's life are 

accidental and uncaused by an ongoing pattern of events begun at the person ' s birth 

therefore not all e ents in a narrative form a complete causal chain.,86 

Furthermore, Chri tman contends, that even if narrative structures did contain a 

cau al conditi n that thi would still not characterise a 'necessary condition for the 

unity of the self by arguing that there can be many aspects of a person 's life that can 

pr ce d in depend ntly of each other that do not require a narrative structure to bring 

them together but imply require the existence of the same physical subject at the 

centre oftllem.87 hristman's final criticism of causal connectivity as a condition of 

narrativity i that it i far too inclu ive and he points to the fact that in our day to day 

Ii ~ e ar the ubject of hundr d of life events. So for example today I have, 

am n t ther thing. wi hed my partner a 'Happy Birthday' and watched him open 

hi pre nt mad p k d lunche tracked down school uniforms, gone on choat 

ondillon 01 p. oohOO<1" in M'tnp/tilosophy, ol 3S No. 4, (2004), 695-713 (p 701) 
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runs, caught the train and the bus to University, responded to emails, surfed the web, 

drank tea and finally settled down to writing some philosophy! As Christman points 

out most of these life events are trivial and will be quickly forgotten . Self conception 

on the other hand, he argues, 'involves reflection on those e ents that seem 

ignificant to us' and so 'at no time will self-conceptions include the limitless details 

of my entire causal nexus,' and therefore, 'Self-interpretative activity, which forms 

the core of the self in narrative theories, is selective and partial, leaving out of 

acc unt mo t of the causal sequences in which we figure.' 88 

This seems at first a fair description of how most of us remember our lives. Of all 

myactivitie today I am most likely to forget the making of packed lunches and the 

hunting down of odd school socks but the celebration of my partner' s birthday and 

the writing of this chapter are likely to remain as clear events in my memory. This 

would eem to be a clear description of Ricoeur' s conception of lived or 

phenomenological time, that there are highlight moments in our lives that structure 

our narrati e . n thi basi Christman concludes that the narrativity of identity 

cannot b compri d of a ingle, causally connected chain of events. Narrati e by 

e ten ion then i not characterised by a cau a1 structure. 

H we r \ hile I do n t di agree that there are these stand out moments that function 

as k y narrative h ks in helping t construct a person's sense of identity I am not so 

ur that \: houtd quick to dismiss the importance of our day to day activities 

in und rpinning ur narrati e and th~refore our identities. True, I may not be able to 

r 11 with tal I ar larity every time I have got up during the night over the 

ar 1 fI d and take care f my children when they were babie and small children 

but doio and havin d ne 0) rep at dly ha fonned a large part of my elf-

• Lnn.5lIIUm. 
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understanding as a mother and therefore my (narrative) identity. That this is the case 

I do not think would come as any great surprise to the tlleorists iliat I ha e already 

discussed. 

Taking Christman's arguments point by point I would suggest that the fact that 

e ents occur by chance or accident is fully acknowledged by Ricoeur. Christman 's 

criticism is answered when Ricoeur argues that by being incorporated into the 

narrati e structure such seemingly random happenings in our lives are transmuted 

into fate and come to be understood so that things could not have happened 

oilierwise. WitllOut this incorporation into the narrative structure through the use of 

mutho or emplotment these e ents would remain, as Ricoeur argues, a mere 

quence of unrelated experiences and we would not be able to fully understand 

them . This is Ricoeur's 'synthesis of tlle heterogeneous' and his ideas related to 

discordant concordance. It would also appear to me that Christman is not paying 

ufficient attention to the fact that boili MacIntyre and Ricoeur emphasise bow 

strongly our individual narratives are intertwined and enmeshed with the narrati es 

of oth rs 0 that the explanation of events and actions can only bappen and be made 

intelligible within uch a context. 

Finall hri tInan concern tllat narrative ignores those elements of our day to day 

Ii that at trivial and mundane i again not one that I feel would overly worry 

narrati th n . A J eph Dunne argues: 

It \.vill n r b the ca e, fOul e that e erytlling that transpire in our 
Ii will b faithfully r rded in our narrati es' full self transparency i 
an Ii catl! r than human and, in any case every tory i edited. 9 

dit . but I v uJd aI 0 ar Ie that it i the minutiae oflife that while Dot 

1 it pr 'de the b ckgrotUld to our narrati e, Again thi is not an idea 
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that Ricoeur ignores, this is sedimentation. You do not become a mother simply by 

remembering the birth of your children, similarly you do not become a teacher by 

dint of the fact that you can remember passing exams and graduating. Therefore, I do 

not believe that Christman's arguments that narrativity theories fail to demonstrate 

that the unity of the self is to be found through chains of causal connectivity is a 

problem for such theorists. 

After considering causal connectivity Chrisbnan then moves on to discuss ideas of 

teleological connectivity within narrative. As I discussed earlier this is an idea that is 

central to MacIntyre's theory of narrative identity so that events are given meaning 

through their reference to some ultimate goal or aim . Clearly in MacIntyre's case this 

teleology i most apparent in his arguments about human life being best understood 

as a quest for the good. 

hristrnan identifie two key problems with such a condition for narrative. First, it 

d e not eem clear that all narratives do have to have any kind of teleology, e.g. the 

narrati e of ap operas' and second, it seems highly unlikely that the lives of 

(most) human being e hibit thi tendency of working towards a single clear aim 

either.90 hri trnan allows that it is possible to argue for human Ii es containing 

multiple purp se end r goals but worries that 'unless it is specified how many 

such g al can b pur ued the condition of narrativity, so construed, will be trivially 

met by all individual, no matter what level of unity or coherence their Ii es 

manife t. .91 hri truan ' c ncem i t~at without a clear method of appraisal it is 

unclear ho\ parat tho e unified (narrative) sequence from the dissociati e 

r, in oth f\J rd. fr m non- elves. 
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This is a criticism that must be answered in the light of the fact that I am using the 

concept of the narrative self in order to address the problem of extreme 

fragmentation and dissociation. I am not sure that Christman's insistence that only a 

certain, definitive number of goals can be held by a unified self is correct. I am 

sympathetic to the idea that having too many goals could be detrimental to a 

cohesi e sense of self but it is also a fact that we all know people in our day to day 

Ii es who seem able and competent at pursuing any number of goals. It is true there 

are not too many Renaissance men, or women for that matter, about but they can and 

do exist. This argument points towards understanding our ability to construct a 

narrati e identity as being fluid and not as something that is achieved once and once 

only and then simply maintained. This is an idea that I will return to at the end of this 

chapter. 

AJs as Dunne argues ' to speak of the unity of a life is by DO means to imply that a 

life i unified by an overarching design or master project; it is , rather, to invoke the 

whole of a life, however fragmented and dislocated this whole may be. ,92 I think 

what can b taken from Dunne here is the very reason why I originally turned to the 

idea of narrati e identity: our lives are fragmented and intersectional, composed 

from many c mp ting and not always complimentary identity sources but yet we 

till manage to maintain a feeling of selfhood, a sense of who we are. The self is not 

unitary but i made ohe i e and coherent through the interweaving of these 

di parate el m nt . Thi i in part, what Ricoeur means by discordant concordance. 

a ain 1 d n t feel that hristman ' s argument tllat narrative theorists cann t 

a t Ie 10 ical c nnectivity within narrati e tructures constitute a fatal 

blo\! . 

p 150 
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Finally, Christman turns to consider the possibility of thematic connectivity within 

narrative structures. Christman suggests that this is the most plausible 

characterisation of narratives because it is the most flexible. Adopting such an 

understanding may not make it possible to demonstrate that narratives possess a 

linear causal story line but it does allow them to be made meaningful by appeal to an 

overall thematic structure.93 Christman goes on to characterise this as a hermeneutic 

account of narrative in so far as 'thematic unity is possible whenever there is an 

interpreter who is able to look upon the event sequences and impose (or find) 

common symbolic elements suggestive of a unifying idea.,94 

If what is meant by thematic unity, Christman continues, is that we are able to 

identify a single idea through which a life can be understood then this too fails as a 

means of identi fying and picking out selves. 95 Lives, he argues, are more generally 

categori d by multiple themes. This is an assertion which in line with all my 

previous arguments I am happy to accept. 

Having e tab)i h d this argwnent Christman then turns his attention to the role of 

interpreter and ugge t that: 

If ne grant that the individual in question is a conscious reflecting 
interpr ler of exp rience , then thematic unity of this sort will be 
achie ed wh n er the interpreting subject can make minimal sense of 
her perienc ... The furtller insistence that the experiences of which 
he i a ubj ct be narrative in fom1 adds nothing to the analysis.,96 

Thjs i the crux f hri tman' argument, not that we do n t think in terms of 

namti e r that it i without al ue in tenn of personal development but that when 

the idea is unpacked w ee that it is being held up by a deeper condition lying 

undeme ttl . Ther f; re h nelude it is n t narrative but rather 'what is truly 
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necessary for a unified life in these theories is the capacity for reflection on 

e ents .. .in a spirit that attempts to render the events coherent within the categories of 

meaning available to the subject. ,97 

Ultimately then Christman concludes that what his arguments demonstrate is the 

need to refocus our attentions on the process of self-reflective meaning making 

rather than on its structure and organisation.98 However, I think that Chrisman has 

misunderstood Ricoeur' s analysis of narrative at a fundamental level . Narrative for 

Ricoeur i the privileged means of self reflective meaning making. 

As discus ed earlier there is a strong link, for Ricoeur, between narrative, human 

action and meaning so that they fonn a healthy hermeneutic circle and with each tum 

of thi circle our under tanding of is increased. So as McNay argues: 

The narrative interpretation of experience points to the symbolic nature 
of human action: if human action can be narrated, it is because it is 
inherently symbolic in nature ... Action is only readable because it is 
symb lic. Comprehension of human action is not only dependent on 
familiarity with its symbolic mediation, but also with the temporal 
structure tllat e oke narration. 

Central to understanding the role of narrative in identity formation in Ricoeur's 

thought tllerefi re i not to suppo e that there is still in some way a core, 

tran cendental elf that lie behind and constructs the narrative like a puppet master. 

Thi is not the case at all but rather, as McNay argues the self, for Ricoeur, 'is 

hi tori aI ab initio. 099 hi is a point a1 0 picked up and argued for by Dunne when 

he ug t that th relati n hip between narrative and self reflecti e meaning 

makin fund m ntal b au e this understanding: 

n t tie aI n id our living but is rather absorbed by and integrated 
into [it]. It i n t that we ha e a elf anyhow and that there is now an 
add d und tanding f it which we happen to ha e acquired. Rather th 

7 
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new understanding .. .is constitutive of us, is what we are.1oo 

So, it hould now be clearer as to why I think Christman is mistaken. It is not that 

narrative is underpinned by a self-reflective meaning making process rather it is 

narrati e that allows us to provide actions and life with meaning and as Ricoeur 

argues Self-under tanding is an interpretation; interpretation of the self in turn , 

finds in the narrative .. . a privileged form of mediation.' 101 Narrative then does not 

just provide tructure and organisation to the self it is also the means by which we 

ha e an identity or ense of self and also how we come to understand that self. 

Having defended the narrative thesis against Christman 's arguments I will now move 

on to consider those arguments developed against such a position by Galen 

trawson. trawson begins his article 'Against Narrativity' by suggesting that, ' it' s 

ju t not true that there is only one good way for human beings to experience their 

being in time. There are deeply non-Narrative people and there are good ways to Ii e 

that are d eply non- arrative.' 102 He argues that such non-narrative people are 

Epi dic individuals who experience their identity states as discontinuous as 

oppo ed to Diachronic individuals who, he argues, experience their identity as 

continuou . Furthennore, trawson places himself firmly in the Episodic camp 

arguing: 

I ha e a past like any other human being, and I know perfectly well that 
I ha a pa t. I ha e a respectable amount of factual knowledge about it, 
and I at rememb r orne of my pa t experiences ' from the inside', as 
phil pber . And et 1 have ab olutely no ense of my life as a 
narrati e with fi nn, or indeed as a narrative without form . Absolutely 
none. Nor d I ha e any great or pecial intere t in my past. Nor do J 
ha e a gr at deal f concern for my future. 10J 

H w er th r are a numb r f interesting pints of tension within trawson' s wn 

p p r th tu g t that he may n t b quite as pi odic as he would like to maintain. 

t N tlVll ·. Rtltio. 17 2 ). 428 -52. (p 429) 
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As Paul lohn Eakin argues Strawson wants to argue for a sense of discontinuous 

identity but does not wish to push it as far as a position of pathological 

dissociation .I04 Eakin continues by pointing to various points in Strawson's account 

when his arguments start to suggest that all Episodic individuals, such as himself, 

actuall. do possess a diachronic understanding of themselves after all. 'there's a 

clear en e in which every human life i a developmental unity - a historical

charae/eral developmen/alliniLy a well as a biological one. ,\05 

Furthennore Eakin suggests that not only is it that Episodic individuals display 

Diachronic understanding of identity but that the reverse is also true and all 

Diachr nic individuals are Epi odic. Strawson bases his position on the argument 

lhal il is Hol pos 'iblt: lo n:-t:xpt:rit:llct: or n:-iuhabil t:arlit:r iut:ulil slalt:s amI Eakiu 

support thi position but not just for Episodic individuals. Eakin argues that there is 

b th P b lo~cal ld Ill!Ulul gical :suppOJt fOJ Sltaw:soo 's aJgw lent, 

'con ciousne s is not a neutral medium in which memories can be replayed and the 

past r p at d inta t. Whil we may ha e the sen ation that we are capable of reliving 

the pa t...r i ed opinion in brain studies offers no support for beliefin invariant 

mem ry. 106 Th r for, he argu s, we are all Episodic. 

T parat u , a individual , into either Episodic or Diachronic individuals is, I 

would argue an unnece ary and nal e move by Strawson. From Eakin's analysis it 

ar t that all individual are both Episodic and Diachronic, we ha e a n e 

b th ntinu u and ci~ continuous identities, e n trawson. Thi I 

\J uld the argument traight back t Ricoeur' anal sis of identity. It 

\ uld em t m that traw n s schema fEpi die (di continuous and 
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Diachronic (continuous) identities are closely allied to Ricoeur's conceptions of idem 

and ip e identities. However Strawson wants to insist that we are either one or the 

other and fails to recognise. as Ricoeur does, that as human beings we possess and 

use both senses of identity, idem and ipse, continuous and discontinuous. And as 

Ricoeur argues it is in the mediation between these two poles that narrative identity 

operates. Contra Strawson, there are therefore no individuals who cannot access 

narrati e understandings of their identity. 

trawson however is not just concerned with the psychological basis of narrative 

identity but also engages with it a an ethical theory. Here his targets are theorists 

such as Taylor, MacIntyre and Ricoeur who wish to argue that narrative 

umlcrstanding is in sume st::nse, nect::ssary lu human life c.g. MacIntyre's analysis of 

the quest. Straw on however argues that such an approach: 

E P e~ [s] u id al f elf-control and elf-a arelles in hWllan life that 
i rui taken and potentially pernicious. The aspiration to explicit 
Narrati e If-articulation is natural for ome ... but in others it is highly 
unnatural and ruinous. My guess is that it almost always does more hann 
than g d - that the Narrati e tendency to look for a story or narrati e 
coherence in one's life is in general, a gross hindrance to self-
und tanding: to a just, lBeneral , practically real sense, implicit or 

pJicit of ne's nature. 7 

I think it tart to b come clear in this paragraph the precise nature of my 

disagreement with traws n' p ition! First it becomes apparent in the last sentence 

that tra\: n I perating with a c ncept of the self' that I have spent more than 

me time di unting. uch an appr ach i also apparent when he talks earlier in his 

article a ut h w Narrative involv :; putting some construction on one s life. As 

li h d em'lier in thi chapter there is no self behind the narrati e that i 

in ntr Hing it c n mIction. urthennore it would appear that 

e manner a hri tman fails to understand that for Rico ur 
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narrative understanding is self-understanding. 

I would also strongly contest his claim that narrative understanding does more harm 

than good. Strawson argues at the beginning of his paper that ' if Episodics are 

moved to respond by casting aspersions on tile Diachronic life - finding it somehow 

macerated or clogged, say, or excessively self-concerned, inauthentically second-

order - they too will be mistaken if they think it an essentially inferior form of 

human life.' 10 Unfortunately this spirit of tolerance does not last long and before 

long Strawson is arguing that 'supporters of the etlUcai Narrativity thesis are really 

just talking about themselves ... But even if it is true for them it is not true for other 

types of ethical personality ... My own conviction is that the be t live almost never 

involve thi kind of elf-telling. ,109 Furthermore, Strawson's position is 

fundamentally inconsistent, he presents himself and his experiences as typically 

Episodic, 'I'll use myself as an exam pIe,' and in doing so does exactly what he is 

accu jng narrati e theorists of when they: 

g neralise from their own case with that special, fabulously misplaced 
confidence that people feel when, considering elements of their own 
e 'perience that are exi tentially fundamental for them, they take it that 
the mu t also b fundamental for everyone else. l1 o 

5. ooclu ion 

In conclu ion and having considered a number of arguments against such a position I 

belie e th argument considered in this chapter have demonstrated that Ricoeur' s 

account ofnarrati e id ntity is strong enough to answer those critics I ha e 

con ider d here. Ther fore on tIlis basis I believe that it is possible to give an 

acc unt ofth elf that is coher nt and decentred but oat radically fragmented based 

n uch narrati e account f identity. As McNay argue • the idea of identity baving 

a narrati the po tstructurali t dispersion of the ubj ct wbile 
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still allowing that our narrative coherence does not emerge from an unchanging core 

within the self but rather develops as an attempt to make sense of our temporal 

existence. I I I Having established this I now want to begin to make the links between 

this Wlderstanding of identity and the concept of autonomy. 

III 
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Chapter 5: Narrative Identity and Autonomy Competency 

Before beginning to develop the majn theme of trus final chapter it will be 

worthwhile briefly reviewing how my arguments have developed so far. My primary 

concern in Chapter Two was wi th those varied critiques of the concept of autonomy 

that ha e grown out of feminist tllinking over recent years. One such critique in 

particular, and one that has provoked intense debate is the poststructuralist critique 

of the subject and it was this area of enquuy that formed the basis of my thlrd 

chapter. Tllis critique carries with it a concomitant implication that if there is no such 

thing a the self then there can be no such tbIDg as autonomy. Autonomy therefore, 

according to this school of thought, can only be understood as a conceit of 

Enlightenment thought. The purpose of my last chapter was to demonstrate that in 

ad pting a theory of narrati e identity it is possible to develop an account of the self 

that i sen itive to some of the concerns of poststructuralist thought but WIDch a oids 

it wor t e ce e. Ha ing established this account of a coherent narrative self I will 

now mo e n to con ider what account of autonomy is supported by tills 

und anrung of identity. 

1. and Rico ur 

m arguments and analy i in the previous chapter made clear Ricoeur argues for 

an und r tandin f narrati e identity that is capable of acti ely accomm odating 

rufference. Indeed it c uld b argued that for Ricoeur, such an accommodation of 

ary requirement for UT SUbjectivity. This accommodation is 

a hi d tIlr ugh tll emplotment and concordant ruscordance that bring 

to eth r, th c n rd nee f the ngoing plot and the ru cordance of the p rip t ia, 

u h th han' 10 rtune, r rsal upheaval , unexp ct d en and so 
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forth .,t 

It is, however, of crucial importance to recognise that for Ricoeur this 

accommodation of difference is an ongoing process within our identities and is not 

an end result or final outcome.2 Again the point has to be made that narrative 

identities are not fixed and immutable but possess, as Lois McNay contends, 

'dynamic unity through time' and as a result of this characteristic she argues that 

Ricoeur's work should lead to us to realise that: 

Narrati e elf-fonnation is never complete or fully coherent. [And] in 
order to draw out a more active conception of agency, it is sufficient to 
make the ... case that individuals have the potential to respond in a non
defen 1 e and occasionally creative fashlon to complexIty and 
c ntradiction regardless of whether these differences are effecti ely 
reconciled or not.3 

It is the last ntence of this quote that is my main concern at the beginning of this 

chapter. How can individuals who are understood to ha e a narrative identity, which 

d es not require the resolution of all moments of difference, also be understood to be 

autonomou In order to an wer this question I shall be drawing extensi ely on 

McNay's analysis of Ricoeur and once I have established that it is possible for 

narrati e ubj ts to be (potentially) autonomous I hall then tum to an examination 

o Ric ur's arguments concerning autonomy and its relation to, as he terms it, 

vulnerability. 

In de elopin an c unt of Ric eur tbat point to the possibility of autonomou 

action and a nc McNay corr ctly emphasises his assertion that the identical and 

non-identical ar inextricable and intrinsic to any proce of self-formation. 

Furth nn re and fimp rtance to my thesis, McNay suggests that it is the 

o 
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recognition of this point that suggests renewed grounds for feminists to re-engage 

with the concept ofautonomy.4 McNay categorises these as renewed grounds and as 

a re-engagement because she also identifies a strong trend in feminist writing to 

disconnect such moments of identification and non-identification. This tendency in 

feminist thought then manifests itself in those 'dualisms of the nonnal and the 

excluded, the central and the marginal that tacitly operate in work on subject 

formati n.'s Furthermore, according to McNay, tJlis separation is evident in the 

opposition between a politics of identity and a politics of re-signification. The fonner 

'cannot afford to acknowledge the exclusions upon which it is dependent' because it 

wishes to reaffinn the coherence of the self while the latter 'risks the 'incoherence of 

identity' through an 'unravelling of the symbolic.6, 

So the renewed grounds for feminist engagements with autonomy result, according 

t McNay, from Ricoeur's insistence on the 'necessary intertwinement of the 

moments of identification and distantiation,' which demonstrate that, 'the capacity 

for autonomou thought and action is a potential immanent to the process of subject 

formati n rath r than being based on a denial of the embedded and embodied 

condition .'7 Therefor the feminist concerns that autonomy is an inherently 

rationali tic and radically individualistic concept that were raised back in Chapter 

T" 0 i addr d and an wered through the adoption of such a Ricoeurian 

und anding f a en y. 

er b tr ding thi middl 1-' th Rico ur's philosophy also allows feminist 

thought t peTat at an ab tract theoretical Ie el which too can be the target of 

mini t riti i m. h n m that McNay is identifying her ar tho feminist 
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ideas that suggest that abstract concepts, like autonomy, are based on a denial of our 

connection to the other and on a more generalised dismissal of the embodied 

condition.8 A good example of this form of feminist thought is the ethic of care 

critique which I discussed in Chapter Two that argues that mainstream philosophical 

thought does not recognise the importance of our relations of dependence and 

interconnection. The problem that arises from such a rejection of abstract thought, 

McNay suggests, is that: 

If the ability to act implies some form of transcendence from immediate 
material circumstances, then an unequivocal insistence on the 
embeddedness of the subject undermines ways in which to think of 
agency with respect to transformations in gender norms.9 

0 , a I have already argued, Ricoeur's thought appears to allow us to steer a course 

through recognising our embedded nature and yet not denying the importance of 

abstract theoretical thought. 

Returning to the potential for autonomy; McNay argues that the basis for this lies in 

the intertwinement of those moments of identification and non-identification or 

di tantiation. In trying to explain the importance of distantiation to self 

understanding in Ricoeur's theory of agency it is necessary to go back to those 

argument ncerning ideology and utopia that I discussed in the last chapter. 

A I ha e already argued Ricoeur suggests that ideology and utopia form a 

herm n utic ir I witll ideology representing the historically situated nature of our 

while utopian thinking repre ents OUf ability to imagine a better 

futur . A furtb r ru j I function of this henneneutic circle is critical distantiation, 

am ar I 

rineal di tau ... i it elfintegraI to the henn neutic circle. This is so 
ap b tw en the pre ent (whIch is real) and the future and 
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the past (which are often ideal) provides the possibility of historical 
distantiation. Historical distancing implies self-distancing, a distancing 
of the subject from itself, which allows for a critical self-imagining.)O 

Kearney then goes on to argue that for Ricoeur this dialectic between belonging and 

distancing allows for a transition from prejudice to critical self-appraisal .)) 

Furthennore, this potential for autonomy, according to McNay, is realised in 

Ricoeur' v ark as a result of his analysis of mimesis as a threefold process, the 

structure of which I also discussed in some detail in the last chapter. The process of 

pre-figuration (mimesis)), configuration (mimesis2) and re-figuration (mimesis)) as 

described by Ricoeur allows, she argues, for the development of an account of active 

self interpretation rather than the radical separation of those moments of identity and 

dissidence. Therefore McNay suggests that it is as a result of the tension generated 

b twe n uch moment of distantiation and identification that ultimately allows for 

our p tential for autonomous agency and action or, indeed, critique.)2 

That this argument can be made as a result of Ricoeur' s thought goes some way, 

Mc ay belie es, t an wering the problem faced by Foucault's work wherein the 

terms 'nonnative' and 'normalisation ' become completely conflated. The conflation 

of th term mean that Foucault has difficulties in explaining the active efforts of 

individual to adopt nonnative behaviours but an explanation is needed becau uch 

efli rts are ne ssary and r quir d for the reproduction of e en the most established 

i tal n nn .1 Rather McNay suggests that: 

n~ rmit t n nn cannot simply be inferred from the existence of 
nonns tb m 1 s' it may oftp.n be the case that the actor had to de ise a 
n wand unfamiliar path of action. It is thi capacity for independent and 
e en un , p ct dati n inner nt to the most mundane and normati ely 

ri nt t db h vi ur that Ricoeur invokes with his notion oftbe 
in vito I undins of the moment of mimetic identification and 
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distantiation.14 

Therefore, what McNay's analysis of Ricoeur provides us with is a way to see how it 

is possible to understand an agent, with a narrative identity, as possessing the 

capacity to be autonomous. So far however these arguments remain a highly abstract 

and theoretical account of a potential capacity. Having established this basis though 

allows me now to develop an account of how this potentiality for critique or 

autonomy can be realised in our day to day lives and I shall begin to do so by 

returning to Ricoeur. 

2. Autonomy, Vulnerability and Narrative 

In beginning to 'flesh out' what this potential for autonomy means I will begin by 

examining th e arguments that Ricoeur himself proposes in his article 'Autonomy 

and Vulnerability.' Ricoeur opens this article by arguing that autonomy forms one 

half of a parado ical relation with, as he calls it, vulnerability or fragility. 

The relation between the e two states, he argues is not the same as the relationship 

b t\; een freedom and detenninism, they are not simple antimonies, because they are 

, pp sed to each other in the same universe of thought.' Therefore they fonn a 

parada becau ' it is the same human being who is both of these things from a 

di tferent pint f view ' and again, 'the autonomy in question is that of a fragile, 

vulnerable being. IS 

Rico ur illu trat hi pint by arguing that human beings, at the most basic level, 

p rtain capa itie or potentialities. The e capacities include, he argues, the 

ability t n the cure of things, to influence other protagonists, the 

bihty t ath one wn life into an intelligent and acceptable narrativ and, 

maIl ~ h th capa ity t und r land ur el es as being the actual author of 
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our own acts.16 It would also seem from the discussion of McNay's analysis above 

that another one of these potentialities that we possess is our capacity to be 

autonomous. 

HO\ ever, while we may be 'capable' human beings we are also vulnerable and 

Ricoeur de cribes the correlative incapacities of our fragility thus: 

If the basis of autonomy can be described in terms of the vocabulary of 
ability, it is in that of inability or a lesser ability that human fragility first 
e 'presses itself. It is first as a speaking subject that our mastery appears 
to be threatened ... What immediately comes to mind is not so much a 
natural given as a perverse cultural effect, once the inability to speak 
well results in effectively being expelled from the spbere of discourse. 
In this regard, one of the first fonns of the equality of opportunity has to 
do WIth equality on the plane of bemg able to speak, explain, argue, 
di cus .17 

The e ideas of capabilities, capacities and abilities with regards to the concept of 

autonomy are ones that I shall return to shortly but first I want to continue examining 

Rico ur' arguments. 

A J ha e ju t argued the idea of capacities and incapacities is, according to Ricoeur, 

the mo t elementary fonn of the autonomy-fragility paradox but be also argues that 

our narrati id ntitie are closely tied to this dualism. First, he sugge ts that 

narmti e coherence i a prerequisite for autonomy because: 

The handling of one s own life, as a possibly coherent narrati e, 
r pre ot a high Ie I of competence that has to be taken as one of the 
major component of the autonomy of a subject [of rights). In this 
re p t, ne an peak of education to narrative coherence, of education 
t narrati id ntity. ne can 1 am to tell the same story otherwise, learn 
to I t it b told by ther than on elf, learn to submit the narrative of 

n ' Ii t th critique f d cumentary history .... We therefore sa that 
t be ut n m u ne must be a subject capable ofleading one's life in 
a rd v itll the id a f narrati e coherence. 1 

A M it w uld appear here that Ricoeur ha a very specifi role for the 

n If t pia and that i to a t a th urce of our moral capaciti 
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including, in this instance, autonomy. 19 McCarthy proceeds to raise the concern that 

Ricoeur' s arguments for such an educated narrative self are describing a normative 

ideal rather than the shared condition of all individuals because 'not all human lives 

follow the trajectory of the kind that Ricoeur has in mind.'20 

This is the first of two problems that McCarthy attributes to Ricoeur's account. 

Essentially she is agreeing with Margaret Walker's argument when Walker suggests: 

There is just no plausible move in general from making sense of an 
action in some narrative context to needing to see it against the backcloth 
of an entire life. It is also because I find the more ambitious claims about 
the inclusivene s and centrality of plans, projects, and plots questionable 
as descriptions of actual people' s actual lives, where these nonetheless 
eem decent, good or admirable.21 

Therefore McCarthy is suggesting that Ricoeur's understanding of narrative identity 

cannot account for the fragmented and 'piece meal' nature of people' s lives. Her 

econd objection to Ricoeur' s argument follows from her concern that he does not 

pay enough attention to the effects of power relations on our narrative self-

understanding . 

learl he i mi taken about her first claim, as I have been arguing; narrati e 

identity i the means by which the disparate and intersectional aspects of our 

identitie are gi en a degree of unity and coherence. Ricoeur' s theory of narrati e 

identity a counts very well for the piece meal ' nature of people's lives; this is why 

he argu or til idea f di cordant concordance. McCarthy' s second argument 

howe r, I b lie e, de erves clo er attention . 

h criti ism that Ric eur doe not allow for the effects of power relations is not 

limit t M arthy writing but is a point also made by McNay who uggests that 

h n ugb attention to the ideological and institutional conte t in 

ur on IIHI orr Ilv fif ew Y rk , llwnlUlll Books, 2 7). p 230 

rltJ~r 'atkl. (Land n, Roullodge. 199 ), p. 14 
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which narrative forms operate?2 McCarthy suggests that this omission is the result of 

Ricoeur wishing to be able to deliver a particular account of (autonomous) moral 

agency and so dus leads hjm to, 'focus on those aspects of literature and 

psychoanalysis that lend support to hjs claims that the self can be stabilised through 

narrati e coherence, and that one should ignore those aspects of ... discourse that 

undermine that ery stability., 23 

While this may be a alid criticism of Ricoeur's earlier works I think there is 

evidence that he was aware of these issues and had begun to address them in some of 

hi later publications and which appears to be a point that is conceded by McCarthy 

in later argument ?4 So it is in Autonomy and Vulnerability,' that Ricoeur argues 

that: 

The incapacities that humans inflict upon one another, on the occasion of 
multiple interactions, get added to those brought about by illness, old 
age, and infirmities, in short by the way the world is. They imply a 
speCific orm of power, a power-over that consists in an initial 
ill ymmetric relation between the agent and the receiver of the agent' s 
action . In turn , thi di ymmetry opens the way to all the forms of 
intimidation ... . Here we need to take into consideration the kinds of 
unequal illstribution of the ability to act, especially those that result from 
hierarchies of command and authori~ in societies ... People do not simply 
lack power' they are deprived of it. 2 

o it would appear that Ric eur is aware of the social context and the power 

relation that fonn and influence oUI ability, our capacity, to be autonomous. 

Furthennor Ri ur al acknowledges that there are instances wbereby it becomes 

di fficult, if not imp sible to narrate UI elves '(T]he employment of this capacity 

[t narrate] n t alway happen moothly, as is indicated by the inability of 

man UTVt ring til ir w unded memories to verbal e pression in narrative .. .' 
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26 Here Ricoeur gives an example of the survivors of concentration camps but Susan 

Bri on in her article 'Outliving Oneself widens this to include the survivors of many 

different types of trauma inclucting rape and soldiers who suffer post-traumatic stress 

disorder as a result of being in combat.2
? Brison, a survivor of rape herself, writes 

vividly about how the effects of her ordeal affected her ability to understand who she 

was and who she had become and points to research on combat trauma which 

suggests that: 

Traumatic memory is not narrative. Rather it is experience that re-occurs, 
either a full sensory replay of traumatic events in dreams or flashbacks, 
with all things seen, heard, smelled, and felt intact, or as disconnected 
fragrnents. 28 

Intere tingly both Ricoeur and Brison while highlighting the difficulty of trauma 

survi ors to construct meaningful narratives also point to the therapeutic and healing 

aspe ts for such survivor to place their experiences within new understandings and 

new narrati e . Brison writes of how in constructing a narrative of the traumatic 

e nt and then haring tlllS narrative with others, the survi or not only begins to 

integrate Utat e ent into their life with a before and after' but that in doing so the 

individual al begin to gain control over the occurrence of the flashbacks that 

chara teri post-traumatic tres disorder. 29 

The fact that tm i n t an uncommon experience for those who have suffered some 

fonn oftrnuma i upported by another writer who also discusses this aspect of 

narrati and id nrity, Momy J y. Joy, in an article dealing with the 

auto i graphical writing of ince_ t victims, suggests tbat: 

\i men ha eben manipulated and violated so that their 
n id r d damaged ... Tbe fir t priority of the e women 

III t bar claiming, a retrieval of a sense of identity .. . The 

arth , p 
c:.cJf TllIuma, Mcm ry, and Pers nalJdenbty,' In Fermlnl LJ &tJunk tJw I/. cd. 0 T Me)-

19(7) 
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focus in their autobiographical narratives is to investigate this trauma and 
its influences to the exclusion of all else. In their narratives and their 
earch for meaning, they would appear, in the very act of confronting 

their pa t in writing, to be constituting an identity. 30 

What the e arguments from Ricoeur, Joy and Brison all seem to suggest is that 

experiencing a trawna and its debilitating after effects can seriously affect the 

individual ' sense of identity. Indeed these experiences can affect the individual 

concerned to the extent that they find it difficult, ifnot impossible, to construct a 

narrati e account of themselves, let alone one that incorporates their ordeal. 

Howe er, all of these writers also suggest that is with the construction of a new 

narrati e that a degree of healing can be achieved. These arguments are, of course, 

completely in line with the assertion that our personal (narrative) identity is mutable. 

Before drawing any conclusions from my discussion of these arguments I think it 

will be beneficial to review and clarify the steps that have been taken so far . In 

summary what I believe the arguments of these two opening sections demonstrate is 

that first , it i po ible to understand agents with narrative identities as possessing 

the p tential for autonomou agency and action. This is the position that I think is 

being argued for in McNay's analysis of Ricoeur. 

Following tll e tabli hment of this position and Ricoeur's arguments, as de eloped 

in hi later wor , it i po ible to argue that not only do we, as human beings, have 

this capability for aut nomy but that it is one that is precarious and susceptible to 

bing rridd n b an u fragilities and vulnerabilities. These fragilities are felt 

d in a number of way but it is clear that Ricoeur is aware that amongst 

th th th that nginate in and from y terns of oppression found in 

m m W t m i ti . inally it i clear from my discu sion, of not only 

t In t V1\:lIms' In Paul Ri IV and 'erraln .. COtfI t and 
Pres • 1997 • p. 9 
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Ricoeur but also Brison and Joy, that our ability to construct narratives, and therefore 

our ability to sustain a sense of identity, is not one that should be taken for granted. 

That this is the case becomes clear when the evidence of the experiences of trauma 

survi ors is considered because their stories show that this capacity to make sense of 

ourselves is vulnerable and can be very easily overridden and damaged. Therefore, 

following McNay's argument that the potentiality for autonomy lies in Ricoeur's 

accounts of emplotment and mimesis which in turn are central to his arguments for 

narrati e identity it would seem then that if our ability to construct a narrative is 

impaired so too is our capacity to be autonomous. 

So far in my discussion of McNay and Ricoeur much has been said of our potential 

to be autonomous. The question that this seems to raise is how this potentiality, this 

capacity is to be realised and can we talk of potential without in some way slipping 

into orne fonn of naturalism? The answer to the first question, I would suggest, is 

to adopt a competencies account of autonomy and, indeed, this would appear to be 

supp rted by Ric eur who explicitly talks of the 'high levels of competence,' needed 

for aut n mous b haviour. AI , according to Diana Meyers, to become competent 

in an activity d es presuppose some 'native potentialities' but that it is not possible 

to acquir the rep rt ry f kill required to achie e competency outside of a social 

ettin . wbil an individual may have more or less aptitude for any given activity 

it an 01 b more r Ie fully realised through instruction or practice.)! Meyers 

her gi s th ample ofM zart' prodigious musical talent which, she argues 

w uld ne r ha reached it full expres ion ifhe had been born the son of a poor 

agri ultural \l rk r rath r than the child of musician. Therefore, she concludes 

ar neither purely natural but neither are they purely s cial and so, ' all 

I hoict (N(l\1 yon.. C h.unbia UniVCI'Slt 
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people have the inborn potential necessary for autonomy, but.. .they learn how to 

consult their selves through social experience.,32 Clearly what is meant and entailed 

by a competencies account of autonomy now needs to be clarified and expanded 

upon . 

3. Autonomy Competency 

In beginning to discuss what is meant by a competencies account of autonomy I am 

going to tart by con idering what it does not entail. What a competencies account 

does not allow for is conceprualising autonomy in such a way that it is understood as 

being a state of being that is achieved or entered into as a final end point. This is an 

argument that has already been encountered within tilis thesis as this is the concept 

of autonomy that is proposed by Kohlberg when he argues that the final stage of 

moral de e\opment is achieved when we adopt Kant's categorical imperative and 

accept that right is acting in accordance with rules that you would be willing to 

recogm a uni er al laws i.e. Kantian moral autonomy. 

Funherrnore, a argued in Chapter 2, Kohlberg maintained that this pattern of 

de elopm nt i uni er al and irrever ible, so once you have progressed through these 

ta e of de lopment it is impossible to regres : so once you are (morally) 

auton m u you remain (moral ly) autonomous. While recognising that Kohlberg is 

talkin . tri tlyab ut moral de elopment and therefore moral autonomy and that this 

nc rn d with p r nal autonomy I think that it is clear to see that such a 

tali under anding fthe tate of autonomy i in upportable for a number of 

tand our I e and ur id ntities as dynamic , fluid and ubject to 

hang Ih n it land t rea 11 that ur characteristic and our attribute wiB al be 
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dynamic, fluid and subject to change. Autonomy should not, therefore, be construed 

as a tatic character attribute but should rather be understood as something that is 

achieved in degrees and that this achievement can and does alter over time. 

This achievement, according to Meyers, comes as the result of the individual 

becoming more or less competent at 'a repertory of co-ordinated skills' that supports 

autonomous action and agency.33 In her article, 'Intersectional Identity and the 

Authentic Self' Meyers suggests that this co-ordinated set of skills should include 

but is not limited to: 

)I 

i) Introspective skills which allow individuals to become sensiti e to their 

own feelings and desires and also allows them to interpret their subjective 

e, perience. 

ii) Irnaginati e skills which allow individuals to imagine a variety of 

po ible futures open to them. 

111 Memory kills allow individuals to recall rele ant experiences not only 

from their own past but those that they have been told about. 

Communication kills allow individuals to access and benefit from 

th r' p rceptions advice and support in any given situation. 

Analytical and reasoning kills which allow individuals to compare and 

the different options that are open to t11em at any given time. 

VI Volitional kill which allow individuals to resi t pres UTe from others to 

ad pt r mbmc a elf-understanding that they do not view as their own. 

Th kill al enable agent to r main committed to an understanding 
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of themselves that they consider to be genuinely their own or even 

authentic.34 

At fir t glance this list of skills may seem overwhelming. I remember noting a query 

in the margin of my book when I first read Meyer' s article wondering who this 

individual was that they could possess all these skills and be sufficiently proficient in 

all the e areas to count as an autonomous agent? A similar concern is raised by Beate 

Rossler in her article 'Problems with Autonomy' when she argues that: 

Although the autonomy or freedom of the individual is in itself an 
acceptable ideal, we simply do not live in a way that corresponds to it, 
nor could we ever. Everyday life, normal everyday chaos, is always 
much too 10 olved and comphcated to pemllt us to speak of an 
autonomous life as being something actually realizable.35 

Ros ler ' s argument may well be a valid one if the concept of autonomy under 

consideration was that of a static state, i.e. you are either autonomous or you are not. 

Howe er, I do not think that her criticism stands against a competencies account and 

neither do I feel now that my initial reaction to Meyers ' skills inventory was 

justi fi ed. 

According t Meyer for an individual to be autonomous they must possess and 

succe fully u e th kill listed above that constitute autonomy competency. 

How r cogni es the criticism that such a ' conception of autonomy 

th lmpr ion that autonomou people must make autonomy their major 

pr upati n in life. 36 I do not think, and neither does Meyers, that a competencies 

a m ha to leav !! with this impression. 

In t d a wh n r fi t r ad the Ii t of skill that Meyers belie es necessary to 

I w dismay d a it eemed to require individuals to be 

~h<Vlltl ldentit nd the Authentic lr in /U /atlona/ Au/onomy: F~mjnisl Per. ~Ct{''f!6 an 
I / if. cd C. kenzie Md N. Ij r (OxfM1, Oxford Univcml Pr 2000). p. 166 
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constantly on their toes. Autonomous agents, this list seemed to suggest, appear not 

only to be thinking about what they are doing but also how they are doing it, all the 

time! However, after giving the issue some thought it began to become clear that 

actually this is a list of skills that, once we have learnt how to, many of us exercise 

without paying too much attention to. These capabilities become habit; attitudes and 

approaches that we adopt but that we do not necessarily have to analyse every time 

we use them. Furthermore, understanding autonomy and the skills appropriate to it, 

in this manner is I believe, entirely in keeping with Ricoeur's arguments about 

innovation and sedimentation in the development of character traits. 

That we do not ha e to constantly pay attention to our autonomy competency is an 

argument that Meyers also rejects. She suggests that rather than live in a constant 

state of intr p ction autonomous individuals should instead be sensitive to feeling 

ashamed di gusted, exasperated or dismayed with themselves. Feelings such as 

the Meyer argue uggest that the individual has on that occasion failed to exert 

autonomou c ntr lover their actions.37 They are the warning bells that alert us to 

th fa t that \J ha e not thought or behaved as we would wish oursel es to and that 

we n d to t p and actively re-assess our behaviour. Furthermore Meyers suggests 

that th fact that we allan occasions, feel like this also points to the reality that we 

are not and ind d cannot b autonomous all the time because to believe that we are 

i to a rt wr n ly orne form of human infallibility.38 

er t argue that we do not ne d to give our full attention to our autonomy 

kill all fthe time i not to ugge t that we can ignore them and that they will take 

them el . A Me er argues, 'autonomy cannot be sustained without the 
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exercise of autonomy skills, for these skills atrophy with disuse. ,39 This atrophy may 

result not only from disuse due to apathy or laziness but I think it is also possible for 

such skills to be actively undermined or destroyed in oppressive or abusive 

situations. We have already seen how uffering from a traumatic event, for example 

a sexual assault, can disrupt an individual's ability to construct a narrative. I think it 

is al 0 possible to suggest that such trauma can also radically affect the agent's 

autonomy. Many women who are the victims of domestic abuse, psychological as 

well as physical, are actively deprived, over time, of the opportunities to exercise 

their autonomy skills: 

He was a ery dominating person. You did what he said or else. You 
went to bed when he said, you got up when he said, you ate when he 
said you went out when he said and you drank when he said. If you went 
out at night with him and you didn 't want any more to drink, we 'd get 
into the car and he'd tear down the road and tben he 'd slam the brakes on 
o hard, I'd hit my head on the windscreen.40 

Clearly a woman in this situation is not in control of her life. She is not self-

detennining or self-directing however the benefit of adopting a competency account 

of autonomy means that such an individual does not have to be understood as 

lacking autonomy in eery way. This type of autonomy Meyers characterises as 

epi dic r narrowly programmatic, rather than globally programmatic.41 Viewing 

autonomy in thi manner, as occurring unevenly, allows us to construct accounts of 

auton my that ar capable of explaining how it is that someone is capable of 

r i in their aut nomy competencies in one area of their life but not in another. 

ni ing that women uch as the anonymous respondent above can still be 

mlntm 11 aut n mou in the face of such barbaric and oppressive behaviour allows 

u t exp\ in h \ it i that they can resist such behaviour and leave the relationship, 

cd III V inne. . Harkcll ond J. Ni on, uaving Violent Men: A Study ofRtfugt and Housins 
n It 1 WI.."rn ·~ AlII FN1'IOI'''''' F.nlJlnntl r J,1 1 QAA), I' 4 
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or at lea t attempt to. 

Furthennore, Meyers suggests that because of patterns of gendered socialisation such 

capabilities are not acquired equally so that men and women tend to exercise such 

autonomy competencies in an uneven manner. As Mackenzie and Stoljar suggest: 

Contemporary Western cultures ... tend to encourage in women the skills 
in 01 ed in elf-discovery because they encourage the development in 
women of emotional receptivity and perceptiveness. However, women 
are les likely to be encouraged to develop skills of self-direction and 
self-definition. It is precisely these skiUs that are more likely to be 
de eloped in men, at the expense of skills of self-discovery:u 

Meyers e, pands her position by arguing that women who are subject to such 

gendered ocialisation are also more likely to exercise episodic or narrowly 

programmatic autonomy. 

Of cour e it does not necessarily follow that those women who have grown into 

adultho din cieties that have strong gender identities see themselves as oppressed 

or as unhappy. Mey rs points to those individuals whose lives are happy, smooth 

running and apparently happy but yet, according to her account, do not count as 

autonomou agent either: 

uch p ople may lead lives that conform to customary expectations 
ab ut v hat constitutes a worthwhile life - thus they may be mistaken for 
aut n m u peopl - but a cursory inspection of their decision making 
pr dure Wtll re eal tllat they do not control their own lives - thus they 
ar not autonomou .43 

Thi argum nt b gin t return us to the concern that I raised at the very beginning of 

thi the i • that femini t philosophers working on theories of autonomy are often not 

n m d with those outrageou character tlle nefarious neurosurgeons and 

the b m hypnoti t that p pulate so many hierarchical / procedural accounts of 

aut n m . In a I u 'e t d iliat feminist philo opbers were engaged with the very 
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real forces of oppressive socialisation and actual prevailing social norms and with 

trying to explain their difficult and complex effects on women's ability to lead 

autonomous lives. The difficulties in trying to sort out the technicalities of whether 

someone has autonomously chosen to be heteronomous, or indeed if this is even a 

Ii e possibility, were also considered at this point. 

There are a number of arguments that are being nm together here but in order to 

an wer them I will need to begin to consider whether the concept of autonomy 

should be understood as a being purely procedural or if, instead, it should be 

construed in some sense as substantive. After considering the debates involved in 

trying to answer this question I shall also consider whether autonomy is 

constituti ely relational or not. 

4. Proc dural versu Sub tantive Accounts of Autonomy 

In their mo t basic tenns procedural accounts of autonomy argue that the contents of 

an agent's de ire beliefs, values and emotional attitudes are irrelevant to the issue 

fwhether or not the agent is autonomous with respect to their actions.44 The 

preval nee of uch accounts within contemporary philosophy is, argues James 

Ta lor, a a result of the recognition that philosophical discussions: 

mu t tak into account the deep pluralism of contemporary Western 
iety and that employing a discursive framework that holds respect for 

[pr c dural] autonomy to be one of its central tenets would achieve this. 
Thl I b cau to resp ct autonomy is to allow persons to form. revise, 
and pur ue their wn conception of the good.4s 

I arl thi d bat ha tr ng connections to the debates in political philosophy over 

th liberal principle f neutrality. 

lnt re tin 1 r characteri es her competency account as a procedural theory of 

lit I I : 'w Eissn 's on Arona/ Alltonomy and Its Rok In ConI mpcrary Moral 
c Uru It Pre . 200 pp. 11:1-9 
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autonomy because, she argues, we all, as individuals, differ too greatly in terms of 

talents, character traits, abilities and our values for us to be able to construct a 

blueprint of what it is that constitutes an autonomous life. For Meyers, 'whether 

episodic or programmatic, what makes the difference between autonomous and 

heteronomous decisions is the way in which people arrive at them - the procedures 

they follow or fail to follow. ,46 

Adopting such a procedural approach has the benefit of allowing us to regard more 

people rather than less as autonomous and this in turn is desirable according to 

Dworkin because, 'any feature that is going to be fundamental in moral thinking 

must be a feature that persons share. ,47 It does not, however, address the central 

concern of much feminist writing on autonomy that: 

If women's professed desires are products of their inferior position, 
should we give credence to those desires? If so, we seem to be 
capitulating to institutionalised injustice by gratifying warped desires. If 
not we seem to be perpetuating injustice by showing the deepest 
disrespect for these individuals.48 

It is in trying to answer these questions that feminist theorists such as Catriona 

Mackenzie and Marina Oshana have argued for substantive rather than procedural 

accounts of autonomy. 

There are, broadly speaking, two forms of substantive autonomy theories~ strong and 

weak. Oshana is a proponent of strong substantive autonomy theory which suggests 

that in order to count as autonomous the choices and preferences of all agents require 

specific contents.
49 

Mackenzie on the other hand argues for a weakly substantive 

understanding of autonomy which calls for constraints on the contents of our desires 

46 Meyers. 1989. p. 52 
41 Gerald Dworkin. The Theory and Practice of Autonomy (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,l988). p. 9 
" Meyers, 1989, p. xi 
~9 Marina Oshana., 'PcrsooaJ Autonomy and Society', in Journal a/Social Philosophy, Vo1.29 No. 1 (1998),81-102 
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and references in order to be considered autonomous.50 The problem for such 

substantive accounts of autonomy as given by Oshana and Mackenzie is that they 

often have to defend themselves against charges of exposing agents to the danger of 

'extensive forms of unwarranted paternalistic intervention.' 51 

One critic of substantive approaches such as these is John Christman whose 

procedural approach to autonomy I briefly discussed at the end of Chapter 1. 

Christman is sympathetic to the arguments that any account of autonomy must be 

historical and awake to the fact that our capacity for reflection on our desires and 

preferences can be subject to various distorting influences e.g. alcohol, drugs, and 

high emotions.52 However, Christman rejects any substantive approach to autonomy 

on the grounds that it, 'problematically imports a perfectionist view of human values 

into the account of autonomy and thereby threaten(s) to undermine the usefulness of 

the concept in certain theoretical and practical contexts in which it is often seen to 

function . ,53 

It should be noted that Christman has a tendency to group all fonns of substantive 

autonomy theory under the label of relational autonomy. This is unhelpful because as 

I have already noted there are two main fonns of argument for substantive autonomy 

(weak and strong) and furthennore, Meyer's arguments, which she describes as 

procedural, are also included under the heading of relational autonomy. However, it 

soon becomes clear that Christman's main target for criticism is the strongly 

substantive account given by Oshana. 

In Oshana's articles 'Personal Autonomy and Society,' and 'How Much Should We 

50 Catriwa Mackenzie 'Relationul Autonomy. Nonnative Authority and Perfectionism: in Journal o(Soclal Philosophy. Vol. 
39 NO. 4 (2008), 512-533 . . 
" MnckeDUcie, p. 513 

II Joim Christman, 'Relaticcal Autonomy, Liberal Individualism, and the Social Constituticc of Selves' , Philosophical Studies 
11 7(2004), 143-164 ' 
» Christman,2004. p. 146 
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Value Autonomy?' she contends that even with the conditions that Christman places 

on his procedural understanding of autonomy such an account still allows us to 

understand as autonomous an agent who has chosen a life of submission to 

oppressive relationships and social structures. In 'How Much Should We Value 

Autonomy?' Oshana uses an example of an educated woman who chooses to submit 

herself to the constraints imposed by the Taliban though it would be equally possible 

to use examples of women in the United States of America who describe themselves 

as surrendered wives and form part of what has become known as the Quiverful 

movement. Such women can be understood as satisfying the conditions for 

procedural autonomy but, Oshana argues, once they have made such a decision, to 

live a life of subservience and dependence upon their husbands and religious leaders, 

such women have in fact forfeited their global or dispositional autonomy. 54 As 

Mackenzie argues, 'for Oshana .. . autonomy precludes a socio-relational status that 

subordinates an agent to the will of others and thereby constrains her future 

h · ,55 
C Olces. 

One of the key criticisms that Christman makes of such substantive theories of 

autonomy is to charge them with internal inconsistency. Again Christman's main 

target here is Oshana's approach and he raises this charge of inconsistency because, 

he argues, ' as fundamentally "social" as this account appears, there are curiously 

individualistic elements to it. ,56 Oshana, in line with nearly all feminist theorising, 

wishes to stress the embedded and relational nature of agency but it would seem that 

for the Taliban woman in Oshana's example to count as autonomous she would have 

to reject those very social relations that constitute and make up her identity. This 

inconsistency arises because of Oshana's strongly substantive belief that, 

" Marina Oshana, 'How Much Should We V nJuc AulooODl y?' Social Philosophy a/xl Policy. Vol. 20 No. 2 (2003). 99-126 
1.1 Mackenzie. p. 521 
uChri tman, 2004. p. 150 
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' autonomous agents must have certain value commitments and/or must be treated in 

certain normatively acceptable ways. ,57 

This criticism of Christman' s also points to his other concern with substantive 

theories of autonomy and that is their moral and or political perfectionism. As I 

briefly mentioned earlier procedural theories remain content neutral because it is 

argued that to do otherwise would have two deleterious effects. First, allowing 

substantive content to agent's beliefs and preferences would, Christman argues, 

undennine the respect due to the autonomy of those individuals who, for religious 

and ideological reasons, choose to authentically embrace modes of life that are based 

on hierarchies of status and subservience. Second, Christman argues that substantive 

theories of autonomy run the risk of disenfranchising those individuals who are 

already marginalised and discriminated against politically and socially. Both of these 

points, Christman argues, suggest that the adoption of substantive, perfectionist 

theories of autonomy open up the potential risk of paternalistic interventions because 

to say of a person (in relation to the content of her beliefs or values) that, ' she is not 

autonomous implies that she does not enjoy the status marker of an independent 

citizen whose perspective and value orientation get a hearing in the democratic 

process that constitutes legitimate social policy.'58 

That we should be alert to the potential dangers of social exclusion and paternalism 

seems to me to be a central tenet of feminist thought and I think Christman is correct 

to highlight the possibility of them resulting from such strongly substantive thinking 

on autonomy. Like Christman and Mackenzie, I think that strong substantive theories 

of autonomy such as Oshana' s can legitimately be criticised for not taking these 

11 hri tman, 2004, p. l SI 
II ' ,1m n,2004, P 157 
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dangers into account.59 However, like Mackenzie but unlike Christman, I do not feel 

that those accounts of autonomy that are weakly substantive are susceptible to the 

same charges. Furthermore, I agree with Meyers when she suggests that in the 

context of pervasive and powerful socialising forces that it is not autonomy that 

should be taken for granted in the absence of proven heteronomy. It is autonomy that 

must be proven.60 

Mackenzie begins her defence of a weakly substantive theory of autonomy by 

suggesting that procedural accounts of autonomy are not secure from worrying about 

the dangers of paternalism either. All theories of autonomy, Christman' s procedural 

account included, argue that there are conditions that must be met before anyone can 

be considered autonomous. Therefore, any theory of autonomy, procedural or 

substantive, Mackenzie argues, should take care to ensure that it is not being used 'to 

justify unwarranted paternalism or to further politically disenfranchise the 

marginalised. ,61 

Mackenzie then builds her argument by also stressing the 'by degrees' nature of 

autonomy. Once this is recognised, she argues, it follows that our rights, as citizens, 

to de jure political autonomy can and should be understood as requiring a minimal 

threshold level of competence. If considered capable of reaching this minimal level 

of competence agents should then be entitled to enjoy all the rights and liberties that 

this guarantees, including, Mackenzie stresses, the freedom from unwarranted 

paternalistic interventions from the state. However, Mackenzie contends, political 

autonomy is not the same as personal autonomy. Again, personal autonomy is to be 

understood as being obtained and held in degree but in this instance the capacities 

" Maclcenzie, p. 523 
60 Meyers, 1989, p. 86 
61 Macken7.i p. 523 
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required to be considered autonomous go far beyond the minimal threshold of our de 

. 'ght 62 Jure n s. 

Mackenzie concludes, in part, that Christman is right to raise the possibility that 

those theories of autonomy which place excessively stringent qualifying conditions 

on personal autonomy could be used to undennine the de jure rights of individuals to 

political autonomy. She goes on though to suggest that what Christman fails to do 

however is to consider the ways in which weaker substantive conditions could playa 

positive role: 

For they can be used to explain how abusive or oppressive interpersonal 
relationships and exclusionary social and political institutions are unjust; 
namely, because they impair and restrict agents ' capacities to develop 
and exercise de/acto personal autonomy, even if they possess dejure 
rights to political autonomy.63 

Furthennore, Mackenzie accepts Christman's charge that substantive theories of 

autonomy are perfectionist but is untroubled by this claim. Instead she argues that 

such an argument should not be regarded as a decisive criticism of weakly 

substantive theories of autonomy. 

Perfectionism, for Christman, entails the belief that there are values and moral 

principles that are valid for all agents independent of the judgement of those 

individuals. Liberation from oppression, he argues: 

Must be undertaken within a nonnative framework that leaves the most 
room for disparate voices, even those that endorse traditional and 
authoritarian value systems, for it must be accepted, in principle at least, 
that many women and marginalised people will embrace traditional 
conceptions of social life and cultural values that offend western ideals 
of individual self-sufficiency.64 

I find the last part of this quote from Christman most perplexing in light of the huge 

body of feminist thought that itself finds those western ideals of individual self-

52 Mackenzie, p. 523 
6) Mackenzie. p. 524 
~ Christman, p. 152 
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sufficiency offensive and wishes to recast both subjectivity and autonomy in 

relational terms. Furthermore, and as Mackenzie argues, moral or political 

perfectionism does not have to be construed as a form of monism that can only 

conceive of and allow one understanding of the good. Instead she argues that it is 

possible to construct a conception of autonomy that is based on a form of 

perfectionism that can support, and be supported by, a form of value pluralism.65 

Mackenzie' s analysis of this form of perfectionism that incorporates value pluralism 

is reliant on the theories of Joseph Raz. In The Morality o/Freedom Raz suggests 

that autonomy is not one goal amongst many that can be adopted or rejected at will 

by the individual. Instead, he argues, autonomy forms an important part in leading a 

good, valuable and flourishing human life. Raz then moves on to argues that such a 

view of autonomy based perfectionism actually entails value pluralism rather than a 

singular conception of the good. This is because, he argues: 

Autonomy is exercised through choice, and choice requires a variety of 
options to choose from . To satisfy the conditions of the adequacy of the 
range of options the options available must differ in respects which may 
rationally affect choice. If all the choices in a life are like the choice 
between two identical cherries from a fruit bowl, then that life is not 
autonomous.66 

So, Mackenzie contends, such a perfectionist account allows us to argue that the 

state and other social institutions have a positive duty to promote the autonomy of 

their citizens by fostering the social conditions for autonomy.67 Such an approach 

also, she suggests, provides us with the me<!.l1S to get to the heart of Os han a's Taliban 

example. What is of importance is not whether the woman in this example can 

autonomously choose to surrender her autonomy but that in making such a choice 

she forfeits ' an important condition for leading a flourishing life,' and , 'is also 

6.1 Mackenzie, p. 528-9 
66 Joseph R.az, Morality of Freedom, (Oxford, Clarendon Press, \986), p. 398 
'" MllCkcnzic, p. 530 
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supporting a way of life that requires all women to make this forfeit., 68 

That adopting such a perfectionist account of autonomy allows for its promotion as a 

matter of social justice is no small argument. However, while it allows us to criticise 

oppressive regimes such as the Taliban I think more work is needed if we are to 

construct a weakly substantive account of autonomy that can account for instances of 

vulnerability or fragility on a more personal scale e.g. women who have suffered 

domestic abuse. As I argued earlier autonomy is best understood as entailing 

competency in a number of skills e.g. memory, communication and reasoning skills. 

However, a number of theorists such as Catriona Mackenzie and Paul Benson want 

to argue that while these skills are necessary for the individual to be autonomous 

they are not sufficient. Rather, they suggest, being autonomous also requires having 

a certain attitudes towards oneself that include self-respect, self-worth and self-

trust. 69 

The importance of holding these attitudes can be seen if we look at Meyer's category 

of analytical and reasoning skills. Holding such skills, she suggests, gives us the 

ability to compare and assess the different options that are available to us at any 

given moment before making a choice between them. However, if we then consider 

the ways in which women in abusive relationships have their self-worth and their 

self-respect eroded over time by the actions of their partners we can see that such 

skills become empty of any real opportunity. As Mackenzie argues, 'Lack of self-

esteem undermines autonomy because if one does not think of one's life and one's 

activities as worthwhile it is difficult to determine what to do and how to act. ' 70 

61 Mackenzie, p. 529 
69 MackC!lZle, p. 525 and Paul Benson, 'Feminist Intuitions and the NamaLive Substance of Autol1(my,' in Personal 
AUTonomy: New Enays on Personal AuTonomy and Its Role in Contemporary Moral Philosophy, ed. 1.S. Tayle ... (Cambridge 
University Press, 2(05) 
'" Mackenzie, p. 525 
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Furthermore, in an article entitled 'Autonomy, Vulnerability, Recognition and 

Justice,' Axel Honneth and Joel Anderson argue that our capacity for 'basic self-

confidence' is central to the kind of reflexive self-interpretation that is involved in 

autonomous deliberation. 71 Mackenzie then construes this argument as suggesting 

that a, ' lack of self-trust or self-confidence impairs our capacity to understand 

ourselves and to respond flexibly to life changes.' 72 These arguments, I suggest, lead 

us back to Ricoeur, because what these writers seem to be describing are those states 

of vulnerability or fragility that Ricoeur argues stand in opposition to autonomy and 

that I discussed in Chapter Four. 

Such weakly normative considerations must be allowed to take their place in the 

reconfiguration of autonomy called for by so many feminist theorists. I do not feel 

that such substantive claims mean that we have to revert to a transcendent claim 

about autonomy. This is because the substantive capacities that I am claiming are 

necessary for an agent to be considered autonomous can be understood as contextual, 

fluid and, like all the other autonomy competencies, held in degree. So, for example, 

it is perfectly possible to imagine a scenario where a woman could feel self-

confident and have a high degree of trust in her own abilities at work but at the same 

time this woman could also be in a personal relationship that does not allow her to 

exercise that same self-confidence at home. 

Furthermore, in understanding autonomy in this weakly substantive way it allows us 

to see that while the Jesuit monk of Chapter One may not be fully autonomous we 

may choose not to be troubled by that state of affairs because his capacities for self-

esteem and self-worth have not been eroded. At the same time such an approach also 

1\ Joel Anderson, and Axel Honneth, ' Autonomy. Vulnerability. Recognition, and Justice'. in Alltonomy and the Challengu to 
[)bcrali.rm: New Essays' cd. J. Cluistman and J. Anderson (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2005) 
12 Mackenzie, p. 525 
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allows us to be concerned for those agents who may on the surface appear to be 

exercising autonomous preferences but whose abilities and capacities have been 

seriously undermined by oppressive social and interpersonal relations From these 

arguments I think it is clear that autonomy should be conceptualised as a weakly 

substantive concept but before drawing any final conclusions there is one last 

argument that needs to be clarified and that is whether autonomy should also be 

understood as a relational concept. 

5. Relational Autonomy 

In what has become an article often cited by those writing about feminist approaches 

to autonomy Mackenzie and Stoljar suggest in 'Autonomy Refigured' that many of 

these accounts point to the need for 'a more fme-grained and richer account of the 

autonomous agent [and] to the need to think of autonomy as a characteristic of 

agents who are emotional, embodied, desiring, creative and feeling as well as 

rational, creatures.' 73 

Furthermore, Mackenzie and Stoljar suggest that those arguments that have analysed 

the ways in which socialisation and social relationships can both enhance and 

impede an agent's capacity for autonomy have also highlighted the way in which an 

agent's self-conception is connected to both her social context and her capacities for 

autonomy. Therefore, they suggest, theorists who wish to emphasis these 

connections look in particular at the relation~hips that can be drawn between 

autonomy and feelings of self-respect, self-worth and self-trust.74 Such arguments 

Mackenzie and Stoljar suggest should be considered as providing support for the 

concept of relational autonomy. 

It must be recognised though that those theories that argue for the existence of 

71 Mackenzie and Stoljar. p. 21 
" M c.k nzj and Stoljar. p. 22 
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causally necessary relational conditions for the attainment of autonomy cause little 

controversy amongst contemporary philosophers. This is an argument made by 

Freidman in Autonomy, Gender and Politics when she argues that, 'mainstream 

philosophers of autonomy are not guilty of the feminist charge that they simply 

ignore social relationships in their accounts of autonomy.' 75 This is a fair point and 

while, for example Christman, rejects the label of relational autonomy he does accept 

that certain social conditions must be present in order for autonomy to be present. I 

do however think it needs to be made clear that Friedman is, I believe, referring to 

very recent philosophers of autonomy because as I argued in Chapter One there have 

been contemporary and highly influential accounts that have not taken the contextual 

and historical nature of autonomy ·nto account. 

Having made this argument Friedman does then go on to say that acknowledging this 

shift in mainstream philosophical thought is not to suggest that feminists should no 

longer be concerned with the concept of autonomy but that the debate now lies in 

answering the question: 

Is the inherent relationality of autonomy fully explained by the social 
nature of the selves who realise it, or is autonomy, apart from the social 
nature of the persons who realise it, also a social trait or process? For that 
matter, what could it mean to say that autonomy per se is intrinsically 
social or constitutively social?76 

I shall now focus on this question of whether autonomy should be considered as 

constitutively relational but answering it will prove to be a little more contentious 

than establishing relational agency. To be honest I am not entirely sure that the 

distinction that Freidman is trying to make here can in fact be made but this is a 

point that I shall develop while considering the arguments of Jules Holroyd who 

does accept this distinction . 

11 Marilyn Friedman, Autonomy, Gender, Politics (Oxford, Oxford Univenity Press. 2003). p. 97 
l' rriedman, p. 96 
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In an article titled 'Relational Autonomy and Paternalistic Intervention,' Jules 

Holroyd argues that accounts of autonomy that understand it as constitutively 

relational incorporate the following condition: a necessary condition for 

autonomous agency is that the agent stands in social relations S. 77 Holroyd rejects 

such a position because, she argues, accounts of relational autonomy, ' cannot play 

one of autonomy's key normative roles: identifying those agents who ought to be 

protected from (hard) paternalistic intervention.'78 

It is immediately clear that Holroyd's concerns about relational autonomy are 

similar to those of Christman's that I considered in the previous section because she 

too is concerned that relational theories of autonomy allow for the possibility of 

paternalistic interventions in the lives of seemingly competent autonomous agents. 

However, there are also significant differences between these two thinkers. 

As already considered in the previous section Christman's suggestion is that 

relational theories of autonomy cannot prevent paternalism because they allow 

moral and political perfectionism, they are in other words, value laden. Holroyd's 

contention is that while Christman is right to reject constitutively relational 

conceptions of autonomy he does so for the wrong reasons: 

For Christman, 'that the agent does not subscribe to certain values' is the 
wrong reason for regarding her as lacking in self-governance. The 
concern here, rather, is that, 'that the agent does not stand in certain 
social relations' is the wrong reason tor regarding her as lacking in self
governance.79 

According to Holroyd the relations in which an agent stands should have no bearing 

on whether it is pennissible or not to allow paternalistic interventions into that 

agent's life. Rather, she argues, decisions such as these should be based on the 

agent's competence in exercising her autonomy-relevant capacities, a point that 

" Jules Holroyd, 'Re1aticnal Aulonomy and Paternalistic Interventions,' Res Publica, Vo1.15 No. 4 (2009), 321-336 (p. 321) 
71 Holroyd, p. 321 
1t Holroyd, p. 335 
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Holroyd says 'holds irrespective of whether constitutively relational conceptions are 

value laden or not. ,so 

It should be made clear at this point that Holroyd is specifically concerned with 

autonomous agency as opposed to autonomous action or choice and allows that the 

latter two forms of autonomy may yet be shown to constitutively relational . Her 

arguments in this article are focused solely on accounts of autonomous agency. She 

suggests that it is possible to make this distinction because: 

An agent is autonomous when she has the capacities relevant to 
autonomy: capacities for belief formation, deliberation and choice, 
formation of plans and adoption of commitments and projects ... Thus it is 
a precondition for autonomous choice and action that the agent is 
autonomous - has the relevant capacities. But an autonomous agent may 
nonetheless fail to choose or act, on occasion, autonomously. 81 

I am not convinced by this argument but would like to postpone considering my 

objections to it until I have considered Holroyd's position more fully. 

From the arguments outlined so far it is possible to see that Holroyd regards 

autonomy as an internal condition and that any attempt to describe possible 

constitutive relations for autonomy is to posit external conditions. According to 

Holroyd, it is not just that the agent must be a certain way; relational autonomy 

theorists also believe that the world must be a certain way.82 Of course Holroyd 

accepts those arguments that support causal relational conditions for autonomy: 

certain social conditions may cause the agent to meet, or indeed fail to meet, those 

internal conditions necessary for autonomy. What she is rejecting is the argument 

that these conditions can be construed as being constitutive of autonomous agency. 

This includes, Holroyd argues, the position I developed above whereby an agent 

must have some sense of self-respect or self-worth in relation to her competencies in 

10 Holro d, p. 335 
1\ H Iro d, p. 326 
II Holroyd, p. 330 
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order to count as autonomous. 83 

Holroyd gives two main supporting arguments for rejecting this idea of relational 

autonomy. First she argues, as Meyers does, that individuals can show remarkable 

resistance in the maintenance of autonomy in the face of difficult social conditions 

that would appear to make autonomous choice and action nigh on impossible. Such 

individuals Holroyd argues pose a substantial challenge to the idea that social 

relations of confidence or respect are necessary in order to meet the internal 

conditions of autonomy. While this is true, Meyers does point to such individuals, 

she does so in a more nuanced way than I think Holroyd's presentation of her 

argument allows. Meyers does suggest that most individuals even if they are living 

'within the confines of oppressive regimes,' will not 'altogether lack autonomy.' 

However she then qualifies this statement by arguing that many people living in such 

societies or environments 'will enjoy autonomy in at least some parts of their 

lives. ,84 Holroyd seems to regard autonomous agency as something you have or you 

do not have which is not what I believe Meyers to be arguing at all. I believe Meyers 

is suggesting that it is amazing that people in these situations demonstrate autonomy 

in any aspect of their lives, not that their lives are fully autonomous. 

Whether or not the wider relations in which they stand are conducive to autonomy 

development such individuals must have been in autonomy fostering relations at 

some point in their development as agents to have learnt the necessary skills with 

which to exercise their autonomy capacities. Furthermore, and as discussed earlier, 

such individuals must remain in some positive autonomy supporting relations 

because, as Meyers herself acknowledges, such competencies atrophy if not used. 

13 Holroyd, p. 332 

"oi8l1ll Tietjens Meyers, ' lntersectiooal Identity and the Authentic Selr in Relational Autonomy; Feminist Perspectives on 
1I((>f!(lm)'. Agf'flC'J'. and (h~ S(ldCl/.~/f. 00. C. MII('.kenzi.~ !IIld N. Stoljar (OxfCl'd, Oxford University Press, 2(00), p. 152 
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Finally, what I think the existence of these individuals demonstrates is that our 

potential to be autonomous is far more robust than is perhaps suggested by some 

accounts of autonomy. It may be that we need to regard it as less of a delicate, rare 

orchid and more like a hardy perennial! 

This understanding of autonomous agency as a static state once it is achieved is a 

continuing concern when Holroyd's second criticism is considered. Here she 

suggests that while particular social relations may be causally necessary for agents to 

require the skills needed to reflect upon their reasons for action that it is not 

necessary after the acquisition of these skills for the agent to remain in a particular 

social relationship to engage in this kind of reflective practice. Therefore, she 

concludes, 'that insofar as we want to maintain a conception of autonomy that can 

playa role in delineating the bounds of paternalism we ought not accept a 

constitutively relational conception of autonomous agency. ,85 Further support for my 

concerns are to be found when despite referencing Meyer's arguments for episodic 

and programmatic autonomy Holroyd applies the former to autonomous choice and 

the latter to autonomous agency: 

Moreover, the conditions for agency may pertain to the agents abilities 
and circumstances over time, whereas the conditions for choice or action 
may concern, rather, a specific time frame or time slice (that of agent' s 
choice or action). A pre-existing distinction in the literature between 
episodic ... and prograrnmatic ... autonomy touches on these differences.86 

It is not my belief that this is the distinction that Meyers had in mind when she 

developed these understandings of autonomy. The competencies account of 

autonomy allows that autonomous agency may be an uneven state of being, stronger 

at one time than another and in one situation rather than another. Our internal 

autonomous capacities once achieved are not static~ they are fluid, dynamic and 

~olroyd. pp. 3 5-6 
" Holroyd p. 325 
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subject to change. 

This point leads me into my next criticism of Holroyd which centres on her assertion 

that gaining the ability to reflect on our reasons for action relies on particular social 

conditions but that once obtained these social conditions become irrelevant. It would 

appear from these arguments that Holroyd appears to be working with a conception 

of identity and agency that while socially embedded in their formation, once 

achieved they become immutable. Thjs of course is exactly the understanding of 

identity and agency that I have spent this Thesis arguing against. 

Autonomous agency is not just a matter of achieving the right set of internal 

conditions, they must also be maintained. As I have already discussed earlier in ~s 

chapter Meyers argues that such competencies can atrophy through disuse. 

Therefore, those causal social conditions that allow the development of autonomous 

agency do not become an irrelevance once it is achieved because, as I have already 

argued, autonomy is a condition that is dynamic and fluid. Therefore the continued 

existence of such autonomy supporting conditions is required in order to maintain 

and support autonomous agency. This does not however show autonomy to be 

constitutively relational . In order to make this argument I think it will be necessary 

to return to Ricoeur and theories of narrative identity. 

6. Narrative Identity and Relational Autonomy 

A key feminist criticism of traditional, main!:.tream conceptions of autonomy is that 

they have been based on a masculine illusion of self-containment that has denied the 

relational nature oftbe self.s7 Holroyd's argument seems to want to suggest that 

while we are relational agents our autonomy remains an internal, self-contained state 

and while is it causally relational it is not constitutively relational. I would like to 

" McNa • p. lSI 
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argue that this is a deeply confused position. 

In order to do this I will return to McNay's analysis of Ricoeur and his emphasis on 

the entangled nature of those moments of identification and disindentification and in 

which is contained our potential to be autonomous.88 One of the key problems that 

McNay identifies with poststructural accounts of subjectivity, or indeed any of those 

approaches that she identifies as working within the negative paradigm of subject 

formation, is their suggestion that our relation to the other, or to alterity, is based 

'only on the dynamics of disavowal and exclusion. ,89 Ricoeur's account of identity 

formation, as already demonstrated does not rely on such an exclusionary logic but 

indeed acknowledges that 'the identical and non-identical are inextricable and 

intrinsic to any process of self-formation.,90 Therefore the other is not disavowed but 

is an integral part of our narrative self-understanding. 

Furthermore, in discussing the work of Castoriadis McNay argues that understanding 

the individual as a social creation allows for the conception of autonomy to be 

reformed so that it is not understood as a self-enclosed state but as an active-passive 

relation with the other.91 These arguments could, I believe, be applied in part to 

Ricoeur' s work. Returning to 'Autonomy and Vulnerability', Ricoeur argues that 

there are, 'two poles: the effort to think for oneself and the domination or rule by the 

other. The identity of each person, and hence his or her autonomy, is constructed 

between these two poles.,92 So, if we accept his account of narrative identity and the 

proposition that our potential to be autonomous relies on the deeply relational nature 

of its structure it is impossible to conceive of autonomy as anything other than 

constitutively relational. 

• McNay, p. 105 
19 McNay, p. 99 
to McNay, p. 10 
" McNay, p. J 5 I 
92 Riooeur, 2007, p. 83 
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7. Conclusion 

So in summary I believe that the arguments considered in this chapter can be seen to 

demonstrate a number of clear steps in working towards an understanding of the 

autonomous agent that I believe is sensitive to many of the feminist criticisms raised 

back in Chapters Two and Three. First, through McNay's analysis of Ricoeur' s 

arguments it is possible to locate our potential for autonomy. Second, having located 

such a potentiality I discussed the ways in which this could be developed into a full 

account of autonomy competency. Understanding autonomy as a set of skills or 

competencies, I argue allows us to construct a fluid and dynamic account of 

autonomy to complement the fluid and dynamic account of self that is generated by a 

narrative sense of identity. Finally, I conclude that such a conception of autonomy' 

needs to be further understood as being weakly substantive and constitutively 

relational rather than the purely procedural and conditionally relational accounts of 

autonomy. 
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Autonomy and Agency: A Conclusion 

This Thesis began from the premise that there was still work to be done on the 

concepts of autonomy and agency from a feminist perspective. In order to explore 

these issues I described and considered the ways in which mainstream philosophical 

accounts of autonomy have been developed before moving on to discuss the specific 

concerns that feminist philosophers, of all types, have raised against such 

conceptions. 

So in summary, having discussed both Kant's philosophy of moral autonomy and the 

more contemporary approaches of Frankfurt, Dworkin and Christman by the end of , 

Chapter One it was possible for me to indicate the ways in which many traditional 

accounts of autonomy have been unable to accommodate successfully the problems 

that a context of oppressive and inegalitarian socialisation raises for our 

understanding of autonomous action. These problems are, I suggest, akin to the 

Problem of Manipulation as commonly understood by philosophers however the 

context of oppressive socialisation is a very definite 'real' world problem and so 

there is no need for toy examples such as those outlandish characters, who have been 

with us from the start, the horrid hypnotist and nefarious neurosurgeon who are so 

often found in mainstream accounts of autonomy. 

In Chapter Two I considered and discussed in some depths the five main feminist 

critiques of autonomy as defined by Mackenzie and Stoljar. They have labelled such 

critiques the metaphysical, the symbolic, the care, the postmodem and the diversity. 

I think that these definitions as provided by Mackenzie and Stoljar are useful tools 

that allow us to get to the heart of many of the arguments being made by feminists 

concerned with the concept of autonomy in very quick manner. However, such an 
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approach, by its very nature, covers a large amount of ground very quickly. And so 

while useful it also smoothes out many of the more fine grained differences between 

the theories and approaches being adopted by different writers within these accounts. 

This is a problem that I feel is particularly evident in Mackenzie and Stoljar's 

characterisation of the postmodem and diversity critiques. 

It should be noted at this point that Mackenzie and Stoljar do acknowledge the 

'salutary' nature of the postmodem and diversity critiques in alerting us to the 'need 

to develop notions of autonomy based on richer, more psychically complex, and 

more diverse conceptions of agents.' 1 However, I felt that in order to more fully and 

completely understand what an account of agency capable of supporting a feminist 

theory of autonomy would entail that it was necessary to examine, in much closer 

detail , those arguments made by poststructuralist theorists such as Lacan, Derrida 

and Foucault. Not just these writers but also those theories developed by feminist 

theorists who consider, and would identify, themselves as working within this 

philosophical tradition. Though broadly sympathetic to such arguments, that there is 

no core, immutable, transparent, transcendent self, I also consider towards the end of 

this third chapter some very valuable criticisms made of such theories of subjectivity 

and agency that develop out of not only feminist writings but more broadly 

philosophical and psychological approaches too. I conclude that these theories too 

have a valid point to make and so, I ultimately conclude that what is required is an 

account of the selftbat is fluid, dynamic, processual and multi-faceted but that is also 

cohesive and stable enough to generate and then support an account of personal 

autonomy. 

The answer, I suggest, is to be found in philosophical accounts that develop the 

I MAclrenzie and tolinr. p. 11 
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concept of narrative identity. While I did consider the theories of Taylor and 

MacIntyre I found the most fertile ground for my thought in Paul Ricoeur's theories 

of narrative. Ricoeur's understanding of identity is undoubtedly rich and complex 

and is reliant on understanding his theories of time, mimesis, identity, sedimentation, 

innovation and emplotment. All of these ideas, plus some others, ultimately playa 

part in his conception of narrative. The huge advantage of adopting such an account 

of self is that it does exactly what I think is necessary to chart a middle course 

between those who regard the self as somehow fixed and those who would suggest 

that the self is just another Enlightenment conceit. Our selves, understood within the 

terms of Ricoeurian narrative theory, are mutable, dynamic and deeply historic but 

Ricoeur also provides a conception of identity that allows us to consider ourselve's as 

having some sense of permanence and continuity. We are both ipse and idem. 

Having established such an account of the self and defended it against critics of 

narrative identity such as John Christman and Galen Strawson I was then in a 

position to move on and consider what form or conception of autonomy would or 

could be supported by such a narrative agent. A fluid and in-process self can only 

support a concept of autonomy that is itself mutable and dynamic. Clearly if our 

understanding of our self over and through time can change then so too our 

understanding of ourselves as being autonomous or as exercising autonomy will 

have to change and adapt. To this end I argue therefore that the best way of 

understanding autonomy is to conceptualise it as a competency or a set of skills. 

Autonomy then is a skill set that we can learn and is a capacity that we can exercise 

or possess in degrees dependent upon our competency. 

There are, I believe and as I argued in my final chapter, a number of clear advantages 

to adopting such a conception of autonomy. First, by configuring autonomy as a 
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competence, a set of skills that can be acquired this allows us to understand how it is 

that children become autonomous, they learn. Or maybe, if they are not brought up 

in conditions that foster the development of these skills they do not become fully 

autonomous agents. Second, such an approach to autonomy can also accommodate 

the fact that our competency in exercising such skills can vary over the course of our 

adult lives too so that it is the case that many elderly people find their autonomy 

skills impaired through the onset of dementia or indeed just increasing frailty. Third, 

because autonomy is a skill set it also allows people to be better at some aspects of 

autonomous agency than others. Referring to the set of skills as defined by Meyers 

and discussed in Chapter 5 it may be that I have very good memory skills but am less 

confident in exercising analytical and reasoning skills. The final benefit of 

conceiving of autonomy in such a manner is that it also allows an understanding of 

autonomy as potentially unevenly distributed across the different aspects of an 

individual's life. 

Such an account of autonomy is I feel, fairly uncontentious, especially when 

conceived as a procedural account as Meyers herself suggests. However, and as the 

problem of oppressive socialisation indicates, I do not believe that it is enough to 

construct an account of autonomy that is purely procedural and so in the final 

sections of the fifth chapter I argue, more contentiously, that autonomy should also 

be conceptualised in such a way as to be understood as weakly substantive and also 

as constitutively relational. 

In making these arguments I recognise that strongly substantive conceptions of 

autonomy may well be open to the charge that they cannot rule out potential 

instances of paternalistic intervention. However, I am making the far weaker claim 

that our autonomy competencies should be held in conjunction with feelings of self-
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respect or self -worth rather than a more heavily normative argument. I therefore 

defend this position accordingly against Christman who is a theorist who wishes to 

adopt a procedural account of autonomy. Such a desire to have autonomy remain 

substantively neutral can be seen as arising out of liberal concerns about moral and 

political perfectionism. Perfectionism, it is argued, cannot respect the multitude of 

goods found in modem, plural, multi-cultural societies. I do not think it is the case, 

as Raz argues, that perfectionism has to equal value monism. Furthermore I am not 

convinced that liberal politics and their concomitant theories of procedural autonomy 

remain as value neutral as is claimed and so, I see no problem with advocating the 

adoption of such weak normative claims as self-respect and self-worth as part of my 

conception of autonomy. 

The final claim I make for my reconfiguration of autonomy is that it is constitutively 

relational. This means then that I do not view our capacity for autonomy as relying 

only on the presence of the correct social conditions conducive to its development in 

us as individuals. Rather, I believe that our autonomy relies on such favourable 

circumstances being present not only so that we can develop in the first place as 

autonomous agents but also that these conditions must persist if we are to remain 

autonomous. If autonomy is a variable state that is present to a greater or lesser 

extent throughout our lives then it also follows that we need autonomy supporting 

and promoting social conditions throughout our lives and not just as children. 

However, I also want to make a stronger claim and suggest that given the nature of 

our potential to be autonomous, in line with Ricoeur' s arguments regarding 

identification and distantiation and ideology and utopia, that our autonomy is 

constitutively relational . We cannot be or become autonomous without standing in 

relation to others because of the very nature of our formation as subjects or agents. 
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Ultimately then I conclude that autonomy should be understood as weakly 

substantive and constitutively relational and as a competency that we hold. 

This is my end position and I believe that it is a position that is capable of answering 

the problem of manipulation as I demonstrated in my last chapter. However the 

problem of manipulation was not the only area of feminist concern that I raised and 

acknowledged at the beginning of this Thesis. Indeed Chapter Two focused solely on 

five main areas of concern that have been raised by feminists of all types of 

theoretical persuasion. Though I will not pretend to have been able to answer all of 

these concerns in full I think it may be beneficial to outline the ways in which my 

Thesis does begin to answer some of these criticisms. 

The last two critiques that Mackenzie and Stoljar identify and that I discuss at the 

end of Chapter Two are the postmodern and the diversity critiques. This Thesis 

developed primarily as a response to the arguments contained within these labels and 

I believe that I have demonstrated, at some length, that it is possible to be sensitive 

to many of the concerns raised within these critiques and yet still develop an account 

of agency that is capable of being autonomous. I shall now turn to consider the 

remaining three critiques. 

As Mackenzie and Stoljar argue the metaphysical critique is perhaps the most 

established in feminist literature. It is concerned with the idea that many mainstream 

philosophical theories are based on a mistaken account of the individual as atomistic 

and substantively individualistic and because this account of the self is mistaken, the 

argument continues, it follows that any account of autonomy based on such an 

understanding of the individual will also be mistaken. This is not the same critique as 

the postmodern and diversity arguments because it is perfectly possible to construct a 
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relational account of the self that chimes with traditional understandings of 

subjectivity. What is needed, such an approach argues is an understanding of the 

individual as constitutively relational. So to this end I looked at Annette Baier's 

arguments for second persons which suggest that it is only through our relations of 

dependence on others that we become persons. Furthermore, and as I argued in 

Chapter Two, such a shift in our understanding of the individual, from an atomistic 

one to one that emphasises the importance of our social relations does not entail an 

outright rejection of autonomy. Instead what is required for feminist theory is a 

reworking of the concept, a reconfiguration. 

The narrative agency that this Thesis proposes is, I believe, in line with this call for 

individuals to be understood as relational . In particular Ricoeur's arguments on the 

role of ideology, utopia and imagination stress not only their relational aspect but 

also their importance in subject formation . The benefit of Ricoeur's approach, as 

McNay acknowledges, is that it does not valorise such relational dynamics as is often 

the case in psychoanalytic object-relations theory which is often criticised for over 

sentimentalising the mother-child dyad? Having established such a relational 

account of identity this Thesis then goes on to consider what account of autonomy 

could be supported by such an understanding. Therefore, I would argue that the 

account of the individual and the account of autonomy that I provide are not 

susceptible to the feminist metaphysical critique. 

The next group of criticisms of autonomy theory that I identified in Chapter Two 

was the symbolic critique but I am going to pass over these arguments briefly for 

now because I believe that it is there that I may have to work harder for my position. 

So instead I am going to turn now to consider those criticisms of autonomy that 

1 McNay. p. 101 
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develop out of those arguments for an ethic of care. As the title of this approach 

suggests care ethics were not originally concerned with theories of autonomy but 

instead with the ways in which women engaged with, and reasoned about, moral 

questions. This approach claims that mainstream, traditional moral philosophy 

downplays the importance of emotional connections and relations of dependency and 

instead is only concerned with those competent, able-bodied individuals who do not 

have to care for dependants. Autonomy, it is argued, is to be included within these 

attributes and therefore cannot be used to describe the lives of a large number of 

individuals who do not fulfil these criteria. So the question I was left with was, is 

there a way of reconfiguring autonomy to accommodate dependent relationships? I 

answered yes at the time and my answer remains yes. 

By understanding autonomy as a competency that is exercised through a particular 

skill set it becomes a capacity, a capability that is held in degrees. There are two 

implications for the care critique that follow from this claim. First, it is only through 

relations of inter-dependency that we can be considered autonomous agents at all 

because it is through such relations that we learn those skills necessary to the 

exercise of autonomy. Also, because our autonomy can be seen to ebb and flow over 

our lives the quality of our interpersonal relations have a direct impact on how fully 

we can exercise our autonomy skills. 

Second, the question that I was left with as an undergraduate as a result of reading 

Kymlicka's analysis of care and its relation to theories of autonomy was how is it 

possible to be a carer for dependants and yet still remain autonomous? Caring for 

others, whether they are children, or disabled or frail and elderly, often means 

putting our wants and needs to one side either emporarily or pennanently. There 

were many times when my children were babies that I wanted or needed to sleep but 
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they had very different ideas! Does this mean that in this scenario parents are non

autonomous? If autonomy is understood as an all or nothing state, then yes, in this 

scenario carers of dependants are non-autonomous. If, however, we understand 

autonomy as being capable of being held and expressed in degrees, as I have argued, 

then we could say that there are times when caring for others does impact on our 

autonomy but that this may not be a permanent state of affairs. Such a position may 

also be used to demonstrate why respite care is such an important resource and needs 

to be made routinely available to those who find themselves in a position of having 

to care for others on an extended or permanent basis. 

Finally I will now turn and consider those arguments raised by the symbolic critique 

against autonomy. The charge from this argument is that the concept of autonomy, 

from a feminist perspective, has become associated with a number of less than 

desirable characteristics such as self-sufficiency, self-reliance and substantive 

independence. The argument concludes by suggesting that autonomy is inherently 

masculinist: it describes a male reality that was never intended for women and 

cannot simply be extended to include them. I do not think that the conception of 

autonomy that I have developed and argued for in this Thesis can be accused of 

displaying these attributes. Furthermore, I agree with Mackenzie and Stoljar that it is 

perfectly possible to construe autonomy in such a way that it is not susceptible to this 

critique. However, I do think that such a symbolic critique could be used as a 

possible criticism of my reliance on narrative identity. 

As Eakin suggests in his reply to Strawson it is not the high brow concept of the 

'examined life' that Strawson should be concerned with but rather the ways in 

which, 'deep-seated social conventions ... govern narrative self-presentation in 

everyday life . In fact...identity narratives, delivered piecemeal every day, function as 
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the signature for others of the individual's possession of a nonnal identity.' 3 I think 

Eakin has a strong and valuable point to consider here . I say this in light of the fact 

that I have already argued that this cultural trope of the 'autonomous man' seems to 

be alive and doing well in contemporary popular culture with the success of 

television series such as 24 and House whose main protagonists seem to be made to 

custom fit this character ideal. 

This becomes a problem for my position when considered in light of Ricoeur' s 

arguments about mimesis, and indeed about ideology, because as he contends: 

Before any critical distance we belong to a history, to a class, to a nation, 
to a culture, to one or several traditions. In accepting this belonging 
which precedes and supports us, we accept the very ftrst role of ideology 
- the mediating function of the image or self-representation. 4 

Kearney then takes this argument and extends it to argue that it is by dint of this 

belonging that we are subject to the alienating aspects of ideology: dissimulation and 

domination.s 

These arguments would seem to suggest that as a feminist I may wish to reject such a 

theory of narrativity because it would seem to fall prey to the symbolic critique as 

developed by Lorraine Code, our social imaginary is dominated by inherently 

masculinist themes and character ideals that are essentially inegalitarian and inimical 

to feminist thought. This would be entirely true and quite possibly a knock down 

blow to narrative theory and my adoption of Ricoeurian analysis if it were not for the 

fact that Ricoeur views ideology as fonning part of a hermeneutic circle with critical 

distance. As Kearney argues, there is a gap, or an aporia, between the present, the 

past and the future which allows for the possibility of historical distantiation. In turn 

historical distantiation implies the subject distancing itself from itself and it is here 

J Paul John Eakin, 'Narrative Identity and Narrative Imperialism: A Response to Galen Strawson and James Phelan', Narrative, 
VoL 14 No. 2 (2006), 180-87 ( p. 182) 

• Paul Ilicoeur quoted in Ilichard Kearney. On Paul Ricoeur: The Owl o/Minerva (Aldershot, Ashgate Publishing Ltd..2004) p. 
89 
S Kearney. p. 89 
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that the possibility for critical self-imagining, or if you prefer autonomy, is opened 

Up.6 And so while it is the case that women do have to encounter narratives that are 

sexist and oppressive it is through their narrative identities and the autonomy that is 

a potential within those identities that such inegalitarian constructs can be 

challenged. 

'Kearney. p. 89 
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